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OTTAWA, 14th May, 1907. 

SIR, 

• You are instructed to proceed at the earliest moment to Sweden, Norway, 
Finland, Denmark, Germany, Holland and Ireland, for the purpose of study-
ing and reporting upon the Peat Industry in these countries. It will be your 
duty to familiarize yourself with the methods, processes and machinery em-
ployed in the commercial production of fuel from peat and lignite and such 
other exploitations of peat bogs as lead to commercial products. 

This examination is undertaken in the interest of the Peat Industry of 
Canada, and it will, therefore, be your duty also to ascertain all facts relating 
to costs of production; to procure photographs, drawings and plans of ma-
chinery and apparatus used; and obtain information regarding  •patents 
issued to the different inventors of processes and machinery, the countries 
where they have been issued and full particulars thereof.  • 

You are further instructed to visit the Peat Laboratories of such coun-
tries as have established them, familiarize yourself with the methods em-
ployed for determining -the value and class of peat, and report upon these 
methods and the apparatus; equipment and. arrangement of these laboratories. 

Yours very truly, 

EUGENE HAANEL, 

« ERIK NYSTROM, ESQ., M.E., 	 Director of Mines. 

Mines Branch, 

Ottawa. 



OrrAwA, March 25th, 1908. 

SIR, 

In compliance with your instructions to investigate the peat and lignite 
industries in Europe I beg to submit the accompanying report. 

In this report the information collected during my visits to the different 
plants, as well as a large amount of information obtained from various publi-
cations on these subjects, is incorporated. 

The report also includes descriptions of some of the processes used in 
Canada, and, whenever possible, diagrams or photos showing the construction 
of the machinery used and the methods employed have been secured and 
incorporated in the repok 

I have the honour to be, 

Sir, • 

Your obedient servant, 

E. NYSTROM. 
DR. EUGENE - HAANEL, 

Director of Mines, 

• Ottawa. 
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INTRODUCTION. 

Canada, like all northèrn countries, possesses large areas, of peat bogs, 
which are _distributed practically all over the country. The following table, 
obtained from the  bulletin on peat bv Dr. R. Chalmers,  of the  Geologied 
Survey of Canada,  gives a summary of the peat areas in Canada and the 
average depths of the bog_s_. East of Lake Superior:the  figures are at least 
apprôximately correct;  west , of that they are__Imgely estimated. 

Dr. Chalmers states, however, that the above figures are undoubtedly 
too low, as up to the present time  no s stematic investigation of the peat 
bogs has been undertaken,  and most likely many bogs have not been recorded 
and included in the above estimate. It is evident, however, -that 'the _bogs 
in Canada cover an enormous area, which at present has been very little 
utilized either for fuel manufacture, agriculture or reforestation. 

The area of the peat bogs suitable for the manufacture of fuel and other 
peat products or for agricultural purposes can, therefore, at the present 
time not be estimated, but considering the similarity of the peat bogs in 
Canada with those of northern Europe it is reasonable to assume that a large 
percentage of the Canadian bogs will prove suitable for either of these pur-
poses. 

An idea of the immense amount of fuel contained in the peat bogs can 
be had from the following calculation:—one cubic yard of a drained  and 
settled bog gives at least about 250 lbs. of air dried  peat, containing about 
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25% moisture.  A bog with an average depth of six feet after drainage 
contains, therefore, per acre 1,210 tons* air dried peat, and per square mile 
774,400 tons, equal in fuel value to 430,244 tons of_ordinary coal,_ assuming 
that one ton of coal is equivalent to 1.8 tonsair cirieç_pl eat, which has gener-
ally been found to be the case. 

In many cases  the average depths of the  bogs are considerably greater 
than 6 feet,  and a correspondingly increased quantity has to be added. 

The increasing population and industrial activity in Canada, demand-
ing every year a larger amount of fuel, the growing scarcity of wood in the 
settled parts of the country and the increasing prices of both wood and coal 
are making the utilization of our peat bogs a question of great importance. 
Several other reasons can also be added. The coal deposits in Canada are 
situated in the east and westerly provinces, leaving the interior _provinces 
practically dependent on the coal mines of the United States, the disadvan-
tage of which was strongly felt a few years ago, when, on account of the 
strike at these mines, the available coal supply was seriously curtailed . and 
enormous prices had to be paid. 

The saving to the country if at least a part of the imported fuel could 
be substituted by a home product is manifest from the following . tables:t 

IMPORTS AND VALUE OF 

Fiscal Year. 
Bituminous Coal. Anthracite. Coal Dust. 

Tons. Value. Value. Tons. Value. Tons. 

1896 	  
1897. 
1898. 
1899. 
1900. 
1901. 
1902. 
1903. 
1904. 
1905. 
1906  

	

1,538,489 3,299,025 1,574,355 5,667,096 	210;386 	53,742 

	

1,543,476 3,254,217 1,457,295 5,695,168 	225,562 	59,609 

	

1,684,024 3,179,595 1,460,701 5,874,685 	229,445 ' 45,556 

	

2,171,358 3,691,946 1,745,460 6,490,509 	276,547 	44,717 

	

2,439,764 4,310,964 1,654,401 6,602,912 	330,174 	98,349 

	

2,516,392 4,956,025 1,933,283 7,923,950 	414,438 	275,559 

	

3,047,392 5,712,058 1,652,451 7,021,939 	489,548 	264,550 

	

3,511,412 7,776,717 1,456,713 7,028,664 	550,883 	420,317 

	

4,053,900 9,108,208 2,275,018 10,461,223 	608,041 	544,123 

	

4,176,274 8,002,896 2,604,137 12,093,371 	650,261 	343,456 

	

4,495,550 8,360,349 2,200,863 10,304,303 	747,251 	489,180 

The quantity imported is steadily increasing, notwithstanding the 
increase in Canadian coal production, indicating the impossibility of supply-
ing the interior provinces with coal from the east and westerly provinces 
on account of the heavy transportation charges. 

The values of the imported coal given in this table represent only the 
amounts for which duty has to be paid, if dutiable, and not the price which 
consumers have to pay. 

* 1 ton=2,000 lbs. 
t Compiled formerly by the Section of Mines of the Geological Survey Department, 

nd at p7-eiTi1t-bythe Mines 13ranch of the Department of Mines. 
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CONSUMPTION OF COAL IN CANADA. 

Calendar 	Canadian 	Imported 	Total 	Percentage 	Percentage 	Consumption 

Year. 	Tons. 	Tons. 	Tons. 	Canadian. 	Imported. 	Per CaPita ' Tons. 

1896. . . . 	2,639,055 	3,206,456 	5,845,511 	45.1 	54.9 	1.140 
1897. . . . 	2,799,977 	3,124,485 	5,924,462 	47.3 	52.7 	1.143 
1898. . . . 	3,023,079 	3,274,981 	6,298,060 	48.0 	52.0 	1.200 
1899. . . . 	3,631,882 	4,092,361 	7,724,243 	47.0 	53.0 	1.454 
1900. . . . 	3,989,542 	4,361,563 	8,351,105 	47.8 	52.2 	1.561 
1901. . . . 	4,912,664 	4,810,213 	9,722,877 	50.5 	49.5 	1.810 
1902. . . . 	5,376,413 	5,165,938 	10,542,351 	51.0 	49.0 	1.927 
1903. . . . 	6,005,735 	5,491,870 	11,507,605 	52.2 	47.8 	2.055 
1904. . . . 	6,697,183 	6,909,651 	13,600,834 	49.2 	50.8 	2.346 
1905. . . . 	7,032,661 	7,343,880 	14,376,541 	48.9 	51.1 	2.396 
1906. . . . 	7,927,560 	7,398,906 	15,326,466 	51.7 	48.3 	2.425 

The consumption per capita, due to increasing industrial activity and 
growing scarcity of wood, has doubled in the last ten years and will undoubt-
edly 'Continue to increase. The percentage of imported coal shows only a 
very slight falling off, due to the reason previously stated. 

The principal fuel for a  large percentage of the population is, however, 
still wood.  The  amount used is difficult to estimate,but assuming-1, n order 
to arrive at an approximate figure, that about half the population, or some 
three million  •eo de use wood for fuel at an average of  21 cords per  capita, 

 the total amount would be 7,1. million cords. •  The cost of a cord of wood  is 
at the  present time ,on an average probably not less than $2.00,  and  the fuel 
bill in  such a case is some 1,5_rnillion dollars._ 

The gi value of  the forests for other purposes, stich as  for lumber, 
pulp and paper  mills, adds another reason for the development of our peat 
resources,  especially as peat for fuel purposes is fully comparable and even 
superior to wood. 

Several attempts have been made in Canada to manufacture peat 
fuel, but in most cases  the results have been financial failures, which 
have caused a certain distrust among capitalists and the general public in 
everything connected with peat and the utilization of the peat bogs. The 
cause of these failures  has, in some cases at least, been due to lack of  know-
ledge of the peculiar properties of peat and the  attempts in most cases have 
neVer passed the experimental stage, very little peat fuel having been placed 
on the market. The importance of the fuel question is so evident, however, 
that every effort should be made to bring about a successful utilization of 
our peat bogs. 

In several European countries peat fuel and other peat. products have 
been - manufactured on an economical basis for a long time and used both 
for domestic and industrial purposes. The writer was therefore commis-
sioned toproceed to these countries to investigate and report on the processes 
and machinery used and collect such other information as would be of value 

o for Canadian conditions. 
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The European countries where peat fuel is used to a considerable  extent 
are: Sweden,  Norway, Denmark, Finland, Russia, Germany, Austria, Hol-
land and Ireland.  In most of these countries large industries for the manu-
facture of moss litter  and  peat mull  are also established, and the consumption 
of these articles Jor bedding.  and packing purposes is rapidly increasing. 
The manufacture of peat coke  is, especially in Germany, receiving much 'at-
tention, and  in Sweden several power plants with peat la,s_aroducers are 
in successful -operation. 

The methods at present used for peat fuel manufacture depend on 
air drying, which lias been found, notwithstanding its uncertainty, to be 
the cheapest and niost practical rnethod of drying. The question of econom-
ically reméving the water from the peat substance is the main problem, and 
a great number of more or less impracticable methods have been tried in 
Europe and much 'money lost, but the question of successfully utilizing the 
peat bogs is being steadily carried forward by means of new inventions and 
labour saving appliances. The interest displayed, by the' various govern-
ments and assistance given in some form or other has also had a stimulating 
influence on the, peat industries in thése countries. In the countries men-
tioned, with the exception of Russia, Holland and Ireland, societies receiving 
yearly grants from their respective governments have been organized for' 
the purpose of giving information arid advice regarding the manufacture 
of peat products and the cultivation and drainage of peat bogs. These 
societies, through publicationS, lectures and experimentation, do a very 
valuable educational work, assist manufacturers and farmers with investi-
gations and advice and also do a great amount of good by criticising the 
processes and methods invented from time to time, which in many cases 
prevents the useless spending of money. 

On account of, the large population in Europe, land is naturally more 
expensive than in Canada at the present time, and the question of cultivating 
peat bogs in Canada will probably. for some time to come be of minor im-
portance, although in certain instances such cultivation would, even now 
undoubtedly be a paying proposition. In the 'United States the reclama,- 
tion of bog and swamp lands for agricultural purposes and reforestation is-
receiving much attention and several large drainage projects are at present 
under consideration. The increased value of such drained' land, which in 
its original state is practically valueless, wmild in more populated sections 
of Canada, probably pay the cost of such undertaking just as well as the 
irrigation projects carried on in sections where water is lacking. Further-
more, the beneficial results in climatic conditions due to ,proper drainage 
are points worthy of attention. 
, 	The European governments are generally assisting in such drainage 
works when large areas are affected, and thereby also assist incidentally 
the peat industry in those localities, as the drainage of a bog in many cases 
involves a heavy expenditure for which no immediate returns can be expected. 
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A detailed account of the  assistance given the peat industry by the 
different European governments is ,hereafter given. in.0--retwna  cru.e SO/C)« 

SWEDEN. 
•.4 

The coal production in Sweden is insignifica. nt, and the coal mined is 
of inferior quality. This country is, therefore, practically dependent on 
foreign nations for its supply of coal. The question of utilizing the peat 
bogs, which occur in abundance, has therefore in later years received much 
attention from the government, and the manufacture of peat fuel, moss 
litter and peat mull is steadily growing. . 

The government now employs one chief engineer, one engineer and two 
assistant engineers under  the direction  of the Department of Agriculture. j 

- The duty of these engineers is to investigate and report on all new processes ' 
referring to the peat industry, to assist manufacturers with plans and inves- 

. ti.t.ations of  • eat bols and to advise the Government on the advisability_of 
giving loans for the erection or enlargement of peat plants or assistance 
to inventors of promising processes  in order to enable them- to carry on 
experimentation. 

The  Swedish parliament in 1901 voted 100,000 kronor* to be used for 
the encouragement of the peat industry, and in 1902 a fund .of 1,500,000 
kronor was established, from which loans on liberal terms  are give_n to peat 
Manufacturers.  This  jpnd_ was in  .19B7 further increased with  2,000,000 
kronor.  . . 

In order to find out the possibilities of manufacturing peat fuel in the 
northern part of the counfry, where the summer is short_and drying con-
ditions consequently less favourable, an experimental plant wa,s erected at 
Koskivara, situated at  a latitude of 66° 39'. The  results, which are referred 
to later, were quite satisfactory.  The Government has alsO undertaken 
to make official tests with peat machinery in order to find out the most  suit-
able macinnery and methods. Two such tests have so far been made in 
1903 and 1907 and the results published by the Department of Agriculture. 

The peat society "Svenska Mosskulturfeireningen"  in Jiinkbping receives 
a yearly grant of 20,000 kronor from the Government and additional grants 
from the municipal boards. 

-----> 	The peat school,  established at Markaryd under  the direction of Mr. 
- 

 
A. Anrep, receives a yearly grant of 7,000  kronor.  The object of this school 
is to train and educate foremen and superintendents  for peat  plants. 

In large drainage works, which  can benefit a greater mea,  the govern- 
r 

	

	ment, as well as the municipaliges_c_oncerned, generally a,ssist with  a part 
of the cost. 

i In ,1900-1901 a  conunission of two engineers was appointed to Biu_dy 
the peat industry in Europe, and the reportt of this commission,  which has 
been_freely_used_by_the_writer,_3Yubli5ked  in 1902. 

* 1 Krona:=--27 cents. 	 , 
Om brânntorfindustrien i Europa, by Alf. Larson  and Ernst Wallgren.  
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NORWAY. • 	

- 
This country possesses no coal deposits and the peat question is, therefore, 

of great importance. The government employs one engineer, who in 1901 
wa,s sent out to study the peat industry in Europe and Canada.* 

The peat society "Det Norska Myrselskab" in Christiania receives a 
_y_ely_grant of,8,000 kronor. 	 (aszo) 

DENmARK. 

This country possesses no coal deposits and very few forests. The 
use of peat fuel has, therefore, been introduced, and on account of  favourable 
drying conditions and suitable methods  of manufacture the _peatindustry in 
Denmark  is on a good economical basis. 

The society "Hedeselskabet" in Aarhus  received  in 1901, 76,500 kronor 
and "Moseselskabet" (formerly Moseindustriforeningen) receives a yearly 
grant of 8,000 kronor. 

FINLAND 

This country possesses no coal deposità, but wood_ is still fairly abundant 
and cheap. Peat fuel manufacture has so far not reached any magnitude, 
but the consumption is slowly increasing. The g g_g, Let " Fi n s k a,_ Mos s u 1 - 
turf iireni n.ge gf or s receives  a yeaiLlyt, of 36,500 f. markst 
and employs one special engineer for investigation_of  peat fuel manufacture 
And its possibilities. 

RUSSIA. 

Russia has the largest peat industry in the world, with some 1,300 
machine peat plants in operation.  The government itself owns and operates 
a number of such plants and also a large peat coking plant erected at Redkino 
at a cost of  1I million marks. 

A committee presided over by the Minister of 'Agriculture decided in 
1900 that: 

1. Private persons should be allowed to work peat bogs owned by the 
government. 

2. Assistance should be given for investigations of the peat bogs. 

3. Instructions in the simplest methods of working the peat bogs and 
in the use of peat products should be given to peasants. 

4. Assistance shOuld be given to facilitate the transportation of peat. 

5. The railway tariff for peat should be lowered. 

6. A fund should be established from which peat manufacturers could 
obtain loans on ea,sy terms. 

* Torydrift  in Kanada m. fi. lande, by J. G. Thaulow. 
trf7nrarlc=-1- 975 cents. 

1 mark=24 cents. 
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`T. Peasants should be allowed to work peat bogs owned by the govern-
ment, paying a yearly rent of 0.45-0.90 cents per square yard. 

The Russian government, especially from a military point of view, is 
anxious to inake Russia independent of imported fuel and gives, therefore, 
to _private persons or companies erecting peat plants in Russia a loan of 
40% d the cost of the plant.  This loan can be paid back in peat products. 
It is also stipulated that manufacturers of machine formed peat may have 
their peat coked at the  government_plants_at_a_cost_oL$1._3_7_per_ton_p_eat 
..coke. The government buys, if desired, this coke at a price calculated on 
the ,basis of the fuel value of Newcastle coal at $4.42 per ton,  so that  the 
peat coke is paid more or less according  as it is inferior or superior in fuel 
value to this standard.  The production of peat fuel in Russia was some 
four million tons in 1902, and it is yearly increasing. 

GERMANY. 

In Germany the peat question is of less importance, on account of the 
,coal and lignite resources, but in certain parts of this country a very extensive 
peat industry has been established, and much credit is due several German 

 inyentors of machinery and processes for the utilization of the peat bogs. 
The German government operates several experimental farms for moor 
cultivation  and Œives a yearlE_grant to  the society "Verein zur Fôrderung 
der Moorkultur im Deutschen Reiche" in Berlin. In certain districts the 
railroads have a special tariff for peat  and  lignite,. and in other  -districts — 
canals have been built and cheap freights thereby made  possible. 

kUSTRIA. 

The experimental farm at Vienna has had since 1901 a special branch 
for moor cultivation  and peat manufacture. Other experimental farms 
are  established at Sebastianberg, Laibach, Klagenfurt, Admont,  Sterzing, 

\ etc.,  where free education is  given in moor cultivation and peat manufacture. 
t‘ he society "Deutsch-Osterreichische Moorverein"  has its headquarters 
at Staab bei Pilsen.  Si'Z 

HOLLAND. 

In Holland peat fuel has been used for centuries, and_ at  present the 
production is over one million tons per year. The -worked out peat bogs 
are excellent for agricultural purposes and annually about 1,000 acres of 
such land are gained.  

(Sake ce. MS:5) 
During  the last fifty years some 250 miles of shipping canals and 500 

miles of moor canals have been built.  The cost of these canals has been 
$4,800,000, and for maintenance and improvement of older canals a further 
sum of $4,480,000 has been spent. The government has contributed to 
these works $2,891,600, and the provinces $4,369,200. In order to be inde- 
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pendent of foreign nations for fuel the government has always a certain 
amount of peat fuel stored for military purposes in case of war, and also 
uses peat fuel in its buildings. 

The cost of peat fuel in Holland is considerably higher than that of coal, 
which can be cheaply imported from England and Germany, but notwith-
standing this fact, peat is largely used for domestic purposes. 

IRELAND. 

In Ireland the Department ,of Agriculture and Te-chnical education 
is encouraging the peat industry by giving assistance with  investigations 
of bogs and information regarding new methods and use of peat products. 
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CHAPTER I. 

ORIGIN, OCCURRENCE, CLASSIFICATION AND USES OF PEAT. 

Peat is a combustible substance produced under certain conditions 
by the slow decaLofsr  getahle_inatter.. The character  of peat depends 
upon  the conditions prevailing during this decay  and on the nature of  the 
vegetation from which it is formed. To the peat forming vegetation belong 
nearly all the mosses (especially Sphagnum and Hypnum), heath plants, 
sea and swamp plants such as rushes, sedges and grasses,  trunks and roots 
of trees, leaves, etc. 

According to P. R. Bjeding and F. T. Gissing* the peat formation is 
accounted for in the followino•  manner; 

"During the growth of the plants the interior walls of the cells are 
gradually' coated with matters, which ultimately become so thick as to im-
pede the free transpiration of  oxygen and aqueous vapour, the result of which 
is a lowered vitality and finally death of the cell. At this stage the plant 
generally begins to decompose, the contents of the cell disappearing  first, then 
the cell wall, and  lastly the spiral fibres.  These steps  are marked by character-
istic chemical changes. The retention of oxygen in the compounds  ,at the 
time of death promotes fermentation,  especially of the nitrogenous sub-
stances which yield ammonia,_sulphuretted hydrogen  and phosphuretted  
hydrogen. The non-nitrogenous substances, such as the,sugars and starches, 
are converted into  the various acids F,tenerally yielded by decaying vegetable 
matter. In course of time the  cells become so distended with  the products 
of decomposition that their walls burst  and the various gaseous compounds 
escape. With this new condition of things the  further  chemical  changes 
assume a different  character  and the still unaltered_vegetable_matter is 
converted into humit_ansLallied acids_ and carbonic  acid,  while the 'soluble 
compounds slowly_pass away  iff_selution. The finaJ result is that the cell is 
emptied of its contents and deprived of its green colour if it originally con-
tained chlorophyll. The next stage consists of the decomposition of the 
cell wall, which proceeds more or less rapidly, according as it is or  is not 
incrusted with sparingly soluble lime salts, silicates and resinous matters, and 
according to the strength of the vegetable acid solutions in which it is im-
mersed. By the evolution of oxygen, aqueous vapour and carbon dioxide 
there results a mass which contains a large and increased proportion of carbon, 
a little hydrogen and a little oxygen  in a combined fonu, generally  as a yellow-
brown ulmin,  but often thi,s is subsequently  converted by oxidation into the 
light brown humin. At this stage the vegetable matter is mainly a mixture 
of ulmin, humin and spiral fibres.. The last stage, the destruction of the 

* Peat, its use and  manufacture. 
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spiral fibres and more resistant tissue, is  much assisted  by the ,combined 
action of frost and moisture.  Frost disintegrates  the  fibres  and the black 
mould-like substance absorbs so much water that it  becomes water-lo- gied 
and  sinks  to the bottom of the pool or liquid which it is in. With the ac-
cumulation of this matter it becomes subjected to pressure, to slow  carbonisa-
tion, and to permeation  by bituminous  and resinous substances, and after a 
time becomes what is known as peat. " 

In order that the process may proceed as above outlined free access of 
air must be excluded, otherwise the residue will be gradually oxidized and 
only the inorganic ingredients left. 

In the case of a peat bog, however, the material is immersed in water and 
the free access of air excluded, resulting as above outlined in the gradual 
accumulation of peat, which becomes richer in carbon contents at a rate 
depending on the rapidity of the humification process. The older the peat is, 
the better humified or riper it generally is, dependent, however, on the 
vegetation forming the different peat layers. In tnany cases the vegetation 
on one and the same bog has changed from time - to time, probably depending 
on different heights of the water level, and in such cases poorly humified 
layers of peat derived from a vegetation more resistant to humification than 
the previous or later vegetation can be found imbedded in a bog with other-
wise well ripened peat. As a rule, however, the upper layers of a growing 
peat bog, consequently of younger age, are less humified than the deeper 
layers. They have a comparatively light colour, small specific gravity and 
low fuel value. The deeper layers and older peat bogs generally contain a 
brown to black, heavy and well humified peat, and the deepest layer a brown-
ish black, dense peat, containing very little of still recognisable vegetable 
remains, and which hm the highest fuel value. 

In .many peat bogs a bottom layer of earthy black material is found, 
which contains no recognisable vegetable remains and when dried crumbles 
to pieces. 

"The  formation of peat is dependent upon a special combination of 
climatic and topographical conditions. The principal factors are: 

1. Growth of acquatic and moisture loving plants. 
2. A soil or sub-soil which will retain water at the surface. 
3. Sufficiently humid atmosphere to prevent too rapid evaporation. 
4. A temperature high enough to allow a profuse gro wth of vegetation, 

yet low enough to check too rapid a decay of vegetable matter. 
Bogs generally occur in shallow depressions having a clay bottom, or 

when the water rests on permeable matter like'sand this overlies an imperme- 
' able sub-soil. The water must be still, but not stagnant nor subject to the in-

fluence of rapid currents of water. Hence, the bogs generally originate in a 
lacustrine area, which gradually becomes filled up with silt and aquatic 
plants and so becomes fitted for the' vegetation characteristic of peat. As a 
consequence of this, bogs are most prevalent in lowland districts, but they 
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may occur in motintainous country when drainage  is  impeded so as to form 
local accumulations of water. 

Humidity is a very important reguIator_of the distribution of bogs. 
Wooded-moors favour  the growth of mosses, owing to the air there being more 
moist than in the open country. Hence it is that the bogs in low-lying areas 
seldom have trees buried in them, whereas in mountain bogs trees are plentiful, 
the growth of the moss being favoured by the fallen trunks damming back 
the water so as to form pools." 

The peat bogs are generally classified as high bogs (Hochmoore) and 
low bogs (Niederungsmoore).. 	 • 

High Bogs.—The vegetable matter forming these bogs is principally 
made up of the remains of mosses, heath plants and of forest residue.  On 

excEln w-ie6z7. account of the moisture absorbing property of the sphagna in particular, these 
bogs  are like enormous sponges, retaining large quantities of water, _which 
furtherinor_e favours the growth of this vegetation. Under favourable con-
ditions these bogs may attain considerable depth, especially in their central 
parts, where the drainage is less and the growth of .the  moss more profuse. 
In many instances these parts are on a higher level than the rest of the bog 
and often from 15 to 50 feet or more in depth. `AD 41 

Low Bo'gs.—The vegetable  matter, forming these bogs is made up of 
the remains of plants–requiring_more:nourishment than the plants forming 
the vegetation of a high bog.  The principalyegetation on low_bogs js_grasses, 
sedges, reeds and rushes_ Low bogs chiefly occur in localities which are 
occasionally or periodically flooded. 

In a great number of cases the conditions under which a• bog has been 
formed have changed from time  . to Jime,_ resulting  in different vegetation _ 
and in  peat of different qualities. Bogs of this nature are classified as mixeçl 
bogs (Ubergangsmoore or Mishmoore.) 

The different classes of peat are divided into two large groups*:—I, moss 
peat, and II, grass peat, each of which is subdivided into smaller groups. 

I. MOSS PEAT. 

• 	This group is subdivided into three smaller groups: 
a. Sphagnum Peat.—The porous character of the sphagna  and its   com-

position, which practically  consists of cellulose with only  a small  percentage 
of albumen, makes the  sphagnum peat very resistant to humification. It 
contains à veiy  small amount of inorganic substances, growing  as it does on 
ground  and water containing little nourishment, and gives, therefore, when 
burnt very little ash. Well humified, it has fairly good cohesion and produces 
a good fuel, which, however, is comparatively light and porous and under 
unfavourable weather  conditions  requires longer time for drying than a fuel 
made from a more compact peat. The weight per unit of volume is con- 

* Lecture by J. Hallméu, Narkilryd,_Smeden. 
5 -147s  P Êft 7 SCReoL 
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siderably increased by an intensive pulping procesS, which also improves the 
drying conditions, as later exPlained. 

The sphagnuni moSs and partially humified sphagnum peat are largely 
uSed as ra-w materials in the moss litter industry and have been or are used 
to some extent for the manufacture of paper, 'building, filling, packing and 
insulation materials, for medical use and for the manufacture of alcohol. 

b. Hypetim Peat.—The hypnuni moss requires lime and occurs, there-
fore, on limy ground or where the water contains lime.  Contrary to the 
Sphagnum the hypnum has thick walled cells without Pores or spiral 
'cells and lacks the great moisture absorbing property of the former. 

It humifies slowly has high  contents of ash, 8-30%, very poor  plas-
ticity,  and  when dried and handled goes very easily to pieces. Only when 
well humified and mixed with  the remains of other plants, with lower contents 
of ash, is it suitable for fuel manufacture. 

The hypnum bogs are rich in nitrogen,  lime and other nourishment, 
and are, therefore, as a rule well adapted  for agricultural purposes. 

é. Forest Moss Peat.—This class of peat. is formed by mossés, heath 
plants 'and the residue of forests. Trunks 'and roots of trees are generally 
plentiful, but  with the exception of pine these remains area   as a rule de-
cayed, soft and easily pulped in a suitable peat machine. 

The peat, on account of the great variety ,of plants from which it is 
formed, is easily htimified, but generally has little cohes.  ion.  This is improved 
by a thorough  mixing and pulping process. The content of ash is froni 
5  to 8 %.  

When well humified and properly treated it gives a good fuel of com-
paratively high fuel value. Part of the vegetation forming these bogs is 
always made, up of spagnum and on. limy ground by hypnum, in which 
latter case the peat contains a comparatively large amount of • lime. It is 
always rich in nitrogen,  and under .  these conditions  suitable for agricultural 
purPoses. 

IL-GRASS PEAT. 

This group is  sub-divided into ,three or more smaller ,roup_s: 

a. Sea Peat.—This peat is principally formed by the remains of such 
.plants as phragmites, scirpus and equisetum,  often mixed with  the ,pains 
of nienyanthes, nymphzea, etc. lt is easily humified,  but always contains 
fragments of roots not humified. Generally it is mixed with the remains 
of fishes and birds and contains considerable amounts of nitrogen,  lime 
and other inorganic substances. The content of ash is from 8 to 10%. 

I When well humified. it is a  soft  plastic mass,  from which a heavy and 
compact peat fuel is obtained. 

b. Carex Peat.--Peat of this class is formed by the remains of the large 
variety of plants belonging to the Carex family, generally mixed with the 
remains of mosses and other plants. The  composition is yen,  variable. In 
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some cases a heavy, dark and compact peat fuel may be obtained, but in 
other cases the peat is porous, light and of little cohesion. The content of 
ash is also variable and depends on local conditions, such as floods, when silt 
and sand are deposited, in which case the content of ash is very high. As 
a rule these bogs are well suitable for agricultural purposes,  but for fuel 
manufacture only  when  the content of ash,  which varies from 3 to 25%, 
is low. 0 . ce.1 

c. Eriophorum Peat.—Peat  fi 	rinci ally frorn the remains of this 
plant is the best raw material for the manufacture of_pea_titel. Wheell 

 umified, it gives a black, he_avy and_c_ompaeluel, drying  comparatively 
rapid and containing  a low percentage_o_f_ash,  O. 7,5_,4% 

Less humified peat of this kind has been used for the  manufacture of 
different fabrics,  on account of„Its_atrong_fihres, but neither_the_products 
nor the -economical results seem to have pnatisfÎory. 
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CHAPTER II. 

COMPOSITION AND CALORIFIC liALUE OF PEAT. 

A drained peat bog still contains large quantities of water and, as a rule, 
only 10 to 15% of dry peat substance. The raw peat is therefore air dried 
and contains after such drying, if properly conducted, from 15 to 25% 
moisture. In many cases a higher content of moisture is found, but if the 
peat is to be used as a fuel for ordinary purposes the moisture should not 
be allowed to exceed a limit of 25-30%, especially if used for domestic pur-
poses. 

The following table* published by Prof. Klason,  of Stockholm, Sweden, 
gives the average composition of different kinds of fuel, together with the 
mean calorific value of the absolutely dry and ash free fuel and the average 
percentage of moisture in its air dried state. 

, 

Composition. 	Wood. 	Peat. 	Lignite. 	Swedish 	English 
. 	 , 	 ( /71110 	 Coal. 	Steam Coal. 

, 

Carbon. 	(?,, 	52.0 	'58.0 	66.0 	78.0 	81.0 
Hydrogen.  	- 	 6.2 	5.7 	4.6 	5.1 	 5.2 
Oxygen 	41.7 	35.0 	28.0 	14.8 	11.5 
Sulphur . 	 .... 	.... 	.... 	0.8 ' 	 1.0 
Nitrogen. 	 ,, 0.1 	1.2 	1.0 	1.3    1.3 	" 

Caloriest. Pliça. ...... 	4900 	5700 	6000 	7500 	8000 
Moisture.  	20.0 	22.0 	25.0 	13.5 	 7.6 

The content of ash is variable and is considered low if less than 5 
and high'if more than 8% of an absolutely dry sample. 

* Teknisk Tielskrift,  1896.  
t lkeal.=the heat required to raise the temperature of 1 kg. (2.2 lbs.) of water 1° 

Centigrade (1.8°F.) 



100 Parts Dry Peat Contains 

Hydrogen 

Moisture in 
the air dried 

peat Nitrogen Oxygen Ash 
Peat from 

Carbon• 

Cappoge,t Ireland 	 
Kulbeggen,  

Rammstein, Germany 
Niedermoor, 	" 
Bremen, 
Schopfloch, 	" 
Grunewald, 	u 
Haspelmoor, 	" 
Kolbermoor, 	"  
Holland... 	 
Swedent 	 

51.05 
61.04 
58.69 
62.15é1 
47.90 
57.84 
53.59 
49.88V 
58.93 
58.51 
50.85 
54.13 
54.56 
53.34 
55.33 
57.14 
58.26 

39.55 
30.46 

	

1.45 	32.88 
1.66 j 27.20 

42.80 

	

0.95 	32.76 
2.71& 30.32 

	

1.16 	42.42 
35.35 
35.32 
30.25 
39.42 
39.49 
40.96 
39.36 
36.91 
36.01 

2.55 
1.83 
1.99 
2.70 
3.50 
2.60 
8.10 
3.72 
8.43 
4.21 

14.25.A 
1.89 
3.08 
1.78V 
9.97 
7.10 
8.69 

10.0 

16.7 
17.0 

20.0 

15.50 
15.50 

6.85 
6.67 
6.97A 
6.29 
5.80 
5.85 
5.60 
6.50 
5.72 
6.17 
4.64 
6.45 
5.95 
5.70 
5.31' 
5.95 
5.73 

15 

The following scale* is used. by the government engineers in Sweden 
for comparison of the different qualities of absolutely dry peat :- 

P905 

Fuel value.   Very high 	High 	Average 	Low 	Very low 

Cal. per kg. about.  	5600 	5300 	5000 	4700 	4400 
B.T.IJ. per lb. about 	10080 	9540 	9000 	8460 	7920 

Contents of ash 	 low 	average 	comparatively 	high 	very high 
high 

% about  	2 	5 	 8 	11 	14 

Absorbing property 	very high 	high 	average 	low 	very low 
about .. .... rm_4  	190* 	igoo 	130t3 	1000- 	0,700 

e) 	itteerta 7/ON 

Analyses of Peat. 

For common purposes the contents of ash, moisture, combustible or 
organic substance and the calorific value of a peat fuel are the most impor-
tant determinations and in most cases sufficient. If the peat is used for 
metallurgical purposes (peat coke) the contents of sulphur and phosphorus 
are of importance, and in other cases the content of nitrogen should also be 
ascertained. 

The following table gives the chemical composition of the dry peat sub-
stance from bogs in different localities:- 

, 

* Torftja.nstennnens verksamhet, 1905. 
t Hausding, Handbuch der Torfgewinnung. 

Svenska mosskulturfôreningens tidskrift, May, 1905. 
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COMPOSITION. 	 CALORIFIC VALUE. CALORIES PER KG. 	Weight per unit 
 	of volume with 

Peat Fuel from- Sweden.* 	 As-li. in 	Of dried 	 Of original 	its percentage 
Moisture. 	Ash. 	Combustible 	dried 	ancr. 	Of dried 	sample (with 	of moisture. 

substance. 	sample. 	ash free 	sample. 	its percentage 	(Relative spec. 
% 	% 	% 	 % 	sample. 	 of moisture) 	weight). 

Koskivara..  "' l e / 	28.34 	4.21 	67.45 	5.87 	5622, 	5292 	3414 	 0.61 

Enkiiping.  	23.38 	7.28 	69.34 	9.504 	52607 	4759 	3298 	 0.61 

Fagersanna  	25.27 	1.74 	72.99 	2.33V 	5525 	5394 	3656 	 0.67 

ii 	 20.21 	2.78 	77.01 	3.48 	5475 	5284 	3858 	 0.53', 

Stafsjô  	22.45 	1.96 	75.59 	2.53- 	5481 	5342 	3775 	 0.73 

ii 	 24.63 	2.12 	73.25 	2.81 	5906A 	5740 	3950 	 9.69 

Liiberôd. 	 29.83 	2.52 	67.59 	3.68 	5421 	5221 	3277 	 0.874 

VestraTorup.  	26.16 	4.04 	69.80 	- 5.47 	5837 	5518 	3702 	 0.70 

Yxenhult. 	 34.02 	2.50 	63.48 	3.79 ' 	5687 	5443 	3194 	 0.80 

ii 	 36.68 	3.55 	59.77 	5.61 	5784 	5459 	3053 	 0.64 

Eànmaljunga. 	 25.54 	4.32 	70.14 	5.80 	5858 	5519 	3740 	 0.80 

GTanefOrs.  	26.01 	5.98 ' 	74.01 	7.48 	5601 	5181 	3797 	 0.67 , 

* *Svenska mosskulturforeningens tidskrift, Jan., 1905. 
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The average composition of 57 samples was: 

Moisture . 	  27.17% 
Ash 	  3 . 27 " 
Combustible substance.   69.56 " 

The calorific value of the original samples (with its contents of moisture) 
varied between 2,235-4,307 calories per kg., averaging  3,463  calories or 
6,233 B.T.U. per lb. 

The calorific value of the dried  samples  varied between 4,530-5,740, 
 averaging  5,266 calories per kg. or 9,478 B. T. U. per lb. 

• 
Calorific value 

Peat Fuel 	 Organic 	 of sample with 
from 	Ash. 	Sulphur. Nitrogen. 	Substance. Moisture. 	its percentage 

Denmark.* 	 of moisture 
% 	% 	% 	% 	% 	calories. 

Bjornkaer. 	4.1 	0.31 	. . . . 	70.69 	25.0 	3730 
Lyngen .  	8.0 	0.30 	 66.70 	‘t 3600 
Korsor. 	

. . . . 
 	10.8 	1.80A 	1.2 	62.40e 	ci 	3280 

Axelvoki 	4.4 	0.63 	1.5 	68.50 	ei 	3574 
Pindstrup  	0.84 	trace 	0.72 	74.10A 	‘‘ 	3330 
Okaer.  	8.10 	. . . . 	. . . . 	66.90 	c( 	3343 
Sparkaen 	5.00 	.... 	.... 	70.00 	it 	3644 
Kerning.  	1.40 	. 	. . . . 	73.40 	ce 	 3582 

The following table gives the composition of some Canadian peats 
analysed by the Bureau of Mines, Toronto, and by the Geological Survey 
Department, recalculated for comparison. 

Peat. from 	 Moisture. 	Ash. 	Combustible Substance. 
% 	% 	 % 

Welland  	25.0 	3.58 	 71.42 
Perth 	 it 	 7.29 	 67.71 
Brockville . 	 cc 	 8.20 	 6680V 
Rondeau 	 te 	7.03 	 67.97 
Newington.  	ec 	0.92 	 74.08 , 
Prince Edward Island . . .  	ei 	2.82 	 72.18  
Ste. Thérèse.  	8.86 	9.50A 	 81.64k 

* From Mosebladet, July, 1907. 

2 
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CHAPTER III. 

MANUFACTURE OF AIR DRIED PEAT FUEL. 

The main problem in the manufacture of peat fuel is, as has already been 
stated, the removal of the water in an economical manner. A fully satisfac-
tory solution of this problem has not yet been reached, as the methods* so far 
employed on a larger scale depend on weather conditions for the drying of 
the wet peat. The season during which a peat bog can be worked is, there-
fore, comparatively short and varies from 90 to 115 days. This makes the 
labour question at least in some localities a difficult one. Great improve-
ments have, however, been made in the methods used and new machinery 
and labour-saving appliances invented, which considerably decrease the 
number of men required, increase the production and deliver a peat fuel of 
better quality. The manufacture of peat fuel, where conditions are favourable, 
is, therefore, even now an undertaking which, if properly conducted, will 
leave a reasonable profit. 

Numerous methods have been tried, involving the expenditure of large 
amounts of money, in attempts to remove the water by mechanical appliances 
or other artificial means, but most of these methods have failed entirely or 
proved unsatisfactory frcim an economical standpoint. No attempt will be 
made to describe all the methods tried or those which from time to time have 
been advertised as having solved the peat question; only those which at 
present are used to any extent or are of special promise or interest will be 
dealt with. 

A drained and settled peat bog still contains from 85 to 90% moisture, 
and on account of the peculiar nature of peat in its natural state the contents 
of moisture cannot even in strong presses under enormous pressure 13e brought 
down. to less than 60 to 70%, which has been demonstrated time and again. 
The cost of this process with the methods so far used in Europe is pro-
hibitive, the production too small and the contents of moisture still left too 
high to allow a final drying by artificial heat. 

Air dried peat fuel contains, on an average, 25% moisture; the peat 
manufactured durinithe early part of the summer, when drying conditions 
generally are more favourable, sometimes contains considerably less or from 
15% and upwards, and that manufactured later sometimes a little more. 
This fuel as compared with coal is very bulky and, under ordinary conditions, 
does not stand heavy transportation charges. The bog should, therefore, 
be located comparatively close to a sufficient market. If, on the other hand, 

* The wet carbonizing process invented by Dr. M. Ekenberg and later described, is 
independent of weather conditions, but at present no commercial plant is in operation. 
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a peat fuel with increased fuel value per volume could be economically manu-
factured, either by briquetting, carbonizing and briquetting, coking, or as a 
powder, a fuel -would be obtained which in many instances could favourably 
compete with coal. 

Another way of utilizing the peat bogs on a larger scale is for the develop-
ment of electric energy. The power plants should then be located at the 
bogs, when the bulkiness of the air dried peat fuel is of less consequence. 

The methods at present employed on a large scale for the manufacture 
of air dried peat fuel are: 

1. Cut peat, when the peat is  eut out of the bog by hand or machinery 
and afterwards air dried, without undergoing any - mechanical treat-
ment. 

. 2. Machine peat, when the raw peat after being dug out of the bog 
generally by hand is first subjected to mechanical treatment and 
afterwards air dried. The methods used for manufacturing machine 
peat are, as a rule, divided into two classes: 

(a) when  additional water is added to the peat mass in such quantities 
that the resulting peat porridge can be run out into moulds. 

(b) when the peat mass is treated -without additional water and has such 
consistence that it can be formed into desired shape without moulds. 
This latter class is properly termed machine formed peat, but is 
often called pressed peat. 

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR ez SUCCESSFUL PEAT FUEL MANUFACTURE. 

The first condition for a successful undertaking is a suitable peat bog, as 
free as possible from roots, trunks and stumps of trees, which interfere with 
continuous working. The peat should be well humified and have a low con-
tent of ash. A depth of 6 to 12 feet or more is desirable, ospecially when a 
large. output is desired and machinery employed, otherwise a considerable 
area requires to be worked, which necessitates frequent movings of the ma-
chinery and transportation arrangements, entailing loss of time and increased 
cost. 

A wet bog free from roots and trees can sometimes be cheaply worked 
by the employment of suitable machinery for digging the peat out of the bog, 
but as a rule a drained bog is more easily worked. Whenever roots and trees 
are plentiful the mechanical excavator is not suitable and such *bogs require 
sufficient drainage. Good drainage facilities are, therefore, favourable. 

In many cases it is not necessary to drain a bog to the bottom, but the 
surface must be well drained, in order that as solid ground as possible may be 
obtained for the workmen and animais  to walk on, and the laying of tracks 
facilitated. Occasionally the water in a bog is dammed up during the winter 
in order to protect the peat from frost. Peat which has been frozen hard 
generally loses its cohesive properties and easily crumbles to pieces, making 
it less suitable for the manufacture of peat fuel. The bog should be carefully 
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levelled, whereby transportation is facilitated and a better shaped peat fuel 
obtained. Any rea,sonable amount spent on the drainage and levelling of 
the bog is, therefore, generally well spent and pays in the long run. 

The drainage of the bog should be done at least one year previous to the 
beginning of manufacturing oierations, in order to give the bog time to settle 
down. Experience has shown that when a newly drained bog containing 
peat of good quality gives per cubic yard about 200 lbs. of air dried peat with 
25% moisture, the same bog after one year gives 250 lbs. and after two years 
300 lbs. or more per cubic yard. 

Trees preventing the free access of air and wind should be removed,  as 
the  effect of the wind on  the  drying of  peat is of more importance than that 
of the sun. 

The machinery and methods employed must be suitable for the bog. 
The bogs differ greatly  as well as the local conditions and a machine or method 
which works satisfactorily in one bog may be found very unsatisfactory in 
another. A thorough investigation of the bog and the advice of  a competent 
person is therefore desirable before operations are started.  A capable super-
intendent or foreman, trained workmen and suitable machinery and transpor-
tation facilities are of great importance if the work is to proceed satisfa,ctorily. 
Generally it is preferable to work by contracts, paying the men a fixed sum 
per 1,000 pieces of peat or per cubic unit of raw peat dug out of the bog. 
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The first work to be undertaken after a bog in a suitable locality has 
been found is the  investigation and sampling  of samb. The area is divided 
into squares with sides of 150-300 feet,  and at each corner of these  squares 
samples are taken from different depths.  The instrument used for this pur-
pose should be of such construction that samples can be taken from any 
desired depth without beingxed with material from any other depths. 
If the samples from the same depths are of uniform character they can be 
mixed together and a general sample made, but if they differ materially in 
composition or appearance separate analyses should be made. The content 
of ash generally increases with depth  and in order to avoid the production of a 
fuel with high content of ash the composition of the different layers should 
be thoroughly investigated. The degree  of humification  as well as the _cohe-
sive properties  of th: peatifiould  also be ascertained.  4 

After the levels have been taken,profiles can be re showing the differ-
ent layers of the peat  an a proper plan for working the bog should then be 
made out. The next.ark, if the bog has proved to be. suitable, is the drain-
age of same. The main drain is first dug and afterwards a ditch around the 
margin of the bog in order to drain away the surface water from the surround-
ing ground. Next in order comes the levelling and drainage of the clzring 
field, which, as a rule, is the surface of the bog nearest the working trenches. 
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Good transportation arrangements are of great importance. A perma-
nent track or aerial tramway is generally used from the bog to the store 
houses or loading station and on the bog itself light portable tracks are used. 

PUMPING MACHINERY. 

A bog not sufficiently drained by ditches can in most cases easily be kept 
dry by pumping and where a thorough drainage would require the expenditure 
of a large amount of money it is probable that pumiling will be cheaper. 
The height to which the water requires to be raised is generally small,  per-
mitting  the use of very simple pumping machinery 

The pump mostly used is the  water-screw shown in Fig. 1. This appara-
tus is of simple construction, has a high efficiency and is very suitable in bogs 
where the water, as a rule, is full of dirt,  pieces of wood or other substances,9's 

FIG. I—Closed Water-screw. • 
which in o  I - 	 •• • 	• • 	 • • : • -  • 	The water-screw 
consists of a cylinder or half .cylinder in which a screw rotates. An open 
§crew  can be used at an inclination up to about 20°,  and  a closed one up to 

In the former case  it should make  70-80 revolutions per minute,  and 
in the latter 40-50  The pitch  is,  as a rule, made the same as the outer 
diameter of the screw. 

If only a small amount of water needs to be pumped, the water-screw is 
'operated by hand, otherwise some mechanical arrangement is used. In 
many cases a windmill is quite suitable.  

The following tables* give the approximate pumping capacities and 
power required for different water-screws. 
— 

* Hausding Handbuch der Torfgewinnung. 
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CLOSED WATER-SCREW. 

	

feej") 	Inside diameter 	 Power required per 
No. 	//' 	of 	cylinder. 	Capacity per min. 	1 foot lifting 	height. 

n 1.-/70-go rpm 	,(--- 	 inches. 	 cubic feet. 	 h. p. 

1  	14 . 4-15 . 2 	 19.42`- 5 °,:i 	. 0.06 	. 
2  	15 .2-16 .0 	26.48 	 0.08 
3  	16 . 0-17 . 2 	 31.78 	 0.10 
4  	17 . 2-18 . 0 	 38.84 	 0.12 
5  	18 .0-18 .4 	 46.61 	 0.13 
8  	19 .6-21 . 2 	 68.15 	 0.18 

10  	21 . 6-22. 4 	 83.33 	 0.23  
12  	22.8-24.0 	 104.16 	 0.30 
15  	26.0-27.2 	, 	141.24,- 2 ()O 	 . 0.40   

0.6-7017 

firdi e"-• 0,D SCel111 OPEN WATER-SCREW. 

-...,..• 	, 	 e  

Inside diam. of 	Capacity per min. 	Power required per 
No. • half cylinder. 	at 50 revolutions. 	1 foot lifting height. 

5__ 11.0....50  rem  .,,,,./. 	., 	inches. 	 cubic feet. 	 .h. p. 

0 •S2re4 1,97 A I 
1  	20.4--24.0 	 88.27-./56 	 0.30 
2  	22.0--25.6 	 123.58 	 0.42 
3  	25.6-728.0 	 190.67 	, 	 0.54 
4  	28.0--29.6 	 225.98 	n ,--:-Y0 	0.60 
5  	29.6-1.6 	282.48 	 0.80 
6  	31 . 6- 4 . 0 	 335.44 	. 	 0.90 
7  	34.0-35. 

	
388 . 41 ,- 	 1.06 
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Centrifugal pumps and pulsometers are occasionally used. 

METHODS OF MANUFACTURE. 

I. CUT PEAT. 

The peat is  eut  out of the bog in brick-shaped blocks, which later t re air 
dried. With the exception of the tools or machinery used for cutting the 
peat out of the bog, no mechanical arrangements ,are required. 

The cut peat is, as a rule, porous,* exceedingly b,ulky and more dependent 
on favourable weather conditions for drying than machine peat (see page 33). 

* The chief engineer of the firm R. Dolberg,in Rostock, Germany,  made comparative 
tests with cut peat and maclune-petlibiii -the same bog. The machine peat was made by 
a Dolberg machine. The raw peat contained in both cases 85% and the air-dried peat 
20 % moisture. A piece of the dimensions 200 x 100 x 100 mm. = 2 liters of the raw 
peat weighing 2 kg. contracted when dried to the dimensions 135 x 63 x 63 mm. = 0.535 
liters, i.e., respectively 67.5, 63.0 and 63.0% of the original dimensions, or to 26.7% of 
the volume. Its weight with 20% moisture was 0.375 kg.=18.5% of the original weight. 

A piece of the machined peat of the same original dimensions contracted when dried 
to the dimensions 130 x 53 x 53 mm..365 liters, i.e., to respectively 65, 53 and 53% 
of the original dimensions, or to 18.3% of the volume. Its weight with 20% moisture 
was  0.375 kg. = 18.5% of the original weight. The specific weight of the cut peat was 
0.7, and that of;the]machine peat 1.028. 
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This is the oldest and simples  t manner  of manufacture and has 
been used for centuries.  It is still used to a great extent both 
in Ireland and on the Continent, especially by country people  digging 
their own fuel  supplyoperating  on a  small scale. This method can be 
employed in every drained bog, irrespective of its depth or area; the degree 
of humification and the occurrences of roots and stumps, however, affect the 
cost of production. 

The work is canied out in the following manner: The bog is first 
thoroughly_drained; afterwards  the drying  field is levelled  and drainéd  bY 
small ditches aboa one foot wide and 30  to 60 feet apart, as shown in Fig. 2. 
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It is, therefore, gradually being displaced by machine peat, except when 
used as a raw material for the peat briquetting industry, where  eut  peat is 
preferabletn account of its porous nature.* 
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FIG. 2—Method of Drainage. • 
The surface of the bog is divided into squares, each of which generally is 
worked by two men, one man cutting the peat and placing it on the edge of 
the working trench, and the other loading it by hand or with a pitch fork 
on a wheel barrow or truck and transporting and laying it out on the drying 
field. In certain localities where lumber is fairly cheap special drying sheds 
or racks are sometimes used. (See pages 31-33). The area of the drying 

* In Canada other methods have been used to procure raW material for briquette 
manufacture. See Bulletin  No. 5—"  Peat fuel and it,s manufacture,"  of the Bureau of 
Mines, Ont. (Department of lands and  Mi, Tort)  
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field should, if possible, be so large that it needs to be used only once during 
the season, in order to give the peat sufficient time to dry. The width  re-
quired is then about five feet for each cross-section of the  working trench, 
one foot in depth and breadth. 

The work of  digging  the 'peat should commence as soon as  the frost 
has sufficiently left the  igLI:LtIndlin order to take advantage of the_spring and 
early summer,  during which time weather conditions are, as a rule, more b 
favourable for the drying process than latei' in the season. 

The tools used are a little different in different localities, but are gen-
erally of simple construction. 

The following descriptions of the methods and tools used are chiefly 
obtained from the report of Messrs. Larson  and Wallgren to the Swedish 
Government.  

_Sparkaer, Denmark.—The method used at Sparkaer is the One generally 
employed. The peat is cut out of the bog in brick-shaped pieces, as shown 
in Fig. 3. The vertical cut (a) is made with the knife-shaped spade, Fig. 4; 

Method of Cutting-  Peat and Tools used at Sparkaer; Denmark. 

the vertical cut•(b) with a larger spade, Fig. 5; and the horizontal cuts (c) 
with a smaller spade, Fig. 6. Three peat bricks are cut and lifted up tpgether 
and placed on the edge of the trench, or on the bottom if the worked out 
part of the bog is used for drying field. The bricks are laid out on the drying 
field and left until they are partly dried, when they are turned on edge, as 
shown in Fig. 7. They are later piled in cone-shaped heaps, see Figs. 8 and 9, 
and left until sufficiently dry or with 15-30 % nioisture. The dimensions of 
the bricks in wet condition were about 10 x 6 x 3 inches. The labour cost 
per 1,000 pieces for digging, transportation' to drying field and laying out 
for drying is 27 cents, and for turning and piling about 5 cents. The latter 
work is done by women and children. One air-dried peat brick weighed on 
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Peat Bricks turned, raised and piled in heaps for drying, Sparkaer, Denmark. 
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Peat Bricks raised and stacked at Moselund, Denmark. 
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an average 0.8 lbs., making the cost of production of such peat 80 cents 
per ton of 2,000 lbs.  Better humified and heavier peat is relatively cheaper, 

as the men are generally paid for the number of the peat bricks produced, 
irrespective of their weight. 

Moselund, Denmark.—The  methods and tools used at this place were 
similar to those used at Sparkaer. The dimensions of the peat bricks in wet 
conditions were  9.2 x 6.4 x 3.2 inches  and the average weight wh9n air-dried 
about 1 lb.  The men were paid 20 cents per 1,000 pieces laid out for drying 

and for turning and piling in heaps 6.5 cents, making the cost of production 
per ton 53 cents. When partly dried, the bricks were raised as shown in 
Fig. 10 and afterwards stacked as shown in Fig. 11. 

Triangel, Braunschweig, Germany.—The  method used for digging the 
peat is shown in Fig 12. The vertical cuts (a) and (b) are made with the 

Method of Cutting Peat and Tools used at Triangel, Germany. 
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spade-shaped knife, Fig. 13, and the horizontal cuts (c) and (d) with the 
spade, Fig. 14. Four bricks, 1-4, were lifted together, placed on the edge 
of the trench and transported as usual to the drying field. The dimensions 
in wet condition were 12.4 x 6.4 x 4 inches.  The price paid per 1,000 peat 
bricks for:die:mg and laying out for drying was 25 cents and for the drying 
work 12 cents, making the cost of production about 50 cents per ton. wjth 
these price,s a good workman made about $1 .10 per day. 

Haspelmoor, Bavaria, Germany.—The  method employed for digging the 
peat is shown in Fig. 15. Two peat bricks are cut out and lifted together 
with the same spade, Fig. 16. The consistency of the peat was such that 

Method of Cutting Peat and Tools ii.ed at Haspelmoor, Germany. 

the bricks could at once be piled, as shown in Fig. 17; later these piles were 
repiled with the upper bricks now placed underneath. When sufficiently 
dry the bricks were stored in sheds or stacked as shown in Fig. 18. The 

Peat piled in heaps for drying and stacked at Haspelmoor, Germany. 

dimensions in wet condition were  14 x 4 x 3.2 inches_. The price paid per 
1,000 bricks for digging and laying out for drying was 20 cents. 

Bavaria:Germany.—The  method used for digging the peat is 
shown in Fig. 19. The vertical cut (a) is first made with the knife-shaped 
spade, Fig. 20, and afterwards the vertical cut (b) and horizontal cut (c) 
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Peat piled in heaps for drying and stacked at  Raubling, Germany. 
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with the long knife, Fig. 21, for one brick at a time. The dimensions in 
wet condition were 18 x 5.6 x 4.8 inches. The price paid per ton air-dried 
peat was 77 cents for digging and laying out and 44 cents for drying, making 

1_9. 

Method of cutting Peat and Tools used  at  Raubling,  Germany. 

a total of $1.21. The wet peat bricks were at once piled up as shown in 
Fig. 22, with 24 bricks in each pile,  and afterwards repiled around a pole 
stuck in the ground, vvith 48 bricks in each pile.  Aft,er some ten weeks they 
were stacked as shown in Figs. 18 and 23. The market price at Raubling 
station, about 3 miles from the bog,  was $2.32 per ton. 

Bernau, Bavaria, Germany.—The  method used for digging the peat, as 
well as the tools employed, and the drying and stacking were done in a manner 
similar to that employed at Raubling.  The production per man and day 
was  13.3 cubic yards of raw peat, which  is  equivalent to 4 cubic yards of 
air-dried peat containing 30% moisture. The price paid per cubic yard 
air-dried peat was 22 cents, making the cost of production per- ton- $1.18, as 

.  the  weight per cubic yard was about 370 lbs. 
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• 	Feilenbach,* Bavaria, Germany.—The  cost of production at Feilenbach 
is $1 .40 per ton air-dried peat and with cost of drainage and general expenses 
included, $1.75. The rnarket  price for  lots of._10_tons' loaded on cars at 
Aibling, a mile or two from the bog,  is  $2.. 25 to $2 . 40  per ton. 

„Oldenburg, Germany.—In this province the cost of production  averages 
65 cents  per ton  air-dried peat., and_with general expenses included 87 cents. 
The market  price is 81.20-$1.50 per' ton loaded on the boats used in this 
part of Gérmahy, which is well traversed by numerous canals. 

Method of cutting Peat and Tool used in  Russia. 

Russia.—The tools used in Russia are similar to those shown in Figs. 4-6, 
13, 14, 20, 21. In certain localities the method and tool shown in Fig. 
24 is also used. The vertical cuts (a) are first made with a large spade and 
afterwards one brick at a time cut out and lifted with the tool shown. The 
eost of production in Russia is on an avera. e 80 cents oer ton air-dried 
peat . 

CUT PEAT DUG BY MACHINERY. 

Peat cutting machines are generally used in undrained bogs which are 
comparatively free from  roots, trunks and stumps of trees, ,an.' d in drained 
bogs when  a larger production is aimed at. In this latter case the bogs must 
also be free from roots, trunks and stumps, which, if they occur in large 
numbers, seriously interfere with . the vvorking of these machines. 

Cutting machines are also used in combination with the mixing and pulp-
ing machines used for the manufacture of machine peat, in which case they 
are jueferably operated by a motor of some kind. A description of such a 
plant is given on page 72. 

When used for the manufacture bf cut peat, the peat block cut out by the 
machine is, , by means of a hand-spade, divided into bricks of suitable size, 
which afterwards are air-dried, as previously described. 

The cutting machines mostly used in Germany are made by the firm 
R. Dolberg in Rostock. Other manufacturers are: A. Heinen in Varel; 
Bartsch & Mitschke in Jasenitz; •  C. Weitzmann, in Greifenhagen; W. A. 
Brosowsky in Jasenitz, and Jaehne ez Sohn in Landsberg. The machines 
are all of similar construction and the description of one of thern is sufacient. 

* Hausding, Handbuch der Torfgewinnung. 
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The construction of R. Dolberg's cutting machine is shown in Figs. 25-26. 
The cutting tool is made of three vertical plates with sharp edges. This tool 
is pressed down by means of a rack and indofi le_sksitie bo t ed 

„depth, when a cylindrical plate,  see Fig. 26, operated by a lever arrangement, 
g_uts-off the peatblock and holds it in place while it is lifted to the surface 
The guide for the rack with pinion and turning wheel is securely mounted on 

R. Dolberg-'s Cutting Machine. 

a triangular stand, provided with wheels which can roll on boards laid out 
on the bogs, when it is desired to move the machine. The g-uide S movable 
on a frame, so that a fairly wide trench can be cut out. 

Two men are required to attend each machine, one man operates the 
cutting tool,  and the other cuts  the peat block brought up into suitable pieces 
and loads these on wheelbarrows or trucks,  which are generally transported 
by a third man to the drying field. 

A small cutting machine made by the sa. me firm, which is pressed down 
and lifted up by hand, is shown in Fig. 27 together with the spade used for 
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dividing the peat block into smaller pieces. This apparatus is suitably used 
in shallow, undrained bogs, when only a small production is desired. 

FIG.  z7—R. Dolberg's sma ll  Cutting Machine. 

The prices and weights of these machines* and the depths to which 
they can work are given in the following table:— 

Approximate 
weight. 

lbs. 
Price. 	Price. 

marks. 	$ 

1408 
1419 
1430 
1452 
1463 
1496 
1518 
1650 
. . 

Cutting  machine for 2 meters  ==  6.6 feet  deep 

== 
"  •  3.5 	" 	==11.5 	" 

di 	 di 	 4 	" 	==13.2 	" 
" 	4.5 " =14.8 	" 
" 	5 	" ==16.5 	" 
"  !!  5.5 	" 	==18.1 	" 
" 	 6 	" ==19.8 	" 

id 	
"  !  6.5 	" 	==21.4 	" 
di 	 7 	" 	==23.1 	"  

565 	135.60 
578 	 '  138.75 
590 	 ,  141.60 
605 	145.20 
620 	148.80 
638 	153.12 
655 	157.20 
700 	168.00 

Each machine is supplied with a  key  and a  cutting spade.  
The small machine shown in Fig. 27 weighs about 44 lbs. and costs 50 

marks-=$12.00. 
The _peat briquetting  plant  t at Ostro,ch  has 20  of Dolberg's cutting 

* At R. Dolberg's plant  ù1 Rostock, Germany. 
t Repor—Fbi Messrs. Larson & Wallgren. 
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machines at work during the season. The bog is undrained  and has a depth 
of 10 to 13 feet. Each machine  is attended to by three men and produced 
per day, on an average, 12,000 peat bricks of dimensions 9.2 x 4 x 4 inches. 
The horizontal cross-section of the peat blocks, cut out by the machine, is 
,12 x 9.2, inches  and by moving the guide on the frame the bog is worked out 
in trenches 4 feet in width. The peat bricks are used at Ostrach as raw mate-
rial for the manufacture of briquettes and are only partially air-dried. They 
still contain 55-60% moisture when brought to the briquetting plant. The 
price paid per 1,000 pieces weighing, with 55-60% moisture, approximately 
2,200 lbs. was for cutting and laying out for drying 19-22 cents, depending. 
on the distance to the drying field, and for dpring (including stacking) 12 
cents. Calculated on a basis of air-dried peat with 30% moisture, the cost 
per ton for cutting and laying out for drying is 32 cents and for drying 19 
cents, total 51 cents per ton. 

A cutting machine somewhat di fferent from the Dolberg machine is con-
structed by Mr. N. Van Breemen  of Praarlem,_13olland. This machine is 
used only in undrained bogs  and worked  in connection with other machinery 
for mechanical treatment of the peat. A description of such a plant is given 
on  pages 55-56.  

SPECIAL DRYING ARRANGEMENTS. 

Out  peat in rainy weather, on account of its porous nature, becomes 
saturated with water and when this occurs the drying must again start from 
the beginning. In order to be less dependent on weather conditions for the 
drying process, special drying sheds or racks are sometimes used,  especially 
in localities where the necessary lumber is cheap. This naturally involves 
an extra expenditure of money, but in addition to independence of weather 
conditions other advantages are also gained. The pat  dries more  quickly 
and thoroughly,  the drying season is lengthened,  and the „work of turning 
and piling the peat bricks,_other_wise necessary, is avoided. The time re-
quired for drying in this manner varies considerably, but on an average it 
takes from 4 to 6 weeks.  Each drying shed or rack is, therefore, used several 
times during the season. 

In Figs. 28-31 different constructions of such drying sheds and racks are 
shown. The shed shown in Fig. 31, constructed by A. Anrep, is one of the 
most practical. The peat bricks, which are laid on pallets,  are easily_turned 
over on to the next  pallet with their lower side  uppermost, without impairing 
the shape of the bricks and the drying thereby hastened.  uring  the season, 
4 to 5 dryings can be made in such a shed.  

The weight of one cubic yard cut peat,  determined by the Swedish Peat 
. ill -  Society, varies between 288-396 lbs., depending on the quality of the peat. 1 

.2..5ç  As fuel for industrial purposes cut peat is less suitable on account of its bulki-
ness and porous nature. Theoretically a ton of cut peat should have the same 
heating effect as a ton of machine peat with the same content of mois'ture, 
but cut peat easily crumbles to pieces and a great amount of fines falls un-
burnt through the grates. 

À 
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FIG. 28—Drying Rack. 

FIG. 29—Drying Shed. 

FIG. 3o—Drying Shed. 
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II. MACHINE PEAT. 

The bulkiness of the cut peat, its comparatively small fuel value per 
unit of volume, its dependence on favourable weather conditions for drying 
and the ease with which it crumbles to pieces, are objectionable qualities 
which are  overcome, at least to a great ext,ent,  by mechanical treatment. By 
the mechanical treatment the raw peat from the different layers of the bog is 
more or less thoroughly mixed and pulped, depending on the methods and 
machinery used. The more thorough these processes are carried out, the 
more solid is the fuel obtained and the better its quality. By pulping the 
peat, the cell walLs are broken up and the moisture contained more easily 
evaporated. Thoroughly pulped peat is comparatively compact and the 
holloeseces which it contains are very small. When such peat is exposed 
to the air the surface es and achi kind of skin is formed. 
The  pores in this skin close during rainy and damp weather, through the swell-
ing up of the peat, preventing the moisture from entering the interior.  In dry  
weather the pores open up again and the dr ity_Igçontinues at practically the  

_same content of moisture which the piece had before the rain,  contrary to 
the  cut peat, which ea.sily becomes saturated with moisture. 

The methods used for the manufacture of machine peat differ consider-
ably and depend on the nature of the peat and on local conditions. The 
principal difference is, that in some methods, which otherwise may differ in 
details and machinery used, the peat is mixed with additional water  and 
the  product obtained afterwards moulded into the desired shape or otherwise 
treated.* 

In other methods, which also may differ in details and machinery used, 
the peat is treated without additional watert and  leaves the machine in one 

 or more continuous bands of rectangular cross-sections,  and  with such consis-
tency that no special moulds are required.  This peat is called machine-
formed peat, pressed peat, or in many cases only Jnachine peat. 

* This kind of peat is called in Germany "Schlammtorf,"  and in  Sweden.  Norway 
and Denmark "Âlttorf." 

1.  In some cases a small  amount of water is added. 
3 	

• 
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1. MACHINE PEAT MANUFACTURED WITII ADDITIONAL WATER. 

(a) Manufactured wi,thout the aid of machinery. In sonie localities, when 
only a small quantity is desired or no capital available, the peat is treated 
without any special machinery either by manual labour or with horses. 

In the former case the work is carried out in the following manner: One 
man digs the peat out of the bog and tramples it with the addition of water 
on the bottom of the trench to a thick porridge, *which he later shovels into 
a bin, from which another man loads it into a wheelbarroW and transports it 
to the drying field, where it is dumped into moulds. - 

In the latter case a rectangular ;trough made out of boards is erected 
about 4. feet below the surface of the bog. The peat in the neighbourhood is 
thrown down into this trough and water added. A horse ridden by a man or 
boy tramples and mixes the peat, which, when ready, is loaded into a cart 
and drawn by the horse to the drying field. 

(b). Manufactured with the aid of machiner y. —The. machine mostly used 
consists of a vertical cylinder or a horizontal haif cylinder, in -which a shaft 
pro'vided with knives placed in the form of a screw thread rotates. The 
raw peat, together with water, is fed in at one end. By means of the ro-
tating knives the Peat is more or less thoroughly mixed and pulped and 
moved towards the other end of the, cylinder, where it leaves the machine as 
a homogeneous porridge. This peat porridge is at smaller plants shovelled 
direct into wheelbarrows or trucks and brought to the drying field. At larger 
plants it is first brought by means of elevators or conveying apparatus of 
some kind to a large bin, from which it is conveniently tapped as required 
into' dumping cars and brought to the drying field. 

.The woik of manufacturing machine peat is properly divided into four 
different processes, which are as follows: 

1. Digging the raw peat out of the bog and transporting it to the plant. 

2. The mechanical treatment of the peat. 

3. Transportation to the drying field -and laying out for drying. 

4. Drying work. 

The power required for the operation of the machinery used for treating 
the peat is furnished at smaller plants by animal power, and at larger plants 
by mechanical motors, usually - a locomobile, but gasoline and electric motors 
are also used. 

ARRANGEMENTS AT SMALLER PLANTS. 

The general arrangements at such plants are shown in Fig. 32 and 
Plate 1. The raw peat is dug from the trench (a) and thrown into a bin (b) 
placed at the side of the pulping machine (c). From the bin it is fed into 
the machine with additional water supplied by the pump (e). Some-
times the bin (b) is omitted and the peat dug out thrown directlY into the 
machine. The pulped peat runs into a bin (d), from which it is loaded into 



PLATE 1. 

Small Peat Plant at Markaryd, Sweden. 

PLATE 2. 

Working Trench at Ôkaer, Denmark. 
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FIG.  32—General arrangements at a small Peat Plant. 

wheelbarrows or cars and transported to the drying field. The surface of 
the bog is generally too soft to allow a horse to walk comfortably;  boards 
are tUref ore laid down as shown in the figure. The shaft is brought to rotate 
by means of a simple bevel gear in the same manner as a threshing machine, 
and the pump (e) is brought into operation at the same time by a crank 
placed at the further end of the shaft. 

These small plants are either.  placed on the bog and moved at the rate 
the bog is worked out, in order to reduce the transportation of the raw material 
to a minimum, or else placed convenient to the drying field, when the raw 
peat has to be transported to the plant. In this latter case the pulped peat 
mass is generally first conveyed to a bin, from which it can be conveniently 
tapped into dumping cars or carts. 

The pulped peat is dumped on the drying field into large moulds, see 
Fig. 33, divided into rectangular sections  of desired dimensions.  By means 

FIG. 33—Peat Mould. 

of wooden scrapers the peat mass is levelled and made to fill up the mould, 
any excess being scraped into the next mould. After  a few minutes, generally 
10 to 12, the exce,ss of water added has run away,  and the  peat bricks are 
sufficiently solid to allow the removal of the mould.  The legs (b) at the back 
of the mould are of such length that the shape of the peat bricks is not im- 
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paired when the mould is lifted up in front and drawn forward. When 
sufficiently dry, the peat bricks are turned and later piled in heaps, as shown 
in Figs. 8 and 9, stacked or stored as previously described. 

With 4 to 6 men and one horse a production_ corresponding to_5-8 tons 
air-dried peat per day can be obtained.  

This method is  the one best adapted for a small production. The ma-
chinery employed is simple and inexpensive, and the peat fuel produced 
fairly well pulped and mixed. 

ARRANGEMENTS AT LARGER PLANTS. 

The general arrangements, methods of working and machinery employed 
at such plants differ considerably in different localities, and in order to 
illustrate better these different arrangements, individual descriptions of some 
of the more important plants are given. 

Sparkaer, Denmark.—The peat bogs at Sparkàer have been worked for 
many years, and at present nine differ'ent peat plants are in operation. The 
season during 1907 was exceedingly wet and unfavourable, but, neverthe-
less, 14,645* tons of peat fuel were produced. 

The different plants at Sparkaer are all of similar construction, but of 
different capacities. The methods nsed for digging, transportation and 
drying are also identical. The plants and .methods used at Sparkaer are 
under the preVailing local conditions very practical, and their introduction 
is. largely due to.  Mr. M. Rahbek. 

The eikaer Plant.—This is the largest plant and was builf in 1884,  since, 
Which time it has been in. continuous operation.  The plant was built on solid 
ground close to the margin of the original bog, which, however, since that time 
has been worked out to a considerable extent. Level, sandy plains, free from 
trees or other obstacles to the wind and in the immediate vicinity of the plant, 
are used for drying fields. The drying conditions  are, therefore, exceedingly 
favourable, which largely accoUnts for the success Of these plants.  During 
1907  the • production from the -Ôkaer Plant was 3,850 tons peat fuel. The 
capacity of the plant is about  double  this amount, but at present it is not 
worked to its full capacity. 

Figure 34 shows the  general lay out of the plant. 

• 	1. Digging and transportation of the raw peat.—The bog is sufficiently 
drained, contains well humified peat and is free from ,  roots, trunks and 
stumps of trees. The upper layer to a depth of some four inches is thrown . 
into the previous working trench, which ait the rate the bog is worked out 
is brought under cultivation. At present the bog is worked to a depth of 
8-9 feet. 

The bog is connected with the stationary plant by a railway, which is 
gradually increasing in length. Close to the part of the bog which, at the 

* Moseblaclet, Sept., 1907. 



PLATE 3. 

Car for Transport of Raw Peat, likaer, Denmark. 

PLATE 4. 

Peat Plant at Ôkaer, Denmark. 



PLATE 5. 

Dumping Cars for Pulped Peat, iikaer, Denmark. 

PLATE 6. 

Peat Heaps at iikaer, Denmark. 
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time is being worked, a side track (see also Plate 2) is laid down, so that the 
bog is attacked from two tracks about 25 feet apart.  From each track  a 
trench 25 feet wide is worked nut.  The rails are laid on old railway ties, 
which are placed close together on the bog and a little above the water level, 
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FIG. 34—Sketch plan of the Peat Plant at Ôkaer, Denmark 

in order to enable the horses, which are used for the transportation of the 
raw peat to the plant, to walk comfortably. The peat is dug out  with  the 
spades shown in Fig. 35 and loaded on wooden cars (see Plate 3), which can 
be tilted either to right or left and hold about 4 cubic yards of raw peat. 
Each car is hauled by one horse between the bog and the plant and is attended 
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FIG. 35—Spades used at IbItaer 

to by a boy. For digging  the peat and loading  it on the cars six men  are 
employed,  and for the  transportation, two horses attended by two bojta.  One 
extra man cleared away the surface layer and attended to the road beds. 

2. Mechanical treatment of the peat.—The mixing and pulping of  the raw 
peat is done in a 25 feet long and about 2 feet wide and deep box,  see Fig. 36, 
in which the shaft supplied with the usual knives rotates at a speed of about 50 
revolutions per minute. The necessary water is supplied by a small centrifugal 
pump to a tank, from which it is brought to the different parts of the machine 
and regulated by the man attending to the feeding. This man also attends to 
the tilting of the cars loaded with the raw peat. A great part of the load falls, 
when the 'car isiilted, directly into the machine, but that which is left has to be 
raked or shovelled into it. Tracks are laid on both sides of the machine (see 
Plate 4) so that when one car is emptied a full car is brought up on the other 
side and the empty one hauled back to the bog. The pulped peat, which has 
the consistency of porridge, runs from the machine to an elevator which 
conveys it to the loading bin (see Plate 4), placed at such a height above the 
ground that it can conveniently be tapped into cars. 'the elevator consists 
of a wooden trough provided at each end with a shaft supplied with two 
sprocket wheels and chains. The chains are provided with pallets which 
run against the bottom of the trough and scrape the peat porridge along. 
The upper shaft is also provided with a pulley, which is operated by a belt 
from the engine. The power required is furnished by a 20-h.p. steam engine 
attended by one man. 

3. Transportation to the drying field and laying out for drying.—The 
peat porridge is loaded into steel dumping cars (see Plate 5), holding about 

cubic yards. The bin is provided with holes in the bottom at suitable 
distances apart, which are opened or closed by a simple lever arrangement, 
permitting a very rapid loading • of the cars. The time required _to-load-12 
cars, transport them to the drying field  on an average  + mile distant,  unload 
and transport them back to the bin occupies  _only1.(B12_minutes 

A permanent tra,ck is laid from the bin through the centre of the drying 
field, dividing it into two parts. The peat is first laid out on one side of this 
track by means  oi  a portable track some 800 feet in length, and when the 
whole area is covered this track is moved over on the other side and the 
work continued. As a rule, the peat has ample ,time to dry before the same 
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FIG. 36.—Peat Plant at 15kaer, Denmark. 
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field is needed again. The portable track is made in sections, which are 
easily disconnected, moved and again put in place by the men attending to 
the moulding of the peat bricks. For this process, one man is needed for 
every 25,000 peat bricks produced per, day, The production  last summer 
was between 80,000 and 100,000 bricks per daY,  and four men were therefore, 
employed  on the drying field. The sections of the portable track are Con-
nected by means of sliding shoes which are moved over on the rails of one 
section when it is to be removed, and slid over to cOver the joints when it is 
desired to put the sections together. 

The moulds used, see Fig. 37, are made of boards and are divided into 55 
rectangular spaces  10 x 5.6 x 3.2  inches in dimensions. The front is sup-
plied with two handles and the back with two legs, 20 inches , long, made of 
round iron.  In order that the shape of the bricks may not be impaired, the 
mould is lifted up in front and drawn forWard resting on these legs. 

1:.:1  
Fm. 37—Peat Moulds used at kaer. 	., 

The peat porridge is loaded e the bin on a train of 12 cars,  which is 
,hauled to  the  drying field by two horses attended by a man and a boy, who 
also attend to the loading. Each car contains enough material to fill three 
moulds. Since the length of two cars is equal to that of three moulds, the 
train, when first brought up to the moulds, discharges only every other car; 
it is then moved forward a distance equal to its own le:ngth, and then dis-
charges the remaining full cars. 

The peat mass is  levelled by means of wooden scrapers and made to 
 completely fill the moulds. As soon as the moulds in frnnt of one section of 

the track are filled, this section is moved back a dibtance.  equal to the depth 
of these and when the peat  is sufficiently dry  to retain its shape, which usually 
takes 10-12 minutes, the  moulds are also moved  the same_distance. No time 
is, therefore, lost in waiting, as the men have sufficient time to remove the 
sections of the track and the moulds while the cars are ,being reloaded and 
again brought back to the drying field. The last section to be removed is 
the curve connecting the portable track with the permanent one. This curve 
is connected as shown in Fig. 38 by simply putting it on top of the straight 
rails and is done in a very short time. 
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FIG. 38—Portable Curve. 

4. Drying.—When the peat bricks are sufficiently dry to be handled, 
they are  raised on edge, resting against each other,  and  turned so that the 
sides which previously were underneath are now most exposed  ta the__air. 
They are left in this position until sufficiently dry  to be piled in heaps. These 
heaps (see Plate 6) are made conical, 5-6 feet in height.  

The drying work is generally done by women and children by contract 
A skilled woman can raise and turn 6 000 bricks ;er hour or il  - 1" 

such heaps.  
Under favourable weather  conditions the drying down to some 25% mois-

ture is accomplished  in about three weeks, but usually a longer time is required. 
The peat bricks when dried are generally loaded on large waggons, 

brought to the nearest railway station, about 1-1- miles from the bog, and 
loaded on railway cars. If they have to be stored at the plant, they are 
piled in large stacks as shown in Plate 7, but the cost of stacking has then to 
be added to the cost of production and stacking is, therefore, avoided if 
possible. At Sparka,er  the working season generally lasts about 115 days 
and  starts as soon as the frost has sufficiently left the ground.   

Approximate Cost of Production. 

During the season 1907, which as previously stated was exceedingly wet 
and short, the daily production (10i- hours) averaged 86,000 peat bricks. 
Each brick weighs 1.1 lbs. when air-dried. The daily production was, there-
fore,  47.3 tons. 

The number of men employed was:— 
6 men, digging the peat out of the bog. 
2 boys and 2 horses for transportation of the raw  pat  to the plant. 
1 man, clearing the surface of the bog. 
1 man, attending to the pulping machine. 
1 engineer. 
1 man, 1 boy and 2 horses for transportation of the pulped peat to 

the drying field. 
4 men on the drying field. 
Total:-14 men, 3 boys and 4 'horses. 

10  in 
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The men were mostly paid by contract, but on an average they were said 
to make $1.35 to $1.65 per day, or say $1.50*, and the boys 75 cents. As-
suming that the cost of a horse is 60 cents per day, the total cost would be:--- 

For digging, pulping, transportation , Per Day Per Ton 
and laying out:- 	 Cents 

14 men at $1.50 per dà,y  	21.00 	44.4 
3 boys at $0.75 per day. 	• 	2.25 	4.7 
4 horses at $0.60 per day. . . 	2.40 	5.0 

For Drying work:- 
5 cents per 1,000 pieces. 	 9.0 

For loading and carting to railway, approx 	25.0 
For fuel, oil, repairs, etc., say  	 11.9 

Total.  	100.0 
To this must be added interest, amortization and general expenses, probably 
amounting to some 50 cents per ton, making the total cost about $1.50 per ton. 

The price obtained, f.o.b. Sparkaer station, was $1.95 per ton. The fuel 
had a well established market and was easily disposed of. 

In Denmark the method described 'above is the one mostly used and in 
localities where drying conditions are favourable and the peat well humified 
this method is one of the best. 

Stafsjo-  , Sweden.-The method used e Sparkaer was introduced at the 
above place in 1899. Two plants  were  built, each having a capacity of 30-40 
tons per day. The available drying fields were not large enough, however, 
and the ,production was decreased to some 25 tons per day for each plant. 
The surface of the bog was used for drying field. Each plant was run with a 
8 h.p. gasoline engine. 

The cost of production during the summer 1901 was in detail as follows:- 
Per Ton. 

4 men digging the raw peat out of the bog. . 15.72 cents 
1 man attending the pulping machine. . . . . . 	3.92 " 
1 engineer 	4.91 " 
1 foreman on the drying field.  	4.41 " 
2 helpers 	 ic 	 .7.85 " 
3 drivers.  	8.11 " 
1 boy cleaning moulds.  	1.27 " 
3 horses. 	 8.83 " 
Gasoline and oil: 	 5.90 " 
Turning the peat bricks 	4.91 

/
"  

Heaping 	‘‘ 	 4.91 " 
Stacking 	(i 	 12.73 " 

83.47 " 
Miscellaneous work, track laying, etc 	 12-.27 " 

	

Interest, amortization, etc.   24.57 " 
Administration. 	  12.27 " 
Loading on railway cars 	  12.27 " 

Total. 	  144.85 " 
or in round figures $1.50 per ton. 

* This figure is probably too high. 	*. 



PLATE 7. 

Peat Stack at Sparkaer, Denmark. 

PLATE 8. 

Peat Plant at Herning, Denmark. 



PLATE 9. 

Peat Cars and Locomotive at Herning-, Denmark. 

PLATE 10. 

Mould Lifting and Moving Device at Herning-, Denmark. 
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The price obtained was $2.00 per ton, leaving a profit of 50 cents per ton. 
The weight of one cubic yard was 594-610 lbs. 

Herning, Denmark.—The methods and machinery used at Herning differ 
considerably from those used at Sparkaer. At Herning the surface of the 
bog is used as a drying field. The bog contains well humified peat of good 
quality and is worked to a depth of 7 to 8 feet. The machinery used for the 
treatment of the peat is mounted on a movable platform, and is moved on the 
edge of the working trench at the rate the work proceeds. The transporta-
tion of the raw material to the plant is, therefore, avoided. 

The raw peat is dug out from a trench (k) about 30 feet in width, thrown 
into the long screw conveyor (a), see Fig. 39, where water is added and con-
veyed to a Dolberg peat machine (b). This machine consists of two horizon-
tal screws, which rotate against each other, mixing and kneading the pulp 

a. Screw conveyor. 
b. Peat machine, 
c. Vertical screw elevator. 
d. Bin. 
r. Cars for transport to drying field. 
f. Locomobile. 
g. Track for the peat plant. 
h. Track to drying field. 
I. Wall left, to keep back water in trench. 
k. Working trench. 
I. Pump. 

6. 

FIG. 39—Sketch Plan of the Peat Plant at Herning, Denmark. 
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mass. A full description of the Dolberg machine is given on pages 64-65. 
From this machine the peat mass is conveyed by a vertical screw elevator (c) 
to a large bin (d), see Plate 8, placed above the platform. The power required 
is furnished by a 16 h.p. locomobile (f), mounted on the same platform as the 
peat machine, bin and elevator. The platform is provided with wheels and 
moves on rails (g) laid down at the edge of the trench. These rails are taken 
up and laid down in front of the plant at the rate the trench is worked and 
when the plant needs to be moved. On the side of the plant a portable track 
(h) is laid down for the transportation of the peat mass to the drying field. 
This track is made in sections which are easily moved when the end of the 
working line Is reached and the plant has to be moved back and another 
trench started. 

The peat porridge is tapped from the bin (d), which has two spouts, 
into two large wooden cars (e), see Plate 9, which also shows the locomotive 
usedfor hauling the cars back and forth between the plant and the drying field. 

On one side of the drying field a permanent track is laid down, see Fig. 
40, and by means of a portable track any part of the drying field is reached. 

M.I.6 0 
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FIG. 4o—Drying Field at Herning, Denmark. 

On each side of this portable track two large iron moulds are used. These 
moulds are made of * inch sheet iron and divided into 500 rectangular spaces 
about 7.2 x 3.6x 2 inches in dimensions. They are too heavy to be moved 
by hand labour, and a special mechanical lifting and moving apparatus is 
therefore used for this purpose. 



PLATE 11. 

Peat Plant at Moselund, Denmark. 

PLATE 12. 

Peat Cars at Moselund, Denmark. 
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This apparatus, see Plate 10, consists of a double winch mounted on a 
movable truck, which is provided with two long beams on each side, with 

 chains and necessary blocks. The two forward moulds are first lifted and 
moved a distance equal to double the length of one mould. This distance is 
measured by a chain of the required length, one end of 'which is fastened to 
each of the two moulds on the same side of the track. Later the two re-
maining moulds are lifted, moved and placed beside the two first ones. By 
this arrangement two men are sufficient on the drying field for a daily pro-
duction of 100,000 peat bricks of the above dimensions. These moulds are 
stronger and need less repair than the wooden ones. The useful area of the 
drying field is decreased by the areas occupied by the portable track, which 
must be taken into consideration, especially where only a small area can be 
had for drying purposes. 

The drying Of the peat is done in the same manner as previously described. 

Approximate Cost of Production. 

The daily production (10 hours) averaged 70,000 peat bricks. Each 
brick, air-dried, weighed 0.88 lbs., making a daily production of 30.8 tons. 

The number of workmen employed was 10, divided as follows:— 

. 5 men digging the peat and attending to the machine. 
1 engineer at the plant. 
1 extra man at the plant. 
1 man attending to the locomotive used for transportation. 
2 men on the drying field. 

These men were each paid 0.05 kronor —1.35 cents per 1,000 bricks 
laid out for drying. The contract price for tuming and piling the bricks 
was 5 cents per 1,000. 

The labour cost per ton of peat at the bog was, therefore, 42 cents. 
Adding to this, interest, amortization and the various othèr items, the total 
cost f.o.b. Herning's station is probably around $1  .25 per ton. 

Moselund, Denmark.—The general arrangements at this plant, see Fig. 
41, are in some respects similar to those at Herning. The peat plant itself, 
however, is stationary and the raw peat  lias  to be transported to the plant. 
The bog, which contains peat of good quality, is worked from a number of , 
tracks about 25 feet apart. The loaded cars are brought, by means of a 
hoist, up the elevated track to the peat machine, which is placed at such a 
height above the ground that the cars used for transportation of the peat 
porridge to the drying field can conveniently be loaded from the bin placed 
underneath this machine (see Plate 11). The raw peat is dumped into two 
screw conveyors, which convey it to a Dolberg machine, where it is mixed with 
additional water and kneaded. From there it goes into the bin placed 
underneath. 

The cars used for the transportation of the peat porridge are sho -wn 
in Plate 12. 

■■-■. 
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FIG. 4I —Sketch Plan of the Peat Plant at Moselund, Denmark. 
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Mould Lifting and Moving Device at Moselund, Denmark. 

PLATE 14. 

Floating Peat Plant at Aamosen, Denmark. 



PLATE 15. 

Bin and Peat Cars at Aamosen, Denmark. 

PLATE 16. 

Car tor transport of Dried Peat, Aamosen, Denmark. 
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A small locomotive is used for hauling the two cars back and forth. 
The cars are conveniently emptied by. means of a level: arrangement, which 
raises the lower portion of the sides and thus permits the peat porridge to 
run out into the moulds. These moulds, of which four are used, are of the same 
construction as those described at Herning. The apparatus used for lifting 
and moving the moulds is also similar to that used at Herning, but of neater 
construction and made entirely of iron, see Plate 13. The drying work is 
done in the usual manner. 

The capacity of this plant is about 50 tons air-dried peat per day of 11 
hours, with 16 men. The necessary power is furnished by a 15 h.p. steam 
engine, which is sufficient also for the operation of a smaller plant located 
close by. This plant consists of a Dolberg machine placed below the surface 
of the ground so that the loaded cars can be easily dumped. The kneaded 
peat mass is conveyed, by means of a vertical screw conveyor, to a bin placed 
above, tapped into cars and transported to the drying field. 

The air-dried peat is conveyed to the station at Moselund, about  1 miles 
distant, and loaded on railway cars. The price obtained f.o.b. Moselund 
was $2.10 per ton. 

In 1904 the cost of production, inclusive of interest and amortization, 
amounted to 84 cents per ton.* 

The plants described above, with the exception of the Stafsjo plant,  are 
all located in Jutland, Denmark,  and in this locality the price  of bituminous 
coal was on an average $4.00 per ton. 

Aamosen, Denmark.—The bog worked at this place is not drained and 
the method of working is, therefore, different from those previously described: 

The mixing and pulping machinery, together with elevator and locomobile 
are placed on a barge floating in the working trench (see Plate 14) and are 
moved forward at the rate the work proceeds. The elevator conveys the 
peat mass to a bin movable on rails laid down on the edge of the trench. 
From this bin the peat porridge is tapped into dumping cars (see Plate 15) 
and transported to the drying field, which here is the surface of the bog. The 
moulds and drying process used are the same as those employed at Sparkaer. 

The construction of the barge used and the arrangement of the machinery 
which it carries are shown in Fig. 42. When the first trench is started, the 
surface layer is removed  and a hole dug of the dimensions of the barge to  a 
depth of about three feet below water level,which is sufficientto keepit floatng. 
Te barge is placed in the hole and when the machinery is started the peatfirst 
dug out is thrown into the pulping machines A and B, where wateris added. 
These machines are of the same construction as that described at Sparkaer. 

The peat porridge leaving these machines is,in the plant Shown in Fig. 42, 
also put through an additional machine C, which delivers it to an elevator. 
The power required for this plant, which under normal conditions has a 
capacity of 17 to 22 tons air-dried peat per day of 11 hours, is 4 h.p. furnished 
by the locomobile. The elevator D conveys the peat porridge to the bin E, 

* From G. von Feilitzen, Svenska Mosskulturfôreningens Tidskrift, 1905. 
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FIG. 42—Floating Peat Plant at Aamosen, Denmark. 
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see Fig. 43, from which it is tapped into the dumping cars F. A train of six 
cars is hauled by one horse to and from the drying field. 

The peat in front and on the side of the barge is dug out,asshowninFig.43, 
until some four inches above water level, when walls (a) are left to keep out 
the water while the lower layers are dug out to the desired depth, in this case 
about three feet below the water level. 
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FIG.  43—Sketch Plan of the Peat Plant at Aamosen, Denmark. 

When the peat, in front of the barge, has been removed from such an 
area that the barge can be moved half its length, the walls (a) are dug out to 
sufficient depth and the barge and bin moved forward this distance. Simul-
taneously as the peat in front of the barge is removed, the peat on the side 
is also removed. 

Thp greater distance the barge can be moved in a straight line the better 
it is, as less time then is consumed in moving tracks and plant. When the 
end of the working line is reached, the barge has to be drawn back to the 
beginning and another trench started. 

4 



FIG. 44 —Floating Peat Plant at Aamosen, Denmark. 
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Fig. 44 shows a plant of the same construction, but where the additional 
mixing machine C, in Fig. 42, has been omitted. This simplifies the con-
struction to some extent without impairing the quality of the fuel from this bog. 

• 



Pl.ATE 17. 

Th. Ekholms  Peat Plant at West Torup,  Sweden. 
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The number of men employed at each of these plants is as follows:— 
. 3 men for digging the peat. 	• 

1 engineer. 
1 man and 1 horse for transport of the peat mass to the drying field. 
3 men on the drying field. 
1 man for digging and removing the surface layer. 

Total: 9 men and 1 horse. 	 • 
The men were paid 20 cents per 1,000 peat bricks laid out for drying,and 

for the drying work the people employed were paid 5 cents per 1,000. The 
weight of each air-dried brick averaged 0.82 lb. 

The labour cost per ton (not including the horse) was, therefore, 61 
cents. In 1906, which year was more favoui able for the manufacture of peat 
fuel,the total cost per ton at thelog (not including interest and amortization, 
was 89 cents. 

The air-dried peat was loaded on cars shown on Plate 16, which were 
hauled by horses to the station at Vedde, a distance of about 5i- miles. The 
cost of loading, hauling and unloading on railway cars was about 25 cents per 
ton. 

The price obtained f.o.b. Vedde Station was $2 .42 per ton. The price  of 
coal  was about $4.50 per ton in this part of Denmark. 

The necessary machinery for peat plants in Denmark, using any of the 
methods previously described, is manufactured by Skive Jaernstileri og 
Maskinfabrik, Skive, Denmark. 

West Torup, Sweden. —The  method and plant used at this place have 
some interesting and labour-saving arrangements.  The plant is constructed 
by Th. Ekholm and made by Hessleholms Mekaniska Verkstads Aktiebolag, 
Hessleholm, Sweden. 

This plant was included in the tests of different peat machinery made by 
the Swedish lgOvernment in 1903.* 

The plant, see Plate 17 and Fig. 45, consists of a  19 h.p. locomobile  placed 
on a truck H movable on the samerailsasthe peatplant proper E. This latter 
consists of an elevator D, pulp machine, bin, Pump and transport arrange-
ment all placed on one and the same truck. The two trucks were moved by 
lever arrangements. 

The elevator D is a side elevator constructed as shown in Plate 17. Its 
lower part,  seine 10 feet in length, is made horizontal and follows the bottom 
of the working trench. -  The workmen employed for digging the peat, conse-
quently, do not need to lift the material, which is a great advantage, and the 
quantity of peat dug out per man per day is thereby greatly increased. A 
disadvantage with this method, however, is that peat from the different layers 
6f the bog cannot be thoroughly mixed in the elevator, as the upper layer has 
first to be thrown down and so on with each layer in succession, resulting in a 
fuel of different composition and irregular quality. The lower part of the 

* Meddelanden fran Kungl. Landt_b_uu_. haty_telsen_Nn-7_,_y.ear....1904. 
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FIG. 45—Peat Plant at West Torup, Sweden. 

elevator can be raised or lowered by means of a hand-winch, allowing a work-
ing depth of up to 13 feet. When the plant is moved, the elevator is raised 
to such a height that stumps of trees or similar obstacles do not interfere. 

The material brought up with the elevator is dumped into the pulping 
machine where sufficient water is added. From this machine the peat por-
ridge runs down into a bin placed underneath, from which it is tapped into 
a car F and transported to the drying field. 

This car runs on a portable track K and is hauled back and forth by means 
of a winch and cable. The cable runs over a pulley placed on the anchor truck 
G, which is movable on rails laid down on the further side of the drying field 
and parallel to the working trench. 

FIG. 46—Car for transport of pulped Peat at West Torup, Sweden. 



Fig. 47. Fig. 49. 
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The car used, see Fig. 46, holds about 2 cubic yards of the peat porridge. 
It is emptied by raising the lower part of the shorter side, which is easily done 
by a lever arrangement. 

Where drying conditions are favourable and the area of the drying field 
small, the peat porridge is run out in a thick layer,which is made more compact 
by tramping,and when sufficiently dry is cut into suitable pieces. The work-
men tramping the peat mass have square  pieces  of wood, see Fig. 47,, fastened 

Fig 48. 	 Fig. 5o. 

Tramping and Cutting Tools used at West Torup, Sweden. 
• 

to their feet and also pound the mass with the wooden tool shown in Fig. 48. 
When the mass is sufficiently dry and compact, it is  cut into suitable pieces 
with the  tools shown  in Figs. 49-51. These pieces are piled on top of each 
other in rows about  feet in height. They are afterwards repiled  and at 
last piled up in the usual conical heaps. This method, although common in 
Holland and some parts of Germany, is not much used in Sweden. 

Fig. 5 t 
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In Sweden  the peat mass is laid out in a thinner layer, about 4 inches in 
thickness. The method then employed is as follows:— 

The peat porridge is tapped fro_m_the car_into_a_frame_made_oLboards, 
see fig. 52, 23.1 feet long,  6.6 feet wide  and 4 inches_high. The frame has 
a handle at the front end and 15 wooden knives 4 inches  apart at the other end. 
When it has been filled with the peat porridge, the front end is lifted up and 
the frame drawn forward its own length.  The wooden knives at the other 
end then divide the mass into 16 rows, which are afterwards cut in pieces of 
suitable length. The drying of the peat bricks is done in the usual manner. 

FIG. 52—Peat Moulding Frame at West  Torup, Sweden. 

The price of the Ekholm peat plant, inclusive of truck for locomobile, 
transport car, 500 feet of rails and anchor truck, is f.o.b. Hessleholm $1,485.  
The price of a 19 h.p. locomobile is $1,040. 

During the test referred to, the method of working and the result obtained 
were as follows:— 

The test lasted two days or 'during 20 hours. The men employed were:— 
1 foreman', 
3 men for digging the peat, 
1 man for loading and transport, 
1 man for un,loading on the drying field, 

• 1 engineer, 
1 helper. 

The trench worked out had an average width of 21.1 feet and a depth of 
6.6 feet. When the peat had been dug out to a distance of 6.9 feet in front 
of the elevator, a groove was due to fit the elevator and the plant moved this 
distance. The peat left behind was then thrown in, with the exception of a 
narro-w wall, which was left in order to keep back the water in the trench. 

During the test 322 cubic yards of raw peat were dug out from the trench, 
which with the water added in the pulping machine made 416 cubic yards of 
peat mass laid out on the drying field. ' 

The raw peat contained 11.13% and the pulped peat 9.09% of dry peat 
substance. 
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The time required to load, transport to the drying field, unload and 
transport the car back to the plant, the greatest distance from the plant being 
462 feet, was only 3-31 minutes. 

The time required to move the plant and tracks, for which all the men 
were required, was 20 minutes each time. 

Assuming that one cubic yard raw peat contains 187 lbs. dry peat sub-
stance,  or' 187  x  4-249 lbs. air-dried peat with 25% moisture, the 322 cubic 
yards dug out would be  equal to 40 tons air-dried peat  or a production of  20 
tons per day of 10 hours. 

The power required to operate the plant during the test was 9 .15 h.p. 
and the locomobile used of 19 h.p. is, therefore, sufficient for every entergency. 
The fuel used for steam raising was ordinary air-dried peat containing 27% 
moisture and 4.7% ash, and had a calorific value of 3,500 cal. per kg.-6,300 
B.T.U. per lb. The fuel consumption was 12.8 lbs. per h.p. hour. 

The conclusions of the commission were, that this plant is  only suitable 
for well drained bogs, which are comparatively free from stumps, with a depth 
of at least 6-7 feet and containing well humified peat. 

The prices of peat fuel and coal at Hessleholm were respectively $2.30 
and $4.70–$4.90 per ton. 

Ilpendam,Holland.—A  practical andsuccessful method for the working  of the 
undrained bogs in Holland  has  been introduced by N. van Breemen of Haar-
lem. The bogs are, as a rule, free from roots and stumps of trees, which is a 
necessary condition. 

•The  machinery, which is placed on a  floating iron barge, consists of  one or 
two cutting machines,  pulping machine,  elevators and locomobile. 

The cutting  machines are placed in the front  of the barge and consist of 
rectangular frames with sharp edges. The bottom is provided with two large 
valves, which open up when the frame is pressed down and close by the weight 
of the peat when it is lifted up. The frame or frames are lowered and raised 
by means of racks and pinions. The peat lifted up is drawn out of the frame 
with a rake and falls directly down into the pulping machine, where it is 
mixed with water. The pulped mass is transported by means of an elevator 
to a long steel channel supported from the. barge. Here it is mixed with more 
water and run out on the surface of the bog in a trough made by walls of loose 
boards. The power required to operate the plant is 20 h.p. 

The pe'at porridge run out in the trough has a thickness of about two feet, 
but when left 24 hours most of the additional water has._run__alw, and the 
thickness diminished to about  half. The mass is then solid enough to retain 
its shape and the walls are moved forward. 

In order to make it still more compact, it is tramped by two men, using 
square pieces of wood on their feet, see Fig. 47, and the tool shown in Fig. 
48. This  process' is  repeated after 2, 3 or  more days, depending on 
weather conditions. When the peat mass is sufficiently dry, it is cut in 
pieces, which are dried in the usual manner. 
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With 10 men the production of a plant of the above description is, on an 
average, 82.5 tons air-dried peat per day of 10 hours. 

The men are paid 3 gulden ($1.20) per day,  and the cost of production 
is, inclusive of all costs, interest and amortization, $2.90 per ton. 

In Holland the bog,s themselves are very expensive.  A bog with an 
average depth of 6 to 7 feet  sells for 3,000 gulden  per har —$486 per acre. 

The price  of N.  sc  an Breemen's peat plant is $8,900 f. o. b. Rotterdam ; 
 Mr. van Breemen also uses his cutting machines in combination with a 

Schlickeysen machine (see page 59) for the manufacture of machine formed 
peat. In this case the raw peat is dumped into a mixing machine and from 
there by means of an eleirator conveyed to a Schlickeysen machine. No 
extra water is added, and the pulped peat leaving this machine is placed on 
pallets in the uàual manner (see next part of this chapter) and brought to 
the drying field. 

In Amsterdam peat fuel made from the héavy,_  well humified  peat,sells  
in smaller quantities for 8 gulden  per1,000_pie_cres, and the fuel made  from 
the  lighter varieties of peat for 7 gulden per 1,000 pieces. This is equivalent 
to $5.80  per ton for the  former and  $6.30 for th—dIaIter. When sold in_large 
quantities  the price is  $4.00 to $4_,ALper_ton  

Peat fuel is largeiy_used in Holland as a  domestic fuel, notwithstanding 
the comparative cheapness of coal, which sells at about $4.00 per ton. 

Elisabethfehn,  Oldenburg, Germany.—The  plant used at this place is _pat-
ented and constructed by 0.-Strenge,-- of Elisabethfehn.  It consists of a me-
chanical excavator, which delivers the raw peat to a conveyor. The cony' eyor 
brings the peat to a mixing and pulping machine, also patented by the same 
inventor. During the spring and early part of the summer the plant is used 
for the manufacture of machine formed peat. In this case another conveyor 
and a device for the spreading out of the pulped peat on the drying 
field are combined with the plant. A plant of this character is fully 
described in the next part of this chapter pages 116-120. During  the latter_part  
of the  summer, and  until  the frost starts,  the plant is used  for the_rnanu-
facture of peat fuel belonging to the class described in this  part of the chapter. 
The additional conveyor and spreading_device_are then taken off and a steel 
channel, 40-50 feet long, supplied with a mixing screw is inserted. The peat 
mass leaving the pulping machine is mixed in this channel with water and 
run out into a trough to a depth of 3 to 5 feet. During the winter the surface 
of the peat mass is kept covered by a layer of sphagnum moss in order to keep 
it from freezing. A plant of this description requires 12 men and has, ac-
cording to the inventor, a capacity of 1,060 cubic yards of raw peat per day. 
The power required to operate the plant is 30-35 h.p. 

The peat mass is cut by hand in the spring and dried in the-  usual rnanner. 
The peat fuel manufactured wa,s well pulped, heavy and compact, and was 
mostly used as raw material for  the ,peat coaling plant  located at the same — 
place. The 'bog was well drained and comparatively free from roots.  and 
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stumps of trees, which explains the satisfactory working and the large ca-
pacity of this plant 

The weight of one cubic yard of  peat fuel manufactured by these methods 
is fvom  400 to 730 lbs.,  as determined by the Swedish Peat Society. 

»3 

2.—MACHINE FORMED OR PRESSED PEAT. 

This method of mixing, pulping and shaping the peat without any 
extra addition of water is the one chiefly employed, and is undoubtedly more 
suitable than the processes previously described, especially when the 
surface of the bog has to be used for drying field or where drying 
conditions are less favourable. The raw peat is, as a rule, more thoroughly 
mixed and pulped by the machinery employed, permitting the manufacture 
of a good fuel from fibrous and less humified peat. 

A plant for the manufacture of machine 'formed peat consists of the 
mixing and pulping plant and appliances and arrangements for the trans-
port and laying out of the pulped peat. 

The mixing and pulping plants used are, as a rule, movable on rails close 
to the working trench. The transportation of the raw peat any great distance 
is thereby avoided, and by using the surface of the bog in the immediate 
vicinity of the trench as drying field the transportation of the pulped, wet 
peat mass is reduced as much as possible. 

The width of • the drying field sh.ould be such that the peat manufac-
tured from a certain length of the trench can be laid out the same length on 
the drying field, so that the digging out of the tr'ench and the laying out on 
the drying field keep pace with each other. 

The drying field requires to be verell drained, in order to facilitate drying 
and transportation. The methods used for drainage are similai to those 
described on page 23. The working trench for each plant should be as long 
as possible and always of such a length that when the end is reached and the 
plant is moved back the peat laid out at .the beginning has had sufficient 
time to dry and be removed, when a new trench can be started. The walls 
of the working trench, especially in bogs of considerable depth, sometimes 
have a tendency to cave in, causing loss of time in moving the plant and 
otherwise interfering with the regular working of the process. In such bogs 
the weight of the plant must be taken into consideration, but as a rule a 
properly drained bog can easily carry the plants now employed. 

A mixing and pulping plant generally consists of an elevator conveying 
the raw peat to a machine, where it is mechanically treated, and of a motor 
furnishing the required power. All these aPpliances are as a rule mounted 
on one and the same platform provided with wheels which move on rails. 

These plants, as well as the methods used for transporting and laying 
out the peat for drying, differ considerably, but the drying work is prac-
tically the sanie and is done in a manner similar to that already described 
in the first part of this chapter. 
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Before entering into the details of the machinery and methods used, a 
few general remarks will be made. 

The raw peat is, with very few exceptions, dug out of the bog by hand 
and thrown into the elevator, which conveys it to the peat machine. A 
practical mechanical excavator would naturally be of the greatest value and 
materially decrease the number of men required, but so far no such apliaratus 
has been invented which has proved satisfactory in bogs where roots and 
stumps are plentiful, and the construction of such an excavator is undoubt-
edly an exceedingly difficult problem. In bogs free from roots and stumps 
mechanical excavators are quite possible. To such apparatus belong the 
Dolberg and Van Breemen cutting machines previously described and mostly 
used in undrained. bogs, O. Strenges machine (see page 120), and the exca-
vator invented by Schlickeyseh (see page 64). In most cases, however, 
the bogs contain numerous roots and stumps of trees and hand labour has 
to be used. The spades employed fôr this purpose differ in shape in different 
localities,  but those with a large, heart-shaped blade are chiefly used. 

The  elevators are either side or end elevators.  A side elevator is placed 
at right angles to the direction in which the peat plant is moved, an end 
elevator in the same direction. 

With a side elevator a better foundation for the peat plant is obtained, 
the trench being dug out in steps parallel to the direction in which the plant 
is moved, see Fig. 68, and not vertical. The objections to the side elevator 
are that the digging must chiefly be done from one side only, that they are 
in the way when the plant is moved and that they cannot conveniently be 
made long enough . to  allow the employment of a greater number of men, or 
for very deep bogs, when a larger production could be obtained. 

With an end elevator, see Fig. 69, a wider trench can be worked,  the 
digging is done on both sides, permitting the employment of more men, and 
when the plant is moved this elevator does not interfere to the same degree. 
The larger peat plants, especially in Sweden and Russia, as a rule have end 
elevators. The carrying part of the elevator chain with its pallets conveys 
the raw peat to the hopper of the peat machine. 

The peat machine.—For the mechanical treatment of the raw peat quite 
a number of different machines have been invented. The main object is to 
mix and pulp the peat so that a homogeneous and compact fuel is obtained. 
The requirements of a first-class machine are as follows: 

1. Simple and strong construction, with every part easily accessible. 
2. Large capacity. 
3. Thorough treatment of the peat, and so constructed that roots and 

fibres are pulped and not twisted around the rotating parts of the 
machine, causing stoppages and loss of time. 

The machine which best fulfils these requirements is undoubtedly the 
Anrep machine, chiefly used in Russia, Sweden and Norway. The Ger-
man machines are, as a rule, of smaller capacity and of more complicated 
construction. 
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The more thoroughly the raw peat is mixed and  pnlpes.,1  the more  it 
shrinks during this process  and the more homo.enous and solid is the product 
obtained. The shrinkage is naturally greater for fibrous and  less humified 
peat  if suitably treated than for well humified or fat  peat which in  its raw 
stat'e is less porous.  

A peat machine consists of a cast iron mantle, with or without fixed 
knives, in which one or two shafts provided with knives or screw threads 
rotate. The raw peat is more or less thoroughly mixed, kneaded or pulped, 
pressed forward .to a mouthpiece, and leaves the machine a,s a continuous 
band, which is cut in suitable lengths. The mouthpiece has one, two or 
three openings .of rectangular cross-sections and is eithd placed with its 
centre line coinciding with the centre of the machine or making an angle with 
this line. 

The peat bands leaving the machine are taken up on pallets of suitable 
lengths, loaded* on special cars and transported to the drying field. A short 
table supplied with rollers facilitates the transportation of the pallets from 
the machine to the cars. 

The first feat machines of oractical value were invented by C. Schlick-
eysen and R. Dolberg of Germany.  In later years a number of other machines 
have been invented, of which some are superior to the improved machines at 
present manufactured by these firms, but others are not. 

C . Schlickeysen's Machines. —These machines are at present manufactured 
by the Rixdorfer  Maschinenfabrik (formerly C. Schlickeysen), Rixdorf, 
Berlin, Germany. 

The first machine manufactured by Schlickeysen in 1859  was made with 
a vertical shaft  provided with knives  in the same manner as a brick machine. 
TiTie raw peat was fed in at the top, pressed out through the mouthpiece at 
the bottom and eut in suitable lengths. One or more horses were used for 
the operation of this machine. The production of such a machine was small 
and a few yea,rs later machines -with horizontal shafts and larger capacity 
were constructed. These machines were suitable in bogs containing well 
humified peat comparatively free from roots and fibrous peat, but where this 
was not the case the peat was not sufficiently .pulped. Schlickeysen has, 
therefore, in later years invented catching and tearing apparatuses, which 
are placed in' the feed hopper to the machine and greatly improve the 
quality of the peat fuel manufactured. These apparatuses can be remoyed 
independent of each other. If the peat treated requires more or less inten-
sive mixing and pulping, a number of these apparatuses are installed, so that 
the  machine can be made suitable for the treatment of different classes of peat. 

The construction of this machine is shown in  Figs. 53-57. 
The raw peat brought up by the elevator .(see Figs. 56 and 57) is dumped 

into the feed hopper, where it falls on the catching and tearing apparatuses 
shown in Figs. 53 and 54. These apparatuses consist of two cranked shafts 

* By newer inventions, described later, the transportation to the drying field is done 
in a different manner. 



Fig. 53. Fig. 54. 
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Schlickeysen's Peat Machine No. 3. 

FIG. 55—Schlickeysen's Peat Machine No. 3. 
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FIG. 56—Schlickeysen's Peat Machine with end elevator. 

(2) and (3), which turn in opposite directions like a rolling mill, the lower one 
at the same time revolving against a gear roller (10). The  peat is torn to pieces 
by the cranks and thrown against the gear roller, which furthermore mixes 
and pulps it.  The gear roller throws it on and between the wings or knives 
on the shaft (4) which with its cast iron covering and mouthpiece constitutes 
the main part of the machine. The knives on the shaft (4) are placed in the 
shape of a screw thread and have sharp edges, cutting against fixed steel bars 
inserted through the cover (see Fig. 54). These steel bars are easily accessible 
from the outside and can be changed without stopping the machine. The 
shaft makes 80 revolutions per minute. The peat mass is again mixed in 
this part of the machine, kneaded and pulped and forced toward the mouth-
piece, which  in most of Schlickeysen's machinas has three openings. 

The raw peat fed into the hopper and pressed down by the cranks would 
result in the jamming of the machine if too large a quantity was put in. In 
order to prevent this, the machine is provided with a special arrangement 
acting as a safety device in the following manner: If the overfeeding is so 
great that the receiver (4) cannot absorb and treat all the material pressed 
down, the gear roller (10) throws the surplus material directly from the lower 
crank (3) toward the opening (18) in the hopper. This opening, which ex-
tends over the whole width of the hopper, is usually partly closed by a 
balanced disc roller hanging in front and consisting of thin discs (17) con-
nected with the nave (16) turning on the shaft (15). The teeth on the gear 
roller (10) pass between the discs (17). 

The elevator is either made as an end or side elevator, see Figs. 56, 57, 
and consists of a half cylindrical iron channel, in which the chain with its 
pallets runs. The lower part is carried up by a frame movable on wheels. 



FIG. 57—Schlickeysen's Peat Machine with side elevator. 



PLATE 18. 

Schlickeysen's Peat Excavator. 
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The firm manufactures these machines in three sizes, the weights, prices 
and capacities of which are given in the following table.* 
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The above prices include only the peat machine itself, truck motor, cars, 
rails, etc., being additional. A complete plant (see Fig. 56) with No. 3 machine 
costs about 18,000 marks. The number of men required for such a plant is:— 

2 men for levelling and stump raising, 
5 men for digging the raw peat, 
1 man attending to the pallets, 
1 man cutting the peat in suitable lengths, 
2 men for loading pallets on cars, 
4 men for transportation of cars, 
2 men for unloading. 

Total: 17 men 

The figures given in the above table for the production are undouotedly 
much too high. At Beuerberg, Bavaria, a Schlickeysen machine was in 
operation run by a 20 h.p. electric motor. The capacity of this machine with 
14 men was mi an average 22 tons air-dried peat per day of 10 hours. 

The Schlickeysen machine delivers a homogeneous and  compact  peat fuel, 
but the construction is complicated, repairs often necessary and the capaciby 
comparatively small, which are probably the reasons why these machines 
are very little used. 

Schlickeysen's Peat Excavating  Machine:—A mechanical excavator was 
exhibited by Schlickeysen  at the peat exhibition in  Berlin, 1904. His idea 
was to have the excavator with its necessary machinery placed on a movable 
truck and preferably operated by an electric motor. The material excavated, 
which should be sufficient to su. ly  2 or 3  lare  eat machines,  was dumped by 
means of a chute into,clumping cars  running on a portable track on the side of 
the excavator. This machine couid excavate over 36 cubic feet per minute, 
and during the  same time the plant was moved forward about 3.5 feet. 

The. construction is shown in Fig. 58 and Plate 18. 
In bogs free  from roots and stumps such a machine would probably do 

satisfactory work, but where this is not the case the probabilities are that no 
saving would be obtained by its employment. The objection with this ex-
cavator is, furthermore, that a great amount  of pat  is left in the bog. The 
rn,achine only excavates  a triangular  trench,  and when put to work in its next 
working line a triangular bank is left standing  in ihe bog. 

As far as known, this excavator has up to the present not been installed 
at any peat plant. 

R. Dolberg's machines.—These machines are manufactured by the R. 
Dolberg Maschinen und Feldbahn Fabrik Aktiengesellschaft,  ostock i.  M. 
Germany. 

•  The  Dolb  erg machine is probably the one which is mostly used in Ger-
many. The principal parts of this machine are two parallel shafts rotating 
against each other, and provided with screw threads, see Fig. 63, made up of 
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FIG. 58—Schlickeysen's Peat Excavator. 

intei changeable quadrants. The thread on one shaft passes between that on 
the other shaft, whereby the peat material is mixed and kneaded, during its 
movement towards the mouthpiece of the machine. Roots and fibre,s are not 
cut or pulped in a machine of this construction and in cases where the peat 
contains such material, stoppages are frequent and the work interrupted 
during the cleaning of the machine. The,se roots and fibres twist themselves 
around the shafts and prevent the movement of the mateiial towards the 
mouthpiece. In bogs containing well hurnified peat free from roots  and 
fibres the Dolberg machine works satisfactorily.  

Machines exactly similar to  the  Dolberg machine, or with very slight 
alterations are also manufactured by the following firms:— 

A. Heinen,* Varel, Oldenburg,  Germany. 
Sugg & Co., Munich, Bavaria, Germany. 
Gebrüder Stützke, Lauenburg, in Pom.,  Germany. 
Jaehne & Sohn, Landsberg, a. W.,  Germany. 
In order to be able to treat more fibrous peat, Dolberg manufactures a 

machine (see Fig. 65) in which a certain number of the quadrants forming 
the screw threads are omitted. The sharp edges of the remaining quadrants 
then cut and pulp the peat to some extent. aLso manufactures machines 
in accordance with the Anrep patent (see page 77) Where the shafts are 
supplied with knives (see Fig. 67) revolving against fixed knives placed in 
the cover. In these machihes the peat is more thoroughly cut and pulped. 

The different machines manufactured by R. Dolberg are: 

* This firm also manufactures machines of different construction, see pages 73-76. 
I 	5 



FIG. 59—R. Do'berg's Peat Machine No. 3. a. 
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Machine No. 3a, operated with one horse.  
This machine, see Fig. 59, has a daily capacity of 8,000-12,000  pet  

bricks of the dimensions  4 x 4 x 8 inches =128 cub. inches. 
Machine No. 2 operated with two horses. 
This machine, see Figs. 60 and 61, has a daily capacity of 18 000--254000 

peat bricks 9f the above dimensions. 

FIG. 60-R. Dolberg's Peat Machine No. 2 (exterior). 



• 

FIG. 6I—R. Dolberg's Peat Machine No. 2 (interior). 

•  Machine No. la,  operated with a  motor of 4-6 h.p. 
This machine, see Figs. 62 and 63, has a daily capacity of 30,000-40,000  t  

0. -0O2 

FIG. 62—R. Dolberg's Peat Machine No. ta (exterior). 
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FIG. 63—R. Dolberg's Peat Machine No. la (interior). 

peat bricks of the above dimensions. The  shafts make 70 revolutions  per 
minute. Diameter of  pulley 26 inches. 

Machine No. lb, operat,ed with a mot,or of 15-18 h.p.   

FIG. 64—R. Dolberg's Peat Machine No. lb (exterior). 



FIG. 65-R. Dolberg's Peat Machine No. lb (interior). 

This machine, see Figs. 64 and 65, ha8 a daily capacity of 60.000  80,000 
peat bricks of the above dimensions.  The sha,fts make,90  revolutions  per 
minute. Diameter of  pulley 25 inches. 

FIG. 66—R. Dolberg's Peat Machine No. ic (exterior). 
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Machine No. lc,  operated with a  motor of 25-30 h.p. 
This machine, see Figs. 66 and 67, has a daily  capacity of  60,000-4_30,000 

FIG. 67—R. Dolberg's Peat Machine No. lc (interior). 

peat bricks of the above dimensions. The shafts make 270 revolutions  per 
minute. Diameter of pulley  36.8  inches. 

The two latter machines, Nos. lb and le, are always combined with 
elevators which bring up the raw material to the feed hopper. 

The construction of the elevator, which is either made as a side elevator, 
see Fig. 68, or as an end  elevator,  see Fig. 69, is clearly shown in these figures. 

The mouthpiece  to  the machines, as a rule, has two openings, divided by 
a knife, which is easily removed if stoppages occur. Moutlipieces with one 
or three openings are also manufactured if desired. 

PRICES AND WEIGHTS OF THE DOLBERG MACHINES. 

Approximate 	 Approxinaate 
Number. 	 weight. 	Price. 	Price. 	capacity per day 

Lbs. 	Marks. 	Dollars. 	air-dried peat. 
Tone. 

3a.  	1,485 	550 	132 	3.52— 5.28 
2 	 2,156 	875 	210 	7  .  92-11  .  00 
la.  	1,122 	620 	149 	13  .  20-17  .  60 
lb.  	2,354 	950 	228 	26  .  40-35  .  20 
lc. 	 2,640 	1560 	375 	26  .  40 	35  .  20 
33 feet long chain elevator with 

driving apparatus  . . . . . 	 . 	2,486 	1165 	280 
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FIG. 68—R. Dolberg's Peat Plant with side elevator. 

FIG. 69-R. Dolberg's Peat Plant with .end...elemator. 
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Besides these machines and the cutting machines desciibed on page 29, 
Dolberg also manufactures cutting machines, operated' by motor power in 
combination with his ma,chine No. lb. These plants  are especially used  in 

un.  drained bogs, containing suitable peat. The arrangement of such a plant 

is shown in Mg. 70. 

FIG. ryo—R. Dolberg's Peat Cutting Machine for motor power. 

The cutting machine, elevator and peat machine are placed on a bridge,  
supported at one end by a truck movable on rails, and at the other by, a 
barge floating in the trench already worked out. The barge also carries a 
locomobile or some other kind of motor, furnishing the power required to 
operate the cutting machine, elevator and peat machine. The cutting 
machine is of the same construction as the one described on page 29, but of 
larger dimensions. The peat block lifted up by the cutting machine is con-
veyed to the peat machine by the elevator. A cutting machine operated by 
steam or other power has four times the capacity of one operated by hand, 
and for the attendance of this machine, elevator, peat machine andlocomobile 
only two men and one engineer are required. 

Plants of the above description are in operation at Turew near Kosten, 
Posen, at Samter in the same province, and at Korsow in Galicia, Austria. 
At the last mentioned place* the plant had a daily capacity of 80,000 peat 
bricks  equivalent to 44 tons air-dried peat per day  The peat bands leaving 
the peat machine were cut in suitable lengths by an automatic cutting machine 
'constructed by Dolberg, and which at this place was said to work satisfactorily. 

* Svenska Mosskulturferreningens tidskrift, 1905. 
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The construction of this machine is shown in Fig. 71. Very few of these are 
in operation, however, and the firm itself Considers them less satisfactory. 

FIG. 71—R. Dulberg's Automatic Peat Cutting Machine. 

A. Heinen's mac•  hines.—These machines are manufactured by'A. Heinen, 
Maschinenfabrik und Eisengiesserei, Varel in Oldenburg, Germany. -  

FIG. 72—A. Heinen's Peat Machine Nos. T. and T. 2  of Dolberg type  

The older machines, manufactured by Heinen, see Fig. 72, in two different 
• sizes (numbe,rs Ti and T2), are practically the same as the Dolberg machine 

shown in Fig. 63, and are suitable for well humified peat free from roots and 
fibres. 



FIG. 73-A. Heinen's Peat Machine No. T. ; W. 
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FIG. 74. 	 FIG. 75. 

A. Heinen's Peat Machine No. T. 2,  W.  
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In order to be able to treat fibrous peat, Heinen has combined these 

machines with apparatus for mixing, t,earing and cutting the raw peat. His 

machine, No. T 2 W, is shown in Figs. 73-75. 
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In the feed hopper to the machine (see Figs. 74, 75) are two shafts, 
a and b, provided with mixing wings, which mix and tear the raw peat. 
Underneath these shafts are two other shafts, c and d, provided with knives, 
which revolve against fixed knives, g, inserted through the walls. These 
knives cut and pulp the peat before it enters the lower part of the machine, 
where it is again mixed and kneaded by the screws e and f. The two upper 
shafts, a and b, are each made in two parts, joined at the center and the two 
lower shafts, c and d, are accessible through the movable side plates, in which 
the fixed knives are secured. The lower part of the machine is also easily 
accessible; by removing the bolts, m m, the upper parts of the cover can be 
lifted up. The knife or knives, r, in the mouthpiece of the machine are easily 
lifted up by the handle, s, if this part requires to be cleaned. 

Any of the pairs of shafts with their knives can be removed or replaced 
independent of the other, so that the machine can work with only one pair, 
if desired. 

The machine is well constructed, every part easily accessible, and delivers 
a homogeneous and well pulped peat, but naturally is somewhat complicated. 

In localities where the area of the drying field is very limited, a specially 
constructed mouthpiece and loading table have been introduced by Heinen. 

The construction of this apparatus is shown in Fig. 76. 

FIG. 76—A. Heinen's Peat Machine No. T. 2, with Mixing Apparatus, special Mouth- 
piece, Loading- Table and Elevator. 

The mouthpiece has three openings, 4 x 4.4 inches, and is supplied with 
two cutting wheels, as shown in the figure. Instead of the usual rolling table 
the machine is supplied with a short inclined table made of narrow steel 
plates, which are kept wet, in order that the peat bands may move easily and 
not stick to the plates. The peat is cut in suitable lengths, taken up on trays 
at the end of the table, carried to the drying field and placed on end for drying. 



FIG. 78. L. Lucht's Peat Machine. FIG. 79. 
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The elevators manufactured by Heinen are shown in Figs. 76 and 77 
for his machines Nos. T 1 and T2. 

The Heinen machines  are used at a number of peat plants in Germany 
and are, as a rule, satisfactory to the owners of these plants. Machine No. Ti 
has a daily (10 hours ) capacity of 23,000-31,000 peat bricks, equivalent to 
12.65-17.05 tons, with 13 men. 

FIG. 77—A.  Heinen's Peat Machine No.  T. i,  with Mixing Apparatus, Rolling Table 
and Elevator. 

Machines No. T2 and T2 W have  a daily (10 hours) capacity of 46,000— 
61,000 peat bricks, equivalent to  25.30-33.55 tons, with 16 men. 

The price of machine No.  Ti,  with one mixing apparatus and an elevator 
20 feet long, is f.o.b. Varel 2,000 mark$480. 

The price of machine No. T2 W with two mixing apparatuses  and an 
elevator 33 feet long is 4,250 marks--$1,020. 

L. Luches Machines.—These  machines are manufactured by L. Lucht 
Maschinenbau-Anstalt und Eisengiesserei in  Kolberg, Germany. 

The machine, see Figs. 78 and 79, has only one shaft.rotating in a cylinder 



Anrep Peat Plant, Bissereva, Russia. 
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which is of larger diameter at the feeding end. In this wider part the shaft 
is supplied with knives, which rotate against fixed knives placed in the walls 
and with part of a screw thread. In the narrower part of the cylinder the 
shaft is supplied with a continuous screw thread, in which a spir wheel ro-
tates as shown in Fig. 78. The object of this wheel is to keep the screw clean 
and to assist in moving the peat mass towards the mouthpiece. 

Only a few of these  machines are in operation and no special advantages 
are gained by this construction. 

A. Anrep's Machines  —These machines are at present manufactured  by 
Ab'ôrn Anderson's Me.  :„ • , 	. - • -  ktiebolag, Svedala, Sweden. 

The Anrep machines are, as has been said previously, those which best 
fulfil the requirements of a first-class peat machine. 

The older machines  constructed by Anrep,  which are still largely used, 
tepecially in Russia, had two parallel shafts rotating against each other, see 
Figs.  80, 81.  These shafts are provided with knives placed in such a manner 
that they form a screw-thread. The knives on one shaft rotate in the spaces 
left by the knives on the other shaft in a manner similar to the screws in the 
Dolberg machine. Fixed knives are placed in the bottom and also in the top 
cover, which are so constructed that they act as bearings for the shafts. 

According to A. Anrep's patent, the rotating knives shall rotate against 
the two edges of the fixed knives. By this construction no spaces occur  on 
the rotatinl shafts in which r  • •  • •  • • •  i  •  •  • • •  nec sitate 
stoppages for cleaning.  All the material put in is thoroughly pulped and 
forced towards the mouthpiece, close to which the shafts are provided with 
screw threads. 

FIG. So—A. Anrep's Peat Machine with two shafts (exterior). 
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FIG . 

FIG. 8t—A. Anrep's Peat Machine with two shafts (interior). 

The capacity of these machines is from 40 to 60 tons per day. 
In machines "of this construction the peat mass is more thoroughly pulped 

than in a Dolberg machiae. The construction is simpler than in the Schlick-
eysen and Heinen machines, and the capacity larger. 

Anrep's machines of the above construction are, as has been previously 
stated, manufactured also by R. Dolberg, in Rostock, and by a number of 
Russian firnqs. 

The elevator used is always an end elevator, about 35 feet in length. 
The lower end is carried up by two wheels resting on boards. 

An Anrep peat plant of the construction usually employed in Russia is 
shown in Plate 19. 

The later machines constructed by Aarep, which are displacing the older 
ones, have only one rotating shaft. These machines are at present manu-
factured in two sizes: No. I B and No. II B, by Abjôrn Anderson Svedala, 
Sweden. 

Machine No. 1 B.—This machine as at present manufactured is shown 
in Figs. 82-84. 

The feed hopper is made narrower at the top and widened out towards 
the machine in order to prevent the peat mass from forming an arch, which 
otherwise frequently occurs with one shaft machines. 

The cylinder, in which the shaft rotates, is made with two different 
diameters connected by a conical part. In the wider part below the feed 
hopper the shaft is provided with six double knives of the construction shown 
in Fig. 85. These knives rotate against the six fixed knives inserted through 
the bottom of the cylinder and act as half bearings for the shaft. The fixed 
as well as the rotating knives, in this part of the machine ,are each of the same 
pattern and of exceedingly strong construction. In the conical part of the 
cover the shaft is supplied with a screw thread which, with its two sharp 
edges, cuts against the fixed knives on either side. The narrower cylinder has 
three fixed knives inserted through the bottom and two through the top, 
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A. Anrep's Peat Machine No. I. B. 

which latter with the two corresponding knives through the bottom form full 
bearings for the shaft. 

The shaft is supplied in this part with two knives and a double screw 
thread, which, if desired, can be substituted by fixed and rotating knives, in 
case the peat requires a still more intensive pulping. In front of this cylinder 
is placed a tonical part which carries the mouthpiece of the machine. The 
shaft in this conical part is provided with a double screw thread, which presses 
the peat mass towards the mouthpiece. 



FIG. 85—Rotating and fixed knives in the Anrep Peat Machine. 

The knives rotating under the feed hopper have bill-shaped points, 
on which the descending peat falls during their upward motion. These bills 
tear the peat to pieces and throw it towards the opposite side of the cylinder, 
where it is caught again and cut against the fixed knives. 

The shaft makes about 260 revolutions per minute. 
In these rnachines , fibres and roots have no opportunity to twist them-

selves around the shaft and cause stoppages, and the peat mass is exceedingly 
well pulped and homogeneous. 

Every part of the machine is easily accessible. By loosening a few bolts, 
the feed hopper and the upper part of the larger cylinder can be turned on 
hinges and the mouthpiece and conical front piece are turned open in a 
similar manner. 

The construction of the machine is simple and strong and permits of a 
large production. 

The elevator and rolling table chiefly used are shown in Figs. 86 and 87. 
The former is a so-called drag elevator, without any special carrying arrange-
ment at its lower end. It is made of channel beams and iron plates. The 
returning part of the chain with its pallets runs on a sheet iron b'ottom under 
the elevator, which permits the elevator to rest on the steps of the trench, 
and decreases the lifting of the raw material to a minimum. 
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Peat Plant with Anrep-Svedala Peat Machine. 
The rolling table is placed at an angle with the centre of the peat machine, 

whereby the cars generally used for the transportation of the machined peat 
are more conveniently loaded. 

The rolling table is sub,stituted by a belt conveyor when the new methods 
(see later) of transportation and laying out for drying are employed. 

6 
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88—Svedala Peat Machine No. 2. 

As a rule, these machines are operated by a 42 h.p. motor,  which is also 
sufficient for the operation of a number of accessory apparatus, described 
later. 

The production per day of 10 hours with this machine and with the usual 
methods of transportation and laying out is about 50 tons alr-dried  peat. 

The price of a plant, including a complete machine No. 1 B, ordinary 
mouthpiece 5 x 5.2 inches,  an elevator 33 feet long,  rolling  table and brake 
arrangement, r.flounted on a truck large  enough for motos,  is f. o.  b.-8vedala 
4,400 kronor, about $1,190. 

Machine No. II  B.—The construction of this machine is the same in 
principle as machine No. 1 B,  but the dimensions are smaller  and the number 
of fixed and rotating knives less. The production per day of 10 hours with 
this machine and the usual methods of transportation and laying out for 
drying is about 33 tons. A 34 h.p. motor is generally employed. 

The price of a plant including a complete machine No. II B, ordinary 
mouthpiece 5 x 5.2 inches, rolling table and brake arrangement, mounted 
on a truck large enough for motor, is 2,800 kronor, about $760. 

Machine Svedala  No.  2.  The above firm also manufacture peat ma-
chines coneructed by N. Fredrilçsson.  These machines are numbered 
Svedala No. 2. 

The construction is shown in Fig. 88. The hopper (a) turns on hinges, 
whereby the interior of the cylinder is easily accessible. The conical front 
piece (1) carrying the mouthpiece (m) is also easily opened in the same man-
ner. The machine has only one shaft,  which is provided below the hopper 
and for some distance in the cylinder with a screw thread (b). This screw 
thread has a sharp edge  (d) which cuts against an edge (c) fastened in the 
cylinder and 16  inches  long. In front of the screw is a single knife (h) which 
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cuts against the sharp edges on the arms of the bearing (e) shown in Fig. 89. 
The peat mass is pressed forward between the arms of this bearing and on 
the other side is cut by the rotating knives (i), shown in Fig. 90. In front 
of this knife  is a double threaded screw (k) which presses out the peat ma.ss 
through the mouthpiece. 

FIG. 89—Fixed Knife and Bearing (e). 	FIG. 9o.—Rotating Knife (i). 

The elevator and rolling table are of the same construction as those 
shown in Figs. 86 and 87. The machine is well constructed  and suitable 
for well humified peat,  but a certain part of the shaft has no tool for cutting 
or moving the peat, and fibres or roots have, therefore, an opportunity to 
cause stoppages, and so far as known, not many of these machines are in 
operation. 

Akerman's m,achines.—These machines are ma,nufactured by  Akermans 
Gjuteri & Mekaniska Verkstad, Es16f, Sweden, and have formerly been used to 
some extent in Sweden and Finland.  The construction is shown in Figs. 91 

FIG. 9i—Ikerman's Peat Machine. 



FIG. 92—Àkerman's Peat Machine. 

and 92. The two rotating shafts are  not  parallel,  but placed in a conical  cover. 
They are provided wiht knives and screw threads, as shown in Fig. 91. 
The treatment of  the eat in these machines is  not much better than  thatin a 
Dolberg machine,  and on account of their conical shape a number of differently 
constructed reserve parts require to be kept in stock. For fibrous  _peat 
and where roots are plentiful,  they are not suitable. 

A number of other peat machines have been used and are probably 
used at the present time in some localities, but they are either of less suit-
able construction or differ very slightly from those previously described. 

ARRANGEMENT OF PEAT MACHINE AND MOTOR.—The peat machine and 
motor are, as a rule, placed on the same platform, which is mova-
ble on rails. The motors most commonly used are locomobiles, which 
can be employed for other purposes when the season for the manufac-
ture of peat fuel is over. The locomobile is either placed with the fire-box 
facing the peat machine or in the opposite direction. In the former case 
the driving belt may be longer, which is favourable; in the latter case the 
firing is more convenient. Where electric power can be had cheaply, electric 
motors are used. For large plants, where a number of peat machines are 
working, electric motors are probably cheaper, as the men required to fire 
and attend to the locomobile can be avoided. The platforms are either 
moved forward by hand or by motor power. 

TRANSPORTATION AND LAYING OUT THE MACHINED PEAT FOR DRYING.— 

The peat when it leaves the machine is taken up on pallets which are 
laid under the mouthpiece on the rolling table and cut in suitable lengths. 
For the cutting of the peat heavy knives, some of which are shown in Figs. 
93-95, are usually employed. In some localities a balanced board provided 
with the required number of cutting blades, see Fig. 96, is used. The pallets 
with the peat bricks are loaded on cars and transported to the drying field. 
At small plants wheelbarrows, see Fig. 97, running on boards are used. 
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i<==„) 
Knives for Cutting Peat. 

FIG. 96—Arrangement for Cutting Peat. 

The arrangements of such a plant in a drained bog with a Dolberg one-horse 
peat machine are shown in Fig. 98. In undrained bogs a cuttinemachine 
(described on page 29) is used for the cutting and lifting up of the rawipeat, 

FIG. 97—Wheelbarrow for transport of Peat Pallets to drying field. 
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FIG. 98—.General arrangement at a Dolberg Peat Plant with a one horse Peat 

Machine (in a drained bog). 

FIG. 99—General arrangements at a Dolberg Peat Plant with a one horse 

Peat Machine (in a wet bog). 

otherwise the same arrangements, see Fig. 99, are employed. At larger 
plants cars running on tracks are generally used. 

These cars are either made of iron or wood and constructed for three, 

two or one row of peat pallets. The weight of the loaded cars should not 
be too great to be easily moved by one man. The cars chiefly used are shown 

in Figs. 100-103. Those with two or one row are more conveniently loaded 
and unloaded and better liked by the workmen. 
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FIG. too--R. Dolberg's car for transport of Peat Pallets. 

iol—Sugg & Co. car for transport of Peat Pallets. 

FIG. io2—Anrep's car for transport of Peat Pallets with Peat Machine No. I. B. 

•  •  •  • • 	e •  ee 	•■•••• 

FIG. to3—Anrep's car for transport of Peat Pallets with Peat Machine No. Il. B. 

The methods used for the transportation of the loaded cars to the drying 
field and the transportation of the empty cars back to the peat machine are 
numerous, but the following are those principally employed: 
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In Germany, where -  the peat machines used generally have a eompar- 
• 

atively small production, or some 20-25 tons air-dried peat per day of 10 

hours, the method shown in Fig. 104 is often employed. In this case only 

FIG. to4—Method of transportation to and from drying field and arrangements on 
the bog, employed in Germany. 
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one portable track with a short siding is used. The loadeçl car is brought 
to the drying field, unloaded and brought back on the Siding before the next 
car has reached the single track on the drying field. As soon as the area 
which can be conveniently reached from one position of the track is covered, 
the track is moved to its next position, as shown in the fig. This method 
allows, only a veil limited number of ears to be continuously used and is, 

- therefore, less suitable for a large production. 

The method uSually employed in Germany is shown in Figs. 105-107. 

FIG. 105—General arrangements at a Dolberg Peat Plant with Peat Machine 
No. I. b. or I. c. (in a drained bog). 

FIG. io6--General arrangements at a Dolberg Peat Plant with Peat Machine 
No. I. b. and Cutting- Machines (in a wet bog). 



F,,,. u,7—General arrangements at a Dolberg Peat Plant with Peat Machine 
No. I. b. and Cutting Machine for Motor-power. 

The portable track is laid down as a rectangle with round corners, so-
called round track, which permits the cars to be moved continuously in one 
direction. By this method any desired number of cars can be employed, 
but the distance which each car has to travel is considerably increased and 
necessitates the employment of more men than otherwise would be required 
for the same production. 

Fig. 105 shows the general arrangement at a Dolberg plant, with a peat 
machine No. 1 b or 1 c, in a drained bog. Fig. 106 is the same in an undrained 
bog, where cutting machines for hand power are used, and Fig. 107 the same 
in an undrained bog where cutting machines for motor power are used. The 
track is made in sections of suitable lengths, and when the area of the drying 
field has been covered from a certain position of the tracks at two sides of 
the rectangle, the,se two side,s are moved and shortened the required length 
and the laying out continued. 

The laying out with round tracks is also done as shown in Figs. 108 and 
109. 

In Russia, Sweden, etc.,  the method with parallel tracks, shows  in Fig. 
110, is chiefly employed.  By  this  method the distance which  the  empty  
cars  have  to travel is decreased to a minimum. The peat bricks are first 
laid out at the greatest distance from the working trench, and as soon as 
the drying field in front of one section of the track is covered, thià section 
is removed the distance, d. When the whole width of the drying field is covered 
from the track A, the curves C, D and E are moved to their new  positions, 
and the peat now brought out on the former returning track B. Instead of 
the curves D, the use of which requires that the track should always be moved 
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FIG. 108—Transportation and laying out for drying with round track 
(B. peat bricks laid out) 

FIG. 109—Transportation and laying out for drying with round track 
(D. peat bricks laid out) 
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FIG. I 10- Anrep Svedala Peat Plant with transportation by hand on parallel tracks. 

exactly the same distance, other arrangements are employed. One of these 
is shown in Fig. 111, and consists of a portable frame laid across the two 
tracks. This frame carries a low truck with rails for the empty peat cars, 
which are pushed up on these rails and moved to the other track. Occasion-
ally a simple iron plate is thrown across the two tracks and by means of this 
plate the empty cars are easily moved from one track to the other. 

Anrep's round tra,ck with  ,  mechanical transportation.—The peat cars 
are by this method (see Fig. 112) transported by means of an endless 
cable driven by the same motor as the peat machine. The number 
of men otherwise required for this transportation is hereby avoided. 

The platform of the peat machine and motor is provided with two rope 
pulleys, one of which is driven by a chain and chain wheel from the motor 
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FIG. 112—Anrep Svedala Peat Plant with cable transportation on round track. 
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and coupled or Uncoupled by means of à friction coupling. The, cable, 0.36 
inches in diameter, runs over - two rope pulleys and over two other pulleys, 
located on the truck to the'peat machine, which keep the two parts in position. 
From here it runs te a so called station car, provided with four smaller and - 
two larger pulleys. One part of the cable runs fron here as shown in Fig. 112 
to a horizontal block,. which is kept in place by a cable running over two 
vertical pulleys placed in a frarne (see Plate 23) and kept tight by a weight. 
The frame is kept in place-by an anchor arrangement, shown in Fig. 113. The 

FIG. I I 3—Anchor 

cable rims from the block back to the station car, around a larger pulley and 
around the track, which is provided e the curves with rollers. - The peat cars 
are provided with a coupling apparatus of wood, operated by a lever, and 
are easily coupled or uncoupled. 

Double tracks are used on the side where the peat is unloaded, so that 
wihen the whole width of the drying field  is  covered only the curves need to be 
moved at once and the work can continue with a minimum of interruptions. 
The stretching apparatus must also be moved simultaneously in order to keep 
the cable tight. When  the lengths of the two sides of the track in the direction 
in which the peat machine is moved ale too small, the whole track is moved 
forward. The width of the drying field should, however, be such that the 
peat dug out from the trench can be laid out the same length on the  drying 
field. 

Anrep' s mechanical  transportation combined with  C. W.  Jakobson' s field 
press.—In order io further decrease  the  numl3er of men required and increase 
the capacity of the peat plants, the usual method of placing the peat bricks 
on pallets has been displaced by the following method, shown in Fig. 114. 

The peat machine is provided with a belt conveyer instead of a rolling 
table, which conveys the peat from the machine to the dumping cars. One 
man couples the cars, when loaded, to the cable. On the drying field another 
man uncouples the cars and dumps the peat into the field press. Thisfeld 
press  is hivented by C. W. Jakobson,  but the original idea is probably derived 
from the apparatus constructed  by Th. Ekholm and described on page 54. 
'The field press consists of tieee_parts_(see  Plate 24), a front part intended for 
the reception of the peat  mass,  a middle part  forle.velling_the_mass to a layer,  
of unitorm_thi ckn ess rand_a_thild-part-f or-cutting this peat layer in parallel rows. 
The front part consists of a rectangular frame, which is provided with a wooden 
roller below the front side and open at the opposite side. The middle part is 
connected with the front part by bolts in such a manner that it is movable in a 
vertical direction. It is covered by a slightly inclined cover, with the higher 
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FIG. I 14—Anrep Svedala Peat Plant with cable transportation on round 

track and fieldpress. 

side in front. The back part is also connected with the middle part in such 
a manner that it is movable in a vertical direction and covered in the same 
manner. Below this cover 14 vertical plates, 5 inches in height, are placed, 
which cut the peat mass to this depth. When the press is hauled forward, 
these knives cut through the peat mass and by mean.s of wooden knives 
placed behind and pressed down by springs the mass is divided into 15 con-
tinuous rows. The covers to the back and middle parts are pressed down by 
weights, as required. 

The peat rows laid out by the press are cut in suitable lengths by the tool 
shown in Fig. 115. 
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s is moved only in one direction, i.e. ,towards the working trench, 
; hauling arrangement becomes too complicated. 
le used for hauling the press (see Fig. 114) is fastened in a ring 
th the front side of the press by two ropes of equal lengths. From 
)ver a pulley held in place by two anchors, and to a winch at the 

FIG. I 5—Tool for Cutting Peat. 
CeoSS-Cur 

ie end of the line is reached, the press is loaded on a low truck and 
c to the beginning of the next line. 
a is generally employed at the press for levelling the peat dumped 
aer man for cutting the peat rows in suitable lengths, and a boy 
the plant for signaling to the engineer in case the press requires 
1. 
Li. arrangement is also employed when parallel tracks instead of 
k is used. The arrangement in this case is shown in Fig. 116. 
method the peat bricks laid out on the drying field obtain a better 
le dirty work of loading and unloading the pallets usually em-
oided. The production is considerably increased and the cost 
ccount of the less number of men employed. 
er's arrangement for:transport to the drying field.—This apparatus 
number of rolling tables (see Figs. 117-119 and Plate 25) placed 

apports. One side of the table has rollers turning in one direc-
other side has the same turning in the opposite direction. A num-
tables are placed in front of each other until the further side of 
eld is reached. Each section is about 20 feet long and is easily 

ers for each section are turned in their respective directions by 
hain running on the top and underneath every second roller, as 
;. 117. The chain is driven by a pulley,which derives its motion 
gear operated by the shaft placed underneath. This shaft is driven 
the peat machine and is supplied with special couplings for each 
se  couplings are constructed in such a manner that the different 

he shaft have about 3 inches play in a longitudinal direction and 
the different sections to make certain angles with each other. 
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FIG. 116—Anrep Svedala Peat Plant with cable transportation on parallel tracks 
and field press. 

Fig. 119. 

A. Kterner's Peat Pallet Conveyor. 
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FIG. 120—Coupling to A. Ktirner's Peat Conveyor. 

The construction, which is covered by a special patent, is shown in Fig. 120. 
The rollers on the table are placed a little inclined (see Fig. 118) in order that 
the usual pallets canying the peat bricks may stay on. 

The peat is cut in suitable lengths when it leaves the peat machine and 
transported by the rollers on one side of the table to the drying field. The 
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empty pallets are placed on the other side of the table and transported back 
to the plant. The pallets can naturally be taken off at any desired point, as 
shown in Fig. 121. When the drying field furthest from the plant is covered, 
the sections covering thisdistance are uncoupled and moved to the next line, 
as shown in the figure. 

FIG. 121—A. Kôrner's Peat Conveyor and Method of laying out for drying. 

This arrangement can be used even where the surface of the bog is fairly 
uneven and by its employment tracks and men required for transportation 
are avoided. The objection to its employment is that it consists of a great 
number of parts, which are liable to break and cause stoppages and repairs. 

The apparatus is manufactured by A. Kikner, Es15f, Sweden, and costs 
32 kronor per meter, about $2.65 per foot, f.o.b. Es16f. 

DRYING AND STORING. 

The peat bricks laid out on the drying field are turned and piled in heaps 
in a manner similar to those already described. If the peat is sold as soon as 
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it is dry, no stacking or storing is necessary, but if this is not the case stacking 
or storing is required. 

A permanent track some distance from the worldng trench is generally 
laid down and from this permanent track portable tracks are used to reach 
the drying field. The tracks used in this work, as well as for most other pur-
poses, are made of light rails bolted or riveted in sections to steel ties, see 
Fig. 122. 

FIG. 122—Portable Tracks used on Peat Bogs. 
o6i boo 

The cars chiefly employed for transportation of the dry peat are shown in 
Figs. 123-127. 

In some cases special sheds are used for storing the dry peat. These 
sheds are made with triangular sections and with a rather small angle at the 
top, in order that no snow may remain on the roof. By this construc-
tion only light lumber is required and the cost thereby decreased. 

At some of the larger plants a large storehouse with loading facilities 
is generally erected at the nearest railway station. 

„ 

FIG. 123—Car for transport of dried Peat. 
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FIG. 124—Car for transport of dried Peat. 

FIG. 125—Car for transport of dried Peat. 

•  .•  .  IIDOIBERG  ROSITTCK 

FIG. 126—Car for transport of dried Peat. 
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FIG. 127—Car for transport of dried Peat. 

DESCRIPTION OF INDIVIDUAL PEAT PLANTS. 

Stafsj. — The commission, appointed  by  the Swedish Government to 
test different peat machines,  made in  1903 tests  at the above place with 
Anrep's machines Nos. I B and II B,  and with Svedala No. 2. 

The tests lasted during two days, 10 hours a day, and later special tests 
were made in order to ascertain the maximum capacity of the plants and the 
suitability of the peat machines for treatment of fibrous peat plentifully mixed 
with tough roots. The raw peat contained on an average 11.6% dry peat 
substance, and the. machined peat 12%. 

The peat bricks were loaded on pallets and transported and laid out on 
the drying field by hand on parallel tracks, as desciibed on page 90. 

Tests with Anrep Machine No. I B.*—The construction of the machine is 
given on page 78. 

The number of men employed was as follows: 1 engineer, 1 helper, 10 
diggers, 2 loading the peat pallets on the cars, 6 transporting the cars to dry-
ing field, 4 unloading and laying out the peat for drying, and 3 boys attend-
ing to the pallets and cutting the peat—total, 24 men and 3 boys. 

During 20 hours 794 cubic yards of raw peat were dug out from a trench 
19.8 feet wide and 7.3 feet deep. The locomobile used was of 42 h.p. and 
was supplied with winch and cable for stump pulling. During the trial 69 
stumps were pulled up without any interruption in the work. No choking 
occurred in the hopper to the peat machine and all the material brought up 
by the elevator was easily treated in the machine, The interior of the machine 
was after the trial perfectly free from roots and fibres. 

The peat was cut on the rolling table into pieces 12 inches in length, and 
the pallets were 6 feet long. The interior dimensions of  the mouthpiece 
were 4.84 x 5.36 inches = 25.94 sq. inches. Each peat brick contained, 
therefore, 311.3 cubic inches of wet peat and each pallet 6 x 311.3 =  1,867.8  
cubic inches.  The cars used (see Fig. 102) for transportation to the drying 
field were each loaded with about 30 peat pallets. The peat bricks were 
unloaded on a 20 feet wide strip of the drying field on the further side of the 
exterior track and when the strip was covered this track was moved 20 feet 
back from the interior track. The carrier shown in Fig. 111 was used for the 

* Anrep's machines were at that time manufactured by Munktell, Eskilstuna,  Sweden. 



PLATE 20. 

Anrep Peat Machine No. II. B. at StafsjO, Sweden. 
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transportation of the cars from one track to the other. During the trial the 
tracks were moved 6 times, the time required for each moving being M 
minutes. 

The first day 53,220 peat bricks from 8,870 pallets were laid out on the 
drying field and during the second day 51,780 from 8,630 pallets, total 105,000 
peat bricks during 20 hours, or 639.03 cubic yards. The area covered on the 
drying field was 6391.4 square yards, or 10 cubic yards per 100 square yards. 

The raw peat treated per man and day (10 hours) was 15.55 cubic yards. 
794 cubic yards of raw peat* produced 639 cubic yards of machine peat, the 
reduction in volume throligh the mechanical treatment was, therefore, 
19.5%. 

The raw peat contained 11.6% dry peat substance and had a specific 
weight of 1.0. Calculating on air-dried peat with 25% moisture, the pro-
duction per day was '51.59 tons. 

During the special tests made, the production during half  an  hour 
amounted to 29.39 cubic yards of machine peat or 587.8 cubic yards per day 
of 10 hours, which would equal 94 tons air-dried peat with 25% moisture. 
It is naturally not possible to obtain such a production during a continuous 
working, but it clearly demonstrates the large capacity of this machine. 

The test made with fibrous peat and tough spruce roots showed that the 
machine was fully able to treat such material. 

Tests with Anrep Machine No.  II B.—The arrangements at this plant 
are shown in Plate 20. 

The number of men was as follows:-1 engineer, 1 helper, 6 diggers, 1 
loading the peat pallets on cars, 5 transporting the cars to the drying field, 2 
unloading and laying out the peat for drying and 3 boys attending to the 
pallets and cutting the peat. 

The machine used was of older construction and not provided with the 
later improvements. A 25 h.p. locomobile furnished the power. 

During 20 hours 528.34 cubic yards of raw peat were treated. The 
interior dimensions of the mouthpiece were 4.92 x 5.36 inches.-26 .37 square 
inches. • 

Each peat pallet was 52.8 inches in length and thé peat was cut in lengths 
of 13.2  inches. The cars used for transportation (see Fig. 103) were each 
loaded with about 25 peat pallets. 

During the trial 67,220 peat bricks=452 . 5 cubic yards, were laid out for 
drying. The raw peat treated per man and day (10 homs) was .15.04 cubic 
yards. The reduction in volume through the mechanical treatment was 
14.35% and the daily production 34.37 tons air-dried peat, with 25% mois-
ture. 

During the special test made, the production during half an hour 
amounted to 14.8 cubic yards of machine peat or 296 cubic yards per day of 
10 hours. This machine also treated fibrous peat and roots to satisfaction. 

* Including the volume occupied by the tree stumps. 
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Tests with Svedala No. 2.—This machine was driven by a 25 h.p. electric 
motor, but in order to compare the results obtained the number of men em-
ployed is assumed to be that required if a locomobile was used. In such a 
case the number of men employed would have been:-1 engineer, 1 helper, 8 
diggers, 1 loading the peat pallets on cars, 6 transporting the cars to the drying 
field, 3 unloading and laying out the peat for drying and 3 boys attending 
to the pallets and cutting the peat. 

The construction of the machine is described on page 82. 
Dming the trial 505.8 cubic yards of .raw peat were treated in the ma-

chine. 
The interior dimensions of the mouthpiece were  5.2  x 4.98 inches =- 

25.89 square inches. Each peat pallet was 54 inches in length and the peat 
was cut by the knife shown in Fig. 96. 

During 20 hours 78,220 peat bricks from 15,644 peat pallets  were  laid 
out for drying. The volume of the machined peat  was 437.92 cubic yards. 

The raw peat treated per man and day (10 hours)  was 11.75 cubic yards. 
The reduction in volume through the mechanical treatment was 13.4%, and 
the daily production 32.9 tons air-dried peat with 25% moisture. 

During the special test made, the production for half an hour amounted 
to 22.15 cubic yards of machined peat or 443 cubic yards per day of 10 hours. 

This machine occasionally required cleaning, and after the test with the 
fibrous material were found roots and fibres twisted around certain parts Of 
the niachine, otherwise it was satisfactory. 

Koskivara, Sweden. —In  order to ascertain the possibilities of manufac-
turing peat fuel in the northern part of Sweden, the Swedish. government 
erected an  experimental plant at Koskivara,  situated at 66° 39' latitude.*  

* Report hy the  Swedish Department.  of Agriculture. 
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YEAR 1905. 

	

JUNE 	 JULY 	 AIIGITST 	June 16- 	June 2- 

2-15 	16-30 	1-15 	16-31 	1-15 	16-31 	Aug. 15 	Aug. 31 

Temperature ± 	12.1 	± 	14.8 	± 	11.8 	± 	15.5 	+ 	12.1 	+ 	9.3 	+ 	13.5 	± 	12.6 
degrees 	

f Avei‘e age 

	

27.0 	25.0 	26.0 	27.0 	21.0 	18.0 	27.0 	27.0 
Centigrade 	 1.  Minimum  	2.0 	• 	4.0 	3.0 	5.0 	5.0 	0.0 	3.0 	0.0 

Barometer A 	 732.7 	734.0 	726.9 	728.7 	728.7 	732.6 	729.5 	730.6 

	

vexriarge 	
742 	741 	735 	737 	736 	740 	741 	742 

m/m Hg 	 Minimum  	721 	727 	717 	721 	721 	716 	717 	716 

• Clouds (scale 0-10).  	3.5 	3.7 	7.0 	5.7 	6.5 	4.9 	• 	5.7 	5.2 

Rain 	.[ Total in 	 mm 	6.3 	5.3 	27.2 	85.9 	81.3 	8.0 	199.7 	214.0  
, 

	

Number of days ._. 0.1 	cc 	 3 	3 	 10 	-6- 	30 	39  
Number of days .. 	1.0 	cc  	1 	2 	6 	_IL. 	8 	2  

Clear sky, number of days 	7 	5 	1 	4 	0 	3 	10 	20 
Half clear sky, number of days  	4 	9 	6 	6 	10 	10 	31 	45 
Cloudy sky, number of days  	3 	1 	8 	6 	5 	3 	20 	26 

Velocity of wind (scale 0-6) 	1.4 	2.2 	2.8 	1.8 	2.0 	1.7 	2.2 	2.0 
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These figures are a little less favourable than under normal conditions, 
but the  peat manufactured had sufficient time to dry. 

The arrangements on the bog are shown in Fig. 128. This plant was in 
operation during 1903-1905. 

erriÉ el elf 
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Perm: PIC s74-9 	Me' 

/reks, 
FIG. 128—Peat Bog at Koskivara, Sweden. iet2rde 

The peat machine used was an Anrep machine No. II. B, driven by a 23 
h.p. locomobile. 

The transportation and laying out of the peat bricks were done in the 
usual way, with the peat pallets loaded on cars run on a parallel track. 
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The drying work per ton air-dried peat costs  3.46 cents for turning the 
peat bricks, 8.82 cents for piling in heaps and for transport, stacking or storing 
25 cents, total: 37.38 cents. The total cost per ton, including all expenses, 
amounted to about $1 .50. 

Considering that the plant only had a small production, this figure shows 
that peat-fuel, even where the season is so shôrt and drying conditions less 
favourable,  an  be manufactured on an economica.1 basis. 

St. Olof, Sweden.—The  peat plant at the above place is  one' -of the most 
modern plants in operation in Europe. 

The area of the bog is about 155 acres and the depth 12-15 feet. The 
pet  is of a_good  quality and contains very little a.sh,  as seen by the following 
analysis made at the laboratory of the Swedish Peat Society. 

Peat fuel from St.  Olof: 
Moisture . 	  24.61% 
Ash 	  1.20% 
Organic substance 	  74.19% 

Calorific value in bomb calorimeter : 
Dried sample 	 8,917 B.T.U. 
Dried and ash-free sample. 	 9,061 " 
Original sample . 	 6,046 " 

The bog is  partly drained by ditches and  otherwise kept sufficiently dry 
by a waterscrew, which works very satisfactorily. It is worked with two 
peat machines, one on each side of the working trench. The drying  field  is 
drained by covered ditches in order that the surface may be unbroken. 
These ditches are dug in the mariner Shown in Fg 129. The large surface 
sods are first cut out and again put back when a drain about 6 inches_square 
has been dug. 

7.4 

FIG. 129—Drainage ditch for drying field, St. Olof, Sweden. 

The peat machines used are: one Anrep machine No. IB, made by Abjôrn. 
Anderson, Svedala, Sweden, and one machine manufactured by Munktell, 
Eskilstuna, Sweden. This latter firm formerly manufactured the machines 
constructed•by Anrep and after the termination of the contract continued 
to manufacture peat machines slightly changed from Anrep's patents, but 
the changes made are no improvements. 

The Anrep (Svedala) machine No. IB, (see Plates 21 and 22), is operated 
by a 42 h.p. locomobile,which •also furnishes the power required to operate 
the mechanical arrangements for the transportation of the • machined peat 
to the drying field, the field press and stump pulling apparatus. 

The spades used for digging the raw peat are  shown in Plate, 21 and the 
mechanical  transport arrangement  and field press in Plates 22  23 and 24, 
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Anrep Peat Machine No. I. B. at St. Olof, Sweden. 



Anrep Peat Machine No. I. B. at St. Olof, Sweden. 
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Cable Transportation of Machined Peat at St. Olof, Sweden. 



PLATE 24. 

lakobson's Fieldpress at St. Olof,. Sweden. 
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A. Kdrner's Peat Pallet Conveyor at St. Olof, Sweden. 
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Peat Stack at St. Olof, Sweden. 
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0,nd is further described on pages 94-95. The cars used are common dum,p-
ing cars made of iron and holding about 0.8 cubic yards. The machined peat 
is conveyed by the belt conveyor and dumped into the cars, which, when 
filled, are clamped to the transport cable and hauled to the fiel,d_préss,  shown 
in Plate 24, and further .described on pages 94-95. 

The production of this machine, used with the arrangements described, 
avera,ged during the season 1907, per day of 10 hours, 55 tons air-dried peat 
(about 25% moisture) and occasionally the output reached 60 tons. 

The number of men employed was as follows; 1 engineer, 1 helper, 
10 diggers, 1 for loading the cars and clamping them to the ca,ble, 1 for dump-
ing the peat into the field press, 1 levelling the peat in the field press, 1 cutting 
the peat laid out in suitable lengths, 1 for moving tracks, etc., and one boy• 
for signalling—total: 17 men and 1 boy. 

The dimensions of the peat bricks in wet condition were 8 x 5 x 5 inches 
and each brick air-dried weighed 1.3-1.5 lbs. 

The Munktell machine was combined with a peat pallet conveyor 660 feet 
long for the laying out of the peat bricks on the drying field (see Plate 25). 
This conveyor, invented by A. Kôrner, is described on pages 96-97. 

The engineers were paid 95 cents per day, the rest of the work was done 
by contract. 

Labour cost:— 	 Cents per ton. 
Digging, transportation and laying out the machined peat for 

' drying  	 40.5 
Turning the peat bricks.  	3.0 
Piling the peat bricks in heaps  	7.0 
Transportation and storing the dried peat  	12.3 
Transportation of the peat from storehouse to station and load- 

ing on cars.  	8.0 

Total 	70.8 

To this must be added the cost of the bog, for which in this case about $150 
per acre was paid, the interest, amortization, etc. 

The yearly production was some 5,500 tons. 
For transportation to the railway station an aerial tramway about two 

miles long was used, which -was .so arranged that the peat could be dumped 
directly into railway cars. 

In cases where the dried peat could not be stored in the storehouse or 
sold at once, it was stacked in large stacks, as shown in Plate 26. 

The price .obtained per ton peat fuel f.o.b. St. Olof station was $2.45, 
and the 'price paid for coal in this part of Sweden was $5.00-$5.40 per ton. 

Y xenhult, Sweden. —The bog -worked has an area of about 620 acres and 
a depth of 8-10 feet. Part of the bog consists of little humified sphagnum 
moss, which is used for the manufacture of moss litter. It is thoroughly 
drained and the peat used for the manufacture of peat fuel is of good quality, 
but tree stumps are plentiful in the bottom layer. The bog is worked with 
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two peat machines, one an Anrep machine No. IB, with mechanical trans-
portation on parallel tracks, and Jeobson's field press; the other an olcler 
Anrep machine with two shafts and the. usual arrangement for transportation 
and laying out for drying, described on page 90. With the latter machine 
the daily production, under normal conditions, averaged 40,000 peat bricks 
of the dimensions 5 x 5 x 13.2 inches in 10 hours, which is equal to about 44 
tons air-dried peat with 25% moisture. 

The volume of the raw peat required ,per ton air-dried peat was about 
7 cubic yards. The number of men employed was •18 men, 4 boys, 1 engineer 
'and 1 helper. The labour costs (not including engineer were) : 

• 	per 1,000 Per ton, cents. 
pieces, cents 

For digging, transportation and laying out.  	60.8 	55.3 
For turning the peat bricks.  	2.7 	2.5 
For piling the peat bricks in heaps. 	 4.6 	4.2 
For transportation of the dried peat to storehouse 	 16.0 

Total. 	 78.0 
For stacking (when necessary). 	 15.0 

The men employed at the Anrep machine No.IB were 16 men, 1 engineer 
and 1 helper. 

The men here were paid 7 cents per cubic meter of raw peat dug out and 
treated, the engineer and helper 0.54 cents, which would make the labour . 
cost per ton as follows: 

Per ton, cents 
For digging, transportation and laying out.  	41.1 
For turning the peat bricks.  	2.5 
For piling the peat bricks in heaps. 	 4.2 
For transportation of the dried peat to storehouses  	16.0 

Total. •  	63.8 

The spades used for digging the raw peat had square edges, otherwise 
the tools and rnethods used were the same as those previously described. The 
peat bricks were piled up in heaps, as shown in Fig. 130, which was the method 
chiefly employed in Sweden. 

FIG. 130—Peat heaps at Yxenhult, Sweden. 

The price per ton peat fuel f.o.b. Yxenhult station was $2.35. 
At Emmaljunga  and a number of other plants in Sweden,A.nrep machines 

are also employed. The methods used and the labour costs and production 
at these plants are practically the same as those already given. 
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Stafsje. — During 1901 an Anrep machine with two_shafts was a,t work 
in this bog. The daily production averaged 47 tons and the cost of pro-
duction was in detail as follows, per 1,000 pieces-1,000  kg. or 2,200 lbs. 

Per ton, kronor 
«nliggers, at 0.0728 kronor. 	 0  655 
12 men for transport and laying_out, at 0.0728 

kronor 	 0  874 
2 men for loading, a,t 0.0728 kronor  	. 0.145 
3 boys,  at 0.0364 kronor 	 0  109 
Engineer, at 2.50 kronor per day. 	 0  054 
Helper, at 2.00 kronor  per day. 	 0  0434  .88  
Turning  and piling_peat  bricks. . 	 0  14 
Stacking. 	 0  14 -0.28 
Transportation to storehouse 	 0  46 
Fuel for locomobile 	 0  09 
Oil 	 0  03 -0.58 

Total. 	 2  74 kronor-74 cents. - 
To this must be  added: 

Per ton, kronor 
Amortization and repairs . 	 0  45 
Administration. 	 0  45 
General expenses 	 0  45 
Loading on railway cars 	 0  45 

Total. 	 1  80 kronor = 50 cents. 

The total cost of production was, therefore, $1.24 per ton.  
Russia.—The  peat machines used in Russia are chiefly Anrep machines of 

older construction, with two shafts.  Up to the present time, some 1,300t of 
these machines are employed.  The new machines with one shaft have also lately 
been introduced. The largest peat industry. in- Russia is centered around 
Moscow, notwithstanding the fact that the climatic conditions are compar-
atively unfavourable and the working season short.  The frost in the ground 
as a rule does not disappear before the end of May, and  rains during the sum-
mer are frequent.  The bogs generally contain" a large  numlur_o_f_roots and 
tree stumps, and require,  therefore, strong and well constructed peat 
machines.  3Y.cty, 

The mouthpieces on the Russian machines have 5.2 x 5.2 inches 1 , 2e , 

interior dimensions, and the peat is cut in lengths of  13.6 inches, each brick 
weighing, air-dried, about 2.75 lbs.  With the old methods of transporting 
the peat pallets on cars on parallel tracks and laying them out for drying, 
the production per machine per day of 10 hours varies according to the nature 

* Report by Messrs. Wallgren & Larson. 
t According to A. Anrep. 
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of the bog, between 40-60 tons air-dried peat. The number of men 
employed per machine is about 30, of which 12 are diggers, and the drying 
-work is done by about 15 women per machine. The cost of production 
per ton peat fuel, including all expenses, stacked on the bog averages $1.35 
to $1.40. 

Beuerberg, near Munich,  Germany.—The bog located at this place fur-
nishes the raw material for the peat coking plant owned by der Ober-
bayerischen  Kokswerke and erected,_  in accordance with M. Ziellerr's pat- 
ents, close to the bog. 

The bog is chiefly a so-called high bog and contains, with the exception 
of the surface layer, well humified peat  p_f_gpoc__ Roots and stumps 
of trees are fairly plentiful.  The area of the bog at present worked by 11 
peat machines is some 175 acres, with an average depth of 8 to 10 feet.  The  
main drainage ditches and arrangement of the plant are shown in Fig. 131. 
The peat 'machines used are of Heinen's  Schlick_eysen's and Dolberg's  con-
struction,  with side elevators. Heinen's and Dolberg's machines have their 
mouthpieces provided with two openings and deliver the wet peat with cross-
sections 4.2 x 4.6 inches. The peat pallets used are 4 feet long and hold 
six peat bricks each. Schlickeysen's machines have mouthpieces with 
three openings. The spades used for digging the raw peat are shown in 
Fig. 132. The peat pallets are loaded on cars in three rows, which are trans-
ported to and from.the drying field on round, tracks. The average production 
for each machine for ten flours, employing 14 men, is 22 tons air-dried peat. 
The cost per ton peat at the coking plant was $1.20 to $1.75,  and the -vyages 
of the men were on an a_ye_r_gg, e $1.25–$1.50 per day. 

Each peat machine was run by a 20 h.p. electric motor. The electric 
energy was developed by two_ dynamos  each of 128  K.W. driven by two 
locomobiles, which were fired with peat or with the  waste  ga–ses  from  the 
coking  retorts, and placed in a separate blinding close to the bog. The 
peat machines worked day and night, with two shifts of men.  During the 
night electric light is used, both arc lamps and incandescent lamps being 
employed. U-suall four arc lame for each machine were sufficient. These 
lamps used the direct current of 440 volts  which supplied the motors driving 
the peat machines. The location of the circuit which follows each working 
trench is shown in FigJ.31. The wires are hung up  on poles, and  at  every 
165 feet connections can be made with the motors to  the  various  pat  ma-
chines. --'5% 

The employment of  electric motors instead of locomobiles is yndoubtedly 
a very practical arrangement at a plant where a number of peat machines 
are working. Each locomobile  requires • an  engineer and a helper for  carry-
ing fuel and water, and the employment 9ftliese_men is_avoided._wilere 
electric motors are used_ the foreman for each machine attending to the 
switching on or off of the current. Furthermore,  an electric motor is very 
much lighter and runs more quietly and with less vibration than  a locorno- 
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Short handle Long handle 	Fork 
long blade 	short blade 

Fic..r32--Tools used for dig-ging Peat at Betterberg, Germany. 

rn 
Feilenbach, Bavaria, Gerrnany.—This bog is a high bog with an area of 

740 acres and a depth of from 10 to 50 feet.  The average depth alpresent 
worked is  21.5_feet.  Part. of the bog contains less humified sphagnum moss, 
which is used for the manufacture of moss litter, otherwise the peat is well 
humified and of good quality, as shown by  the  following analysis:— 

Peat fuel from Feilenbach: 

Carbon . 	 ' 	el 	49.19% 
Hydrogen 	 . 6b22 	5.30" 
Oxygen and Nitrogen 	 . 3 "/IV 	29.62" 
Ash 	 .013 /0  	1.16" 
Moisture . 	  14.73" 

'
Total 	  100.00% 

Sulphur 	  0.13" 

Roots and stumps of trees occur, but ndt ih very large quantities. The bog 
is well drained and the drying fields are drained by small ditches 2.6 feet in 
depth and about 30 feet apart. 

The bog is worked by 9 peat  machines of Dolberg type, , vith  side ele-
vators, manufactured by Sugg and Krauss, in Muni-Ch. Each  machine (see 
Plate 27) is run by a locomobile of 16-18 h.p,  and with-17 men gives an 
average production of 22 tons py of 10 hours. 

The men are distributed as follows:-1 engineer, 1 helper,* 5 diggers, 
1 putting the peat pallets in position,* 1 cutting the peat in suitable lengths,* 
2 loading the peat pallets on cars, 4 transporting the cars to and from the , 
drying field, and 2 unloading and placing the peat bricks on the drying 
field. 

The spades used for digging were the same as those employed at Beuer-
berg, and the transportation and laying out for drying were also performed 

* At Feilenbach this work was  done by_women. 



PLATE 27. 

Peat Machine at Feilenbach, Germany-. 

PLATE 28. 

Peat Machine at Triangel, Germany. 
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in ,  a stmilar manner. The mouthpieces to the machines had two openings 
4 x 4.8 inches,. and the peat was taken up on pallets 52 inches in length and 
10.2 inches  in width. Each pallet contained 6 peat_bricks_of the dimensions 
4 x 4.8 x  17.3 incbes.  /0 ‘.< /2.2, Y V 

The men were paid 16 marks per 1,000 peat pallets=6,000 peat bricks, 
, laid out for drying. Of this amount they_r_eçei_ve_d_only_15-25 Inal*s_each 

I pay day and the balance, 0.75 marks, was held back until the season was 
oyer and then paid only to those ernained the time agreed upon 

The amount paid per 1,000 pallets each pay day was distributed as 
follows:— 

Engineer 	at 1.26 marks 
Diggers 	, 	at  0.97  " 
Pallet  placer. 	at 0.46 " 
Peat cutter 	at 0.46 " 
Loading men . 	at 1.07 " 
Transporting men at  0.94  " 
«Unloading men 	at 0.88 " 
Helper 	at 0.56 " 

1.26 marks 
4.85 " 
0.46 " 
0.46 " 
2.14 " 
3.76 " 
1.76 " 
0.56 -  " 

Total 	 15 . 25 marks 

The peat bricks weighed, air-dried, on an avera .e 1.75 lbs., which would make 
the cost per ton air-dried peat, layed out for drying, about 3 marks=72 cents. 

Including all expenses, the cost eer ton f. o. b. Ober Aibline st. lin  was 
given as $2.40, which is exceedingly_ligh_. The men made, on an average, 
a little over 00 ier da . 

The dried peat was brought from the bog to the railWay station by 
means of small locomotives on a narrow  gauged railway.  

The  yearly production  at this plant averages 15,000 tons and the price 
obtained per ton peat fuel  f. o. b. Ober Aibling was $3.50. 

The price of . coal in this part of Germany wa,s $6.20 to $6.50 per ton. 
Trian  gel,  near Whom, Germany. —This  bog has an area of ■_pme 3,000 

acres and an average depth of 13 to 16 feet. It is owned by "der Norddeuts-
chen Torfmoor Aktiengesellschaft" (A. Rimpau of Braunschweig). Every 
part of the bog not used at present for the manufacture of peat fuel, moss 
litter or peat mull  is cultivated, and the results obtained by the methods em-
ployed have been exceedingly  favourable.  

The bog is a high bog with a surface layer of 3-4 feet of sphagnum moss, 
wfiich is used as a raw material for moss litter manufacture. The drà.,,_ jinge 
is accomplished by a large ditch cutting through the bog and by side ditches, 
so that it is 'thoroughly drained to the bottom, which is used for dryingfield  
or brought under cultivation at the rate the bog is worked out. A permanent 
track of .normal gauge is laid down on the side of the main drainage ditch, 
and the  peat fuel and other peat products manufactured loaded directly on 
railway cars, avoiding any reloading at the station. 
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At present two plants for the Manufacture of moss litter and peat mull 
and 10 peat machines are in operation during the season. 

• Most of the peat rnachines as well as the moss litter plants are furnished 
with the required power from mentral  power station of 200 h.p. capacity. 
The power is developed by t,wo steam engines. and dynamos furnishing_a  cur-
rent of pi000 volts to the transformers  placed  in a building close 'to the spot 
where the peat  machines are working.  The current is here transformed to 
500 volts and delivered by a, suitable circuit to the different motors.  

The boilers in the power plant are fied with a poor quality of_peat sfuel 
 a,nd refuSe on step grates.  

The peat machines used are chiefly of the type manufactured by Kônigs-
hütte in Lauterbern_with only one screw shaft and 'mouthpieces With one 
opening. Some of Heinen's machines -with two shafts and driven by locomo-
biles (see Plate 28) were also used. 

The machines were working in trenches at right angles to the main drain-
age ditch, about 1,000 feet apart, and on both sides of same. 

The number of men employed at each machine was as follows:— 
4 diggers, 1 boy putting  the peat pallets in position,  1 Man cutting the 

peat in suitable lengths, 1 loading the peat pallets, 3 transporting the cars to 
and from the drying field and 3 'unloading and placing the peat bricks for 
drying. , Total, 12 men and 1 boy. At the machines run by lo'comobiles one 
engineer and a helper were also employed. 

The capacity of each machine* with the above number of men was 4,000 
pea,t bricks of 4. 8 x 5. 2 x 10 inch-es  in_wet dimensions per hour, -which cor-
responds to 3,740-3,960 lbs. air-dry peat, or per day 'of 10 hours 18.7-19 .'8 
tons. 

The method described on page 88, was used for transporting and laying 
out the peat bricks for drying. 	 • 

The labour cost per ton air-dried peat stacked on the bog averaged 98 
cents. 

Part of the peat fuel produced is manufactured into peat coke, which 
sells for. $9 .00 tp $10.00 per ton. 

O. Strenge's Peat Plant at Elisabethfehn, Oldenburg, Gerniany.—Strenge's 
peat machine is combined with a meeha,nicaLexcavator and spreading ap-
paratus, all of which are patented by him.. 

, Fig. 133 shows a front view of the plant, and Fig. 134 a plan of same. 

The peat. machine, (4,) • -with its conveyors (2, 3, 5,) and. motor (17,) are 
placed on a strong movable truck (7,) also supplied with a frame work (see Figs. 
133 and 135) which partly carries, by means of cables, the spreader (6) and con, 
veyors. The conveyor conveying the raw peat tO the peat machine and carry-
ing the excavator is supplied with a movable trestle running on -wheels on an 
iron plate in the trench (see Figs. 133, 134 and 136): 

* Hausding, Handbuch der Torfgewinnung., 
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excavator (1) consists of iron buckets (33) 'Provided with cutting 
34) placed in front (see Fig. 137) and can be raised or lowered and 
)ack and forth on its frame in a horizontal direction during the work. 
ally constructed to cut a trench 8-79 feet deep and 11-12 feet wide. 
peat cut out by the excavator is dumped into the horizontal part of 
eyor (2, 3), (see Figs. 133 and 134) and conveyed to the peat machine 
le it is further mixed, kneaded and pulped. The peat machine con-
wo double cylinders, one pair placed above the other, and each sup-
h two shafts provided with knives and screw threads in the usual 

The peat first passes through the upper cylinders and from there is 
rough  th è lower one. A belt conveyor (5) transports the machined 

e spreader (6). This apparatus consists of two frames (see Figs. 
4) placed at an angle of 145° and covering a width of some 60-70 

• frames are supported by adjustable wheels (see Fig. 140) and sup- 
a platform or carriage (29), which regulates the thickness of the 

laid out. The peat delivered by the belt conveyor (5) is distributed 
stire width covered by the spreader by means of the two conveyors 
igs. 134 and 139). The sp.  reader as well as the conveyor for the 

i re  fastened by means of cables to the truck and moved forward 
usly. 

equired power is furnished by a 45 h.p. motor (17), which is gener-
pound locomobile. 
hole machine is moved forward by motor power and the excavator, 
yor and conveyors on the spreader are driven by means of telescoP-
suspended shafts with universal couplings, so that even if the differ-
of the machine are moved somewhat apart from each other, the 

: not impeded. 
I achine is operated as follows:—When the excavator has reached 
If the trench, its motion is automatically stopped and the plant is 

/
ward 14 inches, whereby the buckets are made to excavate this 
the bog. The excavator is again brought into operation and the 
limed until the excavator reaches the inner side of the trench, 
plant is again m.oved forward and so on continuously. 
capa city of this plant is said to , be some 1,000 cubic yards of raw 
day of 13 hours, equivalent to 110 tons air-dried peat. At Elisa-
two of these Machines are at work and' at Schwaneburg another. 

e of the machine, not including motor, is 30,000 marks = $7,200. 
Is on which these machines are working are drained to the bottom 
free from roots and sttimps of trees. Their suitability for bogs where 
d stumps are plentiful has yet to be demonstrated. 

e peat layer spread out by the machine is cut into bricks of the re-
dimensions in length and width by a special cutting machine, also 

by Strenge. 
is machine (see Figs. 141 and 142) consists of two or more circular 
ates revolving on a shaft and is operated by means of cables (6) and a 
winch (1) driven by a motor (2). 

ri) 



Fig. 141—Side View. 

Fig. 142—Plan 

O. STRENGE'S PEAT-CUTTING MACHINE. 

I. Drum for cable. 2. Motor. 3. Truck. 4. Catch fork. 5. Steering guide. 6. Cable. 7. Pulley. 
8. Peat mass spread out. 9. Peat mass  cut in one direction.  bo. Peat mass cut in two directions. 
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The m.otor of 6-8 h.p. is mounted on the same truck (3) as the winch, 
which it drives. On the opposite side of the peat layer which is to be cut is 
another truck carrying a rope pulley (7), around which the cable runs, so 
that the cutting machine can work either from one side or the other. 

When  the cutting machine has traversed:the distance between the two 
trucks, which are movable on rails, the shaft is caught by two forks (4) turning 
on pivots and the cutters are automatically lifted up above the peat layer. 
At the same time the driving gear is automatically stopped and the cutting 
machine is held in place by a brake preventing it from dropping back. While 
the cutters are thus raised, the trucks are moved the required distance. The 
cutters are then slowly lowered into the peat layer and again started in an 
opposite direction to the previous cut. 

The distance between the two tracks, when cutting the peat longitu-
dinally, is usually 132 feet and when cutting it cross-ways 65-70 feet. One 
man steers the cutting machine by means ea handle (5) placed on the shaft. 

After the peat layer has bee n  cut by this machine,  it is cut by  hand 
(see Figs. 143 and 144) in suitable thicknesses and raised  up for_drying, as, 
shown in the figures. The number of men required to attend the peat machine 
and cutting the peat is 13 to 17. 

Later the peat bricks are piled up in heaps and dried in the usual manner 
by extra labour. 

According to information received, the cost per ton air-dried peat at the 
bog, including all expenses, amounted to about 70 cents, when the men made 
about $1.50 per day. Loaded on barges at the canal, which cuts through 
the bog, the selling price was $2.20 per ton. 

Most of the peat fuel manufactured by the method described on page 56 
is used as raw material in the peat-coking plant erected close to the bog at 
Elisabethfehn. 
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R.  Dolberg's Peat Plants*  with the number of men and the arrange-
ments given in the following tables have the following capacities in bogs 
containing peat of suitable quality.:— 

In Drained Bogs. 

(The raw peat dug out of the bog  with spades  

	

Daily Production. 	 Transport 	Transport of 	Number 	. 
	  Number 	of raw 	machined 	of  men 	Motor . 

	

Pieces 	Tons 	of 	material to 	peat to the 	required. 
4 x 4 x 8 	approxi- 	machine 	the peat 	drying 	Approxi- 	required. 

	

inches. 	mate. 	 machine. 	field. 	mate. 

	

10-12,000 	4.5— 5.4 	. 3a 	Wheelbarrows 	Wheelbarrows 	6 	1 horse _ 
or cars on 	. or cars on 
portable 	portable 
tracks. 	tracks. 

	

18-25,000 	8.1-11.3 	2 	 do . 	do. 	la 	2 horses  

	

30-40,000 	13.5-18.0 	la 	Cars on port- 	Cars on port- 	10-12 	4-6 h.p. 
able tracks, 	able tracks. 	 . 

	

60-80,000 	27-36 	lb 	Elevator 	' do. 	15-18 	15-18 li.p. 

	

60-80,000 	27-36 	le 	 do. 	 do. 	15-18 	21-28 h.p. 

In Wet Bogs.  

(The  raw peat dug out of the bog with cutting machines.) 

- 

	

Daily Production. 	 Transport 	Transport of 	Number 
	 Number 	of raw 	machined 	of men 	Motor 

	

Pieces 	Tons 	of 	material to 	peat to the 	required. 
4 x 4 x 8 	approxi- 	machine 	the peat 	drying 	Approxi- 	required. 

	

inches. 	mate, 	 machine. 	field. 	mate. 

7 Q, _» 0 t002. 

	

10-12,000 	4.5— 5.4 	3a 	Wheelbarrows 	Wheelbarrows 	7 	1 horse 
or cars on 	or cars on 
portable 	portable 
tracks. 	tracks. 

	

18-25,000 	8 .1-11. 3 	2 	do. 	 do. 	 12 	2 horses 

	

30-40,000 	13 .5-18 . 0 	la 	Cars on port- 	Cars on port- 	14 	4-6 h.p. 
table tracks, 	able tracks. 

	

60-80,000 	27-36 	lb 	do. 	 do. 	25-28 	15-18 h.p. 

	

60-80,000 	27-36 	le 	do. 	 do. 	25-28 	21-28 h.p. 

	

60-80,000 	27-36 	lb 	Cutting ma- 	do. 	13-15 	28 h.p. 
chines run by 	 . 
motor power 
with eleva- 
tors. 

The weight of one cubic yard machine-shaped peat variest between 495- 
693 lbs. 	• 2(7 3/„ 	, 	t/ 

* According to R. Dolberg. 
t According to the Swedish Peat Society. 
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COST OF PLANTS. 

The Cost of the different aPparatus required for the treatment of the 
peat varies considerably, depending on the methods used and the machinery 
employed. The main. point, however, is to employ a machine which deliver's. 
a well treated material, and in most cases the best and cheapest fuel is pro-
duced by the best constructed machine, although these machines, as a rule, 

• are more expensive. The machinery employed should also be suitable for 
the production aimed at, and as a rule the larger the capacity of the peat 

, Machine, the fewer workmen are required for a certain production. and the 
smaller is the cost of, production. 

In the following, detailed costs are given of the machinery an.d apparatus 
required at plants where the Anrep machines Nos. I B and II B are employed, 
with approximate daily capacities for 10 hours* of 49-65 tons and 33-44 
tons respectively of air-dried peat;also costs of plants where Heinen's machines 
Nos. T-1 and T-2 W are employed, with approximate daily capacities for 10 
hourst of 13-17 tons an.d 26-34 tons respectively of air-dried peat. , 

- 	
– 

* According to Abiirn Andemon,...S_y_edala, Sweden. 
t According to A. Heinen, Varel, Germany, 



do. 

do. 

do. 

do. 

do. 
24 do. 

idth of drying field 578 fee 

2063 do. 

4 curves with cable rollers 

Driving apparatus with 
couplings and with 
frame of steel beams 
to be fastened on the 
truck to the peat ma-
chine   

Price List of Peat Fuel Machinery Manufacturedby AbPrn Andersson's Mekaniska Verkstads Aktiebolag, Svedala, Sweden. 

Plants with Peat Machine Anrep-Svedala No. I B. 

Transporting the Machined Peat by Hand on 
Parallel tracks. 

(Cars with Peat Pallets.) 

Transporting the Machined Peat by Cable 
on Round Track. 

(Cars with Peat PaLlets.)  

Transporting the Machined Peat by Cable 
on Round Track and laying out with 

Jakobson's Field Press. 

t.) 

Weight, 
lbs. 

	

11220 	4400 

	

1980 	700 

660 400 

2640 450 

1540 225 

	

2640 	120 

16500 

1980 

1760 

Kronor* 

•  480  16.5  feet track in 8.25 
fedt lengths. 	 

4 curves with cable rollers 

1437 

750 

Driving apparatus with 
couplings, etc 	 

do. with adjustable 
mouthpiece and a 40 
ft. long elevator 	 

30 do. 
do. 

do. 

do. 

do. 

do. 

Peat machine 1 B complete 
with a 33 feet long elevator, 
normal mouthpiece 5 x  5.2 
inches, rolling table, truck 
with brakes and large 
enough for motor.  .   

Winch for moving the plant 
and for stump raising, with 
anchor and cables.   

Pump or ejector, 33 feet long, 
14" spiral hose, foot valve 
and water tank.  

Shed over platform with roof 
of corrugated sheet-iron and 
removable walls .   

33 yards heavy rails with fish-
plates in lengths of 3.3 yards 

18 ties  4"x 9" x 12' (pine) .. . . 

For the transportation and layin 

1485 feet portable steel tracks 
with 24 inches gauge made 
in sections of 16.5  feet, fish-
plates and riveted steel ties . 

2 curves, Circle. 	  

2 curves, 4. circle. 	  

Weight, 
lbs. 

	

11220 	4400 

	

1980 	700 

	

660 	400 

	

2640 	450 

	

1540 	225 

	

1980 	90 

g out for drying (u) 

11880 1035 

550 « 180 

660 2201 

Weight, 
lbs. 

	

12100 	4600 

	

1980 	700 

	

660 	400 

	

2640 	450 

	

1540 	225 

	

3300 	150 

	

16500 	1437 

18 

	

1980 	480 

	

1760 	750 

Kronor* Krono .r* 



8 cars for transport of peat 
bricks, with ball bearings 
and double flanged steel 
wheels . 

300 peat pallets 0.88 x 6.4 x 
61.2  inches. 	  

Total . 	, 	 
Motor-F.  

Locomobile of 42 h.p 	 

Total . 

Weight, 
lbs. 

2640 

2640 

lbs. 
53460 

38390 

15070 

Kronor* 

1080 

90 

kronor 
15370 

8870 

-6500 

Weight, 
lbs. 

330 

990 

660 

8250 
1100 

-3960 

Kronor* 

300 

375 

150 

1350 
400 

1300 - 

57750 

15070 

13085 

6500 

lbs. 
72820 

kronor 
19585 

Price List of Peat Fuel Machinery—Plants with Peat Machine Anrep-Svedala No. I B(Continued) 

Transporting the Machined Peat by Hand on 
Parallel tracks. 

(Cars with Peat Pallets.)  

' 

Transporting the Machined Peat by Cable 
on Round Track. 

(Cars with Peat Pallets.) 

Transporting the Machined Peat by Cable 
on Round Track and laying out with 

- 	Jakobson's Field Press. 	- 

1980 feet cable 	 
Station car with: pulleys, 

chain and anchor. . . . 
Cable stretching appara-

tus, with anchor, pul-
leys and weights  

8 cars for transport of 
peat with ball bearings 
and double flanged 
steel wheels  

8 couplings for cable .. . 
300 peat pallets  0.88 x 

6.4x61.2inches 	 

Total. 	 
Motort 

Locomobile of 42 h.p. . 

W.eight, 
lbs. 

330 

990 

660 

2640 
880 

2640 

49060 

15070 

lbs. 
64130 

'Kronor* 

300 

375 

150 

losô 
320 

90 

11277 

6500 

kronor 
17777 

do. 	 

do. 	 

do. 

	

10 dumping cars do.. . 	 
10 do. 	 

Field press with winch, 
chains, anchors, etc. . . 

Total. 	 
Motort 

Locomobile of 42 h.p. . 

Total. 	 

19 men, 1 boy. 

65 tons air-dried peat. 
8.8 lbs. per h.p. hour. 

Number of men required, appr., 22 men, 2 boys. 
Daily production per 10 hours, appr., 49 tons 

air-dried peat. 
Peat fuel for locomobile, 8.8 lbs. per h.p. hour. 

•  Total. 	 

17 men, 1 boy. 

49 tons air-dried peat. 
8,8 lbs. per h.p. hour. 

.* 1 kronor=-27 cents., 
t Instead of locomobile an electric motor or other suitable motor can be used. 



VVeight 
lbs. Kronor* 

8140 	2800 

1650 	450 

5501 	350 

2420 

1375 
1320 

ng out for 

10560 

550 
660 

400 

200 
60 

drY 1;n9 

920 

180 
220 

do. 

do 

do 	  

do.. 

do. 	  
20 do. 

width of drying field 495 fe 

1815 do. 

4 curves with cable rollers 
Driving apparatus with 

couplings and with 
frame of steel beams to 
be fastened on the 
truck to the peat ma-
chine   

Kronor* 

-2800  

450 

350 

400 

200 
80 

1265 

480 

750 

do. with adjustable 
mouthpiece and a 33 
feet long elevator. . 

do. 

do 	  

do. 

do.. 
25 do.. 

do.. 
16.5 feet do. in 8.25 

feet lengths 
do.. 

do. 

Plants with Peat Machine Anrep-Svedala No. II B. 

Transporting the Machined Peat by Hand on 
Parallel tracks. 

(Cars with Peat Pallets.) 

Transporting the Machined Peat by Cable 
on Round Track. 

(Cars with Peat Pallets.) 

Transporting the Machined Peat by Cable 
on Round Track and laying out with 

Jakobson's Field Press. 

Peat machine II B coraplete 
with a 26.5 feet long eleva-
tor, normal mouthpiece 5 n 
5.2 inches, rolling table, 
truck with brakes and large 
enough for motor.  .   

Winch for moving the plant 
and for stump raising, with 
anchor and cables.   

Pump or ejector, 33 fe,et long 
1? spiral hose, foot valve 
and water tank.  

Shed over platform with roof 
of corrugated iron and re-
movable walls  

33 yards heavy rails with fish- 

	

plates in length of 3.3 yards 	 

	

15 ties 3" n 8" n 12' (pine) ... 	 

For the transportation and layi, 

1320 feet portable steel tracks 
with 24" gauge, made in 
sections of 16.5 feet, with 
fish-plates and riveted steel 
ties 

2 curves, I circle. 	  
2 curves, circle. 	  

Weight. 
lbs. 

8140 

1650 

550 

2420 

1375 
1760 

et.) 

14520 

1980 

1760 

Weight, 
lbs. 

9020 	2950 

1650 	450 

550 	350 

F—‘ 
t.D 2420 	400 	crt 

1375 	200 
2200 	100 

14520 	1265 

18 
1980 	480 

1760 

Kronor* 

750 



6 cars for transport of peat, 
with ball bearings and dou-
ble flanged steel wheels ... . 

250 peat pallets, 0.88 x 6.4 x 
61. 2 inches 	  

Total . 	  
Motort 

Locomobile of 34 h.p 	 

Total . 

1716 feet do . 

do. . . 

do.. . 

Weight, 
lbs. 

286 

990 

Kronor* 

260 

375 

kronor 
15548 

10448 

5100 

Number of men required, appr. 15 men, 2 boys. 
Daily production per 10 hours, appr. 33 tons air-

dried peat. 
Peat fuel for locomobile, appr. 8.8 lbs. per h.p. 

hour. 	• 

* 1 Krona=27 cents. 
t Instead of locomobile an electric motor or other suitable motor may be used. 

12 men, 1 boy. 

33 tons air-dried peat. 

8.8 lbs. per h.p. hour. 

Plants with, Peat Machine Anrep -Svedala No. II B— ('Continued) 

Transporting the Machined Peat by Hand on 
Parallel tracks. 

(Cars with Peat Pallets.) 

Transporting the Machined Peat by Cable 
on Round Track. 

(Cars with Peat Pallets.) 

Transporting the Machined Peat-by Cable 
on Round Track and laying out with 
" Jakobson's Field Press. 

Weight, 
lbs. 

1650 	810 

2200 — 75 

31075 	6465 

11022 	.5100 

lbs. 	kronor 
42097 	11565  

1650 feet cable 	 
Station car with pulleys, 

chain and anchor. . . 
Cable stretching appara-

tus with anchor, pul-
leys and weights  

6 cars for transport of 
peat with ball bearings 
and double flanged 
steel wheels 	 

6 couplings for cable . . 
250 peat pallets 0.88 x 

6.4 x 61.2 inches.. .. . 

Total. 	 
Motort 

Locomobile of 34 h.p. . 

Total.  

Weight, 
lbs. 

275 

990 

660 

1.650 
660 

2200 

40590 

11022 

lbs. 
51612 

Kronor* 

250 

375 

150 

810 
240 

75 

8675 

5100 

kronor 
- 13775 

Kronor* 

8 dumping cars do 	 
8 do 

Field press with winch, 
chains, anchors, etc. . 

Total. . 	 
Motort 

Locomobile of 34 h.p. . . . 

6600 
880 

3960 

48851 

11022 

lbs. 
Total 	 59873 

13 men, 1 boy. 

44 tons air-dried peat. 

8.8 lbs. per h.p. hour. 

660 

1080 
320 

1300 °' 

150 
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Pri,ce list of peat fuel machinery manufactured by A. Heinen Maschinen fabrik, 
Varel, Oldenburg, Germany. 

Plants with peat machine No. T I (see description page 73). 
The machined peat is transported by hand on a track with one siding on 

cars with peat pallets, see page 88. 
Marks*. 

Peat machine No. T I, with one mixing apparatus, 
20 feet long elevator, mouthpiece, rolling table 
and reserve parts  	2,000 

Spades, ties, peat pallets, pails, tools, etc.  	200 
Rails for peat machine, etc. 	180 
Portable tracks for transportation of the machined 

peat to drying field, about 500 feet (including 
siding) 	 520 

3 cars for transport of the peat pallets.  	, 300 
Locomobile of 5-8 h.p  	3,000 

Total.  	6,200 

Production with 13 men, 13-17 tons air-dried peat in 10 hours. 

Plants with peat machine No. T 2 W. (see description page 74). 

The machined peat is transported by hand on a track with one siding on 
cars with peat pallets. 

Marks. 
Peat machine No. T 2 W with two mixing appara- 

tuses, 33 feet long elevator, etc.  	4,250 
ades, ties, peat pallets, etc. 	 350 

Rails for peat machine, etc  	250 
Portable tracks, about 660 feet (including siding) 	650 
4 cars for transport of the peat pallets.  	400 
Locomobile of 8-10 h.p. 	3,850 

Total.  	9,750 

Production with 16 men, 26-34 tons air-chied peat in 10 hours. 

At a properly equipped peat plant the dried peat is transported on cars 
running on portable tracks on the drying field and from there on to a per-
manent track to loading station or storehouse. The cost of these items 
varies naturally with the lengths of the tracks required and with other local 
conditions. 

* 1 mark-----24 cents. 
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Approximate Cost of Production of Machine-formed Peat Fuel under 
Canadian Conditions with Anrep's Machine No. IR combined with 

Mechanical Transportation and Jakobson's Field Press. 

Assuming:---- 

The cost of a bog, which after drainage has an average 
depth of 9 feet, to be $10 per acre, the cost of a 
500 acre bog is  $5,000 

The cost of main drainage of the bog to be . . . 	. . .  	3,000 
The bog to be worked by two peat machines, each 

with a daily production of 60 tons air-dried peat, 
the cost of two such peat machines with necessary 
appliances and arrangements is in Sweden $10- 

: 	600 and allowing 25% higher price in Canada 	 13,250 
Tracks and store-houses for dried peat 	4,000 
Dormitories and boarding house for workmen  	1,500 
Working capital and unforeseen exPencliture. 	 10,250 

. Total capital required .   $37,000 

The season suitable for the manufacture of air-dried peat fuel in southern 
Canada is probably as long as in any European country, or on an average 
about 100 working days, (from the time the frost leaves the ground until 
some time in August). 

With two peat machines the yearly production should, therefore, amount 
to 12,000 tons peat fuel, when the work is proceeding . under normal conditions. 

A bog of the assumed area and average depth contains raw material for 
approximately 900,000 tons air-dried peat fuel, and with a yearly production of 
12,000 tons would last 75 years. 

per ton. 
Each machine requires 19 men and 1 boy, or say 20 men, one of 

whom is foreman. Assuming that the foreman makes $2 .00 
a day and the rest of the men $1.50, the cost per ton air-dried 
peat laid out for drying is  51 cents 

The drying work of raising, piiing, stacking or storing the peat, for 
which boys and women are usually employed, costs in Europe 
not more than 25 cents per ton, but assuming double the 
cost in Canada, this would amount to   50 cents 

Assuming further that 4 extra men are employed for drainage and 
levelling of the drying fields and for various other jobs, at $1.50 
per day or per ton.   5 cents 
making the total labour charges per ton air dried peat $1.06. 

	

Fuel and oil for locomobile and machinery     4 cents 
Interest 5%, amortization 5%, 10% of the capital. . $37,000 or 

	

$3,700     31 cents 
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Per ton. 

Maintenance and repairs of machinery and buildings, 20% of 
$18,750 or $3,750 	  31 cents. 

Loading on railway cars 	  .  10 cents. 
. General expenses 	  18 cents. 

Total cost per ton peat fuel*   $2 . 00 

With a selling price of $2.25 per ton f.o.b. loading station, a yearly profit 
of $3,000 should be obtained, or a total interest of 13% on the assumed 
capital. • 

* The figures here given referring to the cost of production depend naturally on local 
conditions and will probably be considerably decreased in many cases. 

9 
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CHAFÉER • IV: 
, 

MANUFACTURE OF PEAT AND LIGNITE BRIQUETTES. 

•  The methods employed for the manufacture of peat and lignite briquettes 
are practically identical and a plant constructed for the manufacture of one 
of these pr6ducts is, with some unimportant alterations, also suita,ble for the 
other. 

The manufacture of lignite briquettes  has in Germany, reached very large 
proportions and more than 100  plants* with more than 800 briqtpresses 
are at present in operation in that country. The production of lignite in Ger-
many is  about sixty million tons annually  and about half of this is briquetted 
and used  both for domestic and industrial purposes. 

The lignite  used for briquetting  is of the brown earthy variety  and that 
having a wooden structuie must be carefully removed. 

Formerly the fine material was left in the mines or on the waste dumps 
and only the lumps, amounting to some 15%-20% of the material mined, 
were used. At present all the lignite mined is used, and as a rule the fine 
material is transported by means of aerial tramways to the plants, where it 
is used for steam-raising in specially constructed fire-boxes or else briquetted. 

The lignite, as it comes from the mines in Germany, contains from 48 
to 62% moisture, and the cost of same varies from 0.22-1.65 marks per cubic 
yard. The weight per cubic yard varie S between 1,072-1,237 lbs., and from 
3.64 to 4.24 cubic  yard S are required per ton briquettes, depending on its 
content of moisture. The average price for the raw lignite at the briquetting 
plants is 0.70-0.95 marks per ton. 

Peat  of good quality, i.e., heavy and well humified, when dried to some 
50% moisture, is very similar to the lignite as it comes from .the mines, and 
with the successful improvements made in the briquetting plants for lignite, 
the idea of treating peat in the same manner is near at hand. The bulkiness 
of the air-dried peat, which makes it expensive in handling and shipping, is 
the greatest objection to its more general use, and  as early as 1853 experiments 
for the manufacture of  pressed peat were carried out in England by Gwynne 
and later at Haspelmoor in Geimany,_by Exter. By this method the surfaee 
of the bog was harrowed and_the peat_spread out in thin layers to dry.. When 
partially air-dried, the peat was brought to the briquetting plant where it 
passed through suitable sieves and wa,s further dried by steam to 12-15% 
moisture content. The dried material was pressed  in  double acting excenter 
presses. 

, The results obtained were not very satisfactory and for many years the 
briquetting of  peat was left" untouched, until the success in the manufacture 

* Torfbriketter by Alf. Larson, Teknisk Tidskrift, 1907. 
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of lignite briquettes again drew attention to this question. So far four peat 
briquetting plants  constructed in the same manner as the lignite briquetting 
plants are or have been in operation. 

These plants are as follows: One at Irinowka, near St. Petersburg, Russia; 
pne at Langenberg, near Stettin,  Germany; one at Ostrach, in Hobenzollern, 
Germany, each with one press, ana °lip at Helenaveen,  in Holland. with two 
presses. The Plant at Helenaveen is at present closed down, and as far as 
can be learned none of these plants have been very successful from an econom-
ical point of view.  

The manufacture ofpeat or lignite briquettes is as follows: The raw mater-
ial is brought to the plant and dumped into a receptacle for an elevator which 
conveys it to a hopper on a rolling mill, see Fig. 145, where it is crushed to  a 
coarse powder.  The powder is passed over a sieve,  allowing only the .fine 
powder to go through.  The cceu.ser material is passed through another mill 
or disintegrator and again sieved as before. Any material still too coarse to 

FIG. 145—Briquetting Plant by Zeitzer Eisengiesserei und Maschinenbau Actien 
Gesellschaft, Zeitz, Germany. 

pass through the sieve is automatically transported to the boiler plant, which 
is generally supplied with step-grates.  The fine material (smaller than O. 4 
inches) is transported by means of an elevator to the  drying apparatus, above 
which a certain amount of raw material is always stored in case of stoppages 
of the mills or disintegrators. 

The content of moisture in the raw material is ascertained daily in order 
that the drying apparatus may be regulated accordingly. 
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The drying apparatus employed are of two kinds: steam plates drier  and 
Schulz rotating driers,  of which the former are the oldest.  The construction 
of a steam plate drier is shown in Figs. 146-148. It consists of hollow cast 
iron plates, n, placed above each other  in which steam of 1.5-2.5 atmospheres 
pressure from the steam engines and briquetting presses is let in. The dia-
meters of the plates are about 16.5 feet  and their number from 20 to  32, 
depending on the contents of moisture in the material to be dried. In the 
center of the plates is placed a rotating shaft, W, provided with arms,  a carry-
ing scrapers,  r, which move the material from the center to the circumference 
on one plate and in the opposite direction on the following plate. The 
cylindrical spaces between  the plates are covered with strips of sheet iron 
provided with openings, by means of which the condition of the material can 
be easily ascertained and air let in, which escapes on the opposite side through 
a half cylinder. The air let in canies away the damp air between the plates, 
which greatly assists the drying. Some of the rotating arms are provided 

%.&4:Z 	"." 

FIG. 146—Steam plate Drier (side view) 
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FIG. 147—Steam plate Drier (section). 
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FIG. 148—Steam plate Drier (plan). 



with rollers, w,  which crush any agglomerated material. The plates are 
carried up by four hollow cast iron pillars, s,  to which  the  steam is conveyed 
and distributed to the various plates, as shown in the figures. 

The number of plates used, the feeding of the wet material and the 
pressure (or temperature) of the steam let in, depend on the moisture con-
tained, and are regulated in such a way that the material on the lower plate 
has 12-18% Moisture, which for lignite has been found to be the. most 
suitable content for briquetting.* 

Schulz's drier, see Figs. 149-152, consists of a large cylinder of boiler 
2kes with 7° inclination  rotating on two trunnions. The two end plates are 
connected by a large number of tubes, about 4 inches in diam—eter. The steam 

Fig. 149. 	 Fig. Iso. 

Fig. 152. 

Schulz Drier. 

used for drying is let in through the upper hollow trunnion and surrounds 
and heats the tubes. In front of the upper end of the cylinder is a feeding 
— * According to G. v. Heidenstam, A. Larson and M. Ekenberg, perfectly dry peat can 
be briquetted above 100° Centigrade to first-class briquette.s. 
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apparatus for the wet material, which runs slowly through the tubes. The 
feeding is regulated in such a manner that the material leaving the tubes has 
the required amount of moisture left. In order to facilitate the drying, a 
small amount of air is let in, which passing through the tubes in the same 
direction as the material to be dried, facilitates the expulsion of the moisture. 

The new apparatus  of this construction have cleats,_  see Fig. 153, in 
the tubes, which eir the material when the cylinder rotates bringing the 
different parts of samè into contact with the hot walls and with the air. The 
efficiency is thereby incremedeme 20%. 

FIG. 153—Tubes in Schulz Drier. 

The condensed water is collected in receptacles placed at the lower end 
of the cylinder and by means of pipes (see Fig. 150) connected with the hollow 
lower trunnion conveyed back to the boilers. 

. Neither the steam plate not the  Schulz drier  are covered  to prevent radia-
tion. The air,which is heated  by the heat  radiating through the walls, passes  
tfflh the drier  and facilitates the drying  process. At the peat briquetting 
plant at Ostrach the air was preheated in an apparatus by the waste gases 
from the boilers, and the hot air was drawn through the tubes by means of 
a fan. 

The Schulz drier is made in different sizes. The ones chiefly used for 
lignite  have a diameter of 9.5 feet, length 23 feet and have 343 tubes with a 
heating surface of 7,668  square feet.  The average production per 24 hours 
is about 52 tons dried material with 12-18% moisture, when the  raw material . 	_ 
contains about 50%  moisture. 

The  steam plate drier permits .of-,-,an easy regulation of the raw material 
put in. Samples can be conveniently taken at any place during the drying 
and the evaporation per unit weight of 'steam is larger, than in the Schulz 
drier without cleats. The  latter apparatus has less movable  parts  and  needs, 
therefore, fewer repairs and in those provided with cleats the evporation per 
unit weight of steam is at least as much as in the steam plate drier. They 
are, therefore, gradually replacing the latter. 

A large experience has shown that in plants where superheated steam 
is used  for  the engines and the  driers  are provided with cleats,  3.34 lbs. of 
steam are required  for the o_peration of the plant and for the  evaporation  of 
2.2 lbs.  moisture from the wet material. 

During til-Te drying of the material, a certain amoùnt is always lost in 
the form of fine dust, which escapes through the chimney placed above each 
drying apparatus. This loss amounts to some  5% of the dried material. 
The chimneys are necessary on account of the explosiveness of  the dust and 
the danger to  the health of the workmen.  The receptacle for the dried 
material must, therefore, be completely covered in and separated from the 
other  parts ofthe plant. 
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The dried material is sometimes passed through a mill and a, sieve in 
order to make it still finer and more homogeneous. 

Different arrangements are used , in order to decrease the loss caused by 
the duSt, such as chambers where the dust can collect, washing it down with 
finely distributed water or steam, in which case the resulting material is 
pressed in filter presses and afterwards used as fuel. 

The dried material is•conveyed to a storeroom in the briquetting part 
of the plant by means of belt conveyors, screws or elevators. The rnost usual 
arrangement up to the present time has been to always have enough dried 
material stored in, this room to last during 8-10 hours briquetting, in or-der 
to be able to run the presses continuously in case the drying apparatus should 
need to be stopped during a short time. The àdvantage is also gained hereby, 
that the material which is brought to the hopper of the Press by a screw 
placed at the bottom of this receptacle is further mixed, and in the large 
receptacle gets time to cool down, so that the _temperature in the  press can 
be kept at about 900  centigrade. The objection to this large receptacle is 
that  the  fine material is liable to ignite and in modern  plants it is therefore 
replaced by larger hoppers  placed above  the presses and by other arrangements 
The material is then cooled  in special coolingœ apparatus. 

One of these is a plate apparatus consisting of a number of solid plates 
13-16 feet in diameter, placed above each otlier and otherwise constructed 
in the same manner as the steam plate drier described, but without any steam 
heating. The objection to this apparatus is the large amount of dust pro-
duced, necessitating the installment of special apparatus to prevent or decrease 
this loss. Another apparatus which is better is a so-called shutter apparatus 
which consists of a number of horizontal sheet iron plates, with their inner 
ends bent in obtuse angles, placed in two vertical' rows. The material de-
scends slowly in thin layers and cannot get outside the apparatus. The room 
in which the apparatus is placed is well ventilated, but without any artificial 
draft. The material in both of these cases is cooled and water evaporated, 
which increases the efficiency of the plant. After the material is dried and 
cooled in this manner, it goes to the briquetting press. 

The presses used in Europe are all of the same open tube construction 
and direct coupled to a steam engine* as shoWn in Fig. 154. 

The press and engine are built together in a strong frame and between 
the two is placed a strong crank shaft, provided with heavy fly-wheels  and 
outside cranks,  by means of which the motion of the cylinder piston is con-
veyed to his shaft. The center of the shaft is made with an eccentric sheave 
driving the press plunger, which is guided by a strong guide. The plunger is 
provided with an  interchangeable end piece and runs in a die block made of 
strong cast iron. The die (see Fig. 155) consists of an open tube made of steel 
or special cast iron plates about 3 feet in length. The interior section of this 
tube forms the section of the briquettes. The tube has a slightly larger 

* Presses driven by belts or gear wheels have, at the experiments made in Europe, 
proved to be entirely unsuitable. 



FIG. 154—Briquette Press for Lignite or Peat. 
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FIG. 155—Section of Briquette Press. 

EXTelAS/0A, 

cross-section nearest the hopper, as shown in Fig. 155, which to some extent 
can be regulated duiing the work, in order to suit the material briquetted. 
The press plunger fits perfectly into the wider section of the die and when it is 
pressed forward the material fed in by the feeding apparatus is pressed to 
one briquette. During its backward motion a new portion of raw material is 
fed in and another briquette formed, when the plunger again moves forward. 
The briquettes previously made are moved forward each time a distance 
equal to the thickness of the new briquette, and when passing from the wider 
section of the die to the narrower section they are again submitted to pressure. 
The friction developed in the die constitutes the resistance in the press. 

On account of the peat friction the die plates are quickly worn  out and 
must be removed two or three times a week  and reground with emery wheels. 
The  length of the  stroke is 6.4-10 inches, depending on the material to be 
briquetted.  

The pressure momentarily reaches 1,200-2,000 atmospheres  or 17,064- 
28,440 lbs. per square inch. 

Heat is developed through the  pressure and friction  and the die block 
must be cooled by water  circulation. The block is therefore made hollow. 
When the press is started steam is let in to heat it up, but as soon as  it is 
worldng  the heat developed is more than req_uired and  water is let in and 
kept circulating so that  the temperature is maintained at about 90°cen_tigrade.  

When briquetting lignite,  the press plunger makes generally 100-120 
 strokes per minute, and in exceptional cases down to 80 or up to 130. The 

production is, therefore, 80-130 briquettes per minute. 
The presses are built in three sizes:—A small press with a production 

of  16.5-22.0 tons briquettes per 24 hours  ; a larger press  with a production 
of  33-44 tons per 24 hours, and a still larger press with a production of 41715 
tons per 24 hours. 

With peat it is safer not to count upon a larger production than 16.5, 
33 and 44 tons for the respective sizes of the presses, and the number of 
briquettes plr minute 80-100. Dried peat is not as heavy  as lignite and 
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-gives, therefore, lighter briquettes,  and if the  velocity is made greater than 
o Strokes  per minute  it sometimes happens that the peat fed in is blown up 

in  the  hopper. 

The large presses require about 100 indicated h.p., use high pressure 
steam and cut off at 50-60%  of the stroke,  and  require 38.5 lbs. steam  per 
indicated h.p. _hour. The steam in the boiler is superheated to 350° -centi-
grade and has 10 atmospheres pressure. The amount of steam required, if 
lower pressure and not superheated steam is tised, may reach 59 lbs. per 
h.p. hour. 

The boilers used are generally Cornwall boilers with  large steam domes. 
At modern plants the pressure is 10 atmospheres,and  the steam superhèated 
to 380° centigrade. The steam engines for the presses, as well as for other 
purposes, work without condensation, on account of the exhaust steam  of 

atmospheres pressure being' used in the drying apParatus, in wftich 
also fresh steam reduced to 2 atmospheres pressure is sometimes used. 

Assuming that the raw material contains such a percentage of moisture 
that it is necessary to have the exhaust steam of 2 atmospheres pressure, 
this pressure corresponds to a temperature of 121° centigrade, 'then 
there will be a difference of 21° fôr the evaporation of the moisture, which 
is quite sufficient. The steam in the drying apparatus is condensed to 
water under the same pressure, and this water is returned to the boilers 
(with about 110° C. temperature). The latent heat of the steam is utilised, 
and the heat economy is on the whole very good.* 

The briquettes leaving  the press are pressed out in iron channels of the 
same cross-section as the briquettes and conveyed to storehouses  or fo-aded 
direct on cars. These channels,  of which several are generaify— Used, are of 
considerable length, in order to give the briquettes sufficient time to cool. 
When  the briquettes are piled up,  small spaces are left between for air circu-
lation and further cooling. 

The briquettes are made in different shapes: domestic briquettes, see 
Fig. 156_,  and industrial  briquettes, see Fig. 157,158. The latter  _are only 
one-half or one-third as big as the  former, but the  same weight is produced 
in the same time and in  the same press as the domestic briquettes, and,de-
pends only on the shape  of the plunger head. 

The_shape of the plunger head used for pressing domestic briquettes is 
shown in Fig. 159, and those used for industrial briquettes in Figs. 160 and 
161. 

During the press work the mass as it comes from the die head consists 
of two or three parts; these stick together, due to the heat and pressure, but 
as soon as cooled, separate into the .ndividual briquettes. 

* The briquette-presa'requires per h.p. hour 17.5 kg. steam of 11 atmospheres presiure 
(=185° C.) which is superheated to 350° C. The steam contains, therefore, per kg. 
606.5+0.305 X 185 + 0.48 (350-185)=742 calories and 17.5 kg. steam 12985 caloHes. 
A horse-power hour is equivalent to some 600 calories, and by the work in the press only 
about 5% of its heat is loosed. ' et° Wh 

(ovi 



Vig. 157. 	Fig. i s8. Fig. 156. 

Dom'estic Briquettes. 
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Fig- i6o. 

Inchistrial; Briquettes. 

Fig. 16i. 

* Different Shapes of Plunger-bead. 

The' power required for a plant with  one, press is for the press, 100 indi-
cated h.p., and for the rest of the apparatus Used, 50-60 h.p.. 

The  cost of production per ton of lignite  briquettes; when. only one press 
is used, is 48-60 cents per ton;  and when several :presses,  are employed, 38-48 
cents. 

Including all ekpenses,  except amortization of the plant, thé cost of 
production  is, on an avera_g_e„ between $1.00 and $1.40 per ton fob.  railway 
car. The selling price per ton lignite briquettes f.o.b. manufacturing plant 
is on an average  $2.20 per ton. 

Amongst the firms which manufacture .briquetting machinery  for peat 
and lignite the mest impei!tant are: Zeitzer Eisengiesserei  und Maschinenbau, 
Actien Gesellschaft zu Zeitz and Maschinenfabrik Buckau_Actien, ,Gesellschafi 
zu Magdeburg,  both in Gerniany. • 

The construction of a briquetting plant* with one press and one steam 
plate drier is shown in Fig. 162; and a simils,r plant with a •Schulz drier in 
Fig. 163. 

In the plant shown in Fig. 162 the partly air-dried peat (raw material) 
is brought by means of an elevator or aerial tramway to the hopper A of the 
mill B. The crushed material passes on to the sieve C. The sufficiently 
fine material passing through the sieve is conveyed through shoot Z to the ele-
vator G. The balance goes to hopper D and tfirough the disintegrator E, 
from which it is conveyed through shoot F to the same elevator G. The 
elevator carries it up to the rotating sieve I, frern where the fine material 
is brougfit by the conveyor K to the. room N above -  the steam plate drier O. 
The material too coarse to pass through the sieve .I is conveyed by shoot L 
to cars M or some other conveyors, and generally used as fuel Under the 
boilers. After passing through. the drier, the ;dried materialiS conveyed 

By Zeitzer Eisengiesserei und Maseliinenbau A. G. 
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FIG. I 62—Peat Briquetting Plant with One Press and Steamplate Drier. 

to the elevator S by screw conveyor R, which carries it up and dumps it in 
hopper T to the screw conveyor U. The distance which the dried material 
has to travel is made as long as possible in order to give it time to cool before 
entering the hopper W to the press X. The dtier is provided with a large 
chimney P, which carries away the fine dust. 

In the plant shown in Fig. 163 the raw material is brought to the hopper 
A of the mill B. The fine matetial passes through sieve C into shoot D and 
then to the elevator H. The balance passes through hopper E to the disin-
tegrator F, and from there through shoot G to elevator H. The elevator 
carries the material to the rotating sieve K, from where the fine material 
is conveyed to hoppet N of the drier 0 by conveyor M. The coarse material 
is conveyed by shoot L to cars and used as fuel. After passing through the 
drier the dried material is conveyed by screw conveyor P, to a cooling appara-
tus R, and from there by anothet screw conveyor to the hopper T and into 
the press U. 

The chimney to the drier is provided with partitions in order to collect 
the dust and utilize it for fuel purposes. 



FIG. 163—Peat Briquetting Plant with One Press and Schulz Drier. 

According to . Zeitzer Actien-Gesellschaft, the daily production in 24 
hours of such a plant, using raw lignite,  with a content of moisture of 50-55%, 
is 55 tons per 24 hours, or a yearly production of 16,500 tons lignite Liquettes. 

*bet The machinery and apparatus necessary for a plant with one press and 
steàm plate drier, and the cost of the same f.o.b. Zeitz, are given below: 

Marks. 
2 boilers 33.3 feet in length x 6.6 feet in diameter, with 

860.8 sq. feet heating surface, apd tested for 11 atmos- 
pheres pressure 	  14,820 

2 gages and accessories for the boilers 	  4,100 
2 apparatus for superheating the steam 	  3,700 
2 Duplex steam pumps 	  2,400 

‘‘ 1 	pump 	  1,050 
1 tank for hot water 	  765 

	

1 "   2,000 
1 tank for cooling water 	475 
I complete conveying apparatus and crusher 	  2,200 
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I sieve. 	  1,375 
1 disintegratm 	  3,850 
1 elevator 	  2,300 
1 rotating sieve 	  1,350 
Shoots    1,380 
1 conveyor 	  1,075 
Iron constructions 	  1,200 
1 steam plate drier with 26 plates 16.6 feet in diameter 	 38,500 
1 dust collector 	  1,200 
1 chimney with dampers, etc., for the drier 	360 
Pipes for ventillation, etc 	 • 	 570 
1 screw conveyor for the dried material 	682.50 
1 elevator for the dried material 	  1,650 
1 screw conveyor to the press 	325 
1 briquette press, with hopper, etc., and steam engine 	 19,500 
1 railing around the press 	350 
1 water trap  	60 
4 steel screws for the presà  	400 
1 large press block  	475 
Reserve parts for the press 	  1,630 
500 feet channels for the briquettes 	  1,200 
1 injector for boiler, etc. 	  1,500 
1 steam engine complete 	  7,000 
Shafting, pulleys, etc., without belting 	  4,800 
Safety appliances 	 660 
Piping, valves, etc. 	  13,000 
2 oil separators, with accessories 	  1,350 
Supports and columns for pipes, etc. 	450 
Covers for channels, etc 	525 
Iron constructions for the plant 	  14,500 
Sheet iron, cast iron, doors, stairs, etc. 	  8,568 

Total marks 	 163,295.50 

Iron construction, etc., for boiler house 	  6,420 .00 

Total marks 	  169,715.50 

To this must be added freight, duty, cost of erection and cost of brick 
works and miscellaneous material, whicli will probably bring the cost up to 
a total of 225,000-250,000 marks,  or 54 000-60,000 dollars.  
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PEAT BRIQUETTES.—The successful manufacture of peat briquettes is de-
pendent on the following factors: 

(1) The nature of the bog. 
(2) The price of the raw material. 
(3) The amount of steam or fuel required for drying. 
(4) Labour costs. 
(5) The cost of the plant. 
(6) The cost of manufacture. 
(7) Competition with other fuels. 

(1) The nature of the bog.—A briquetting plant is, as has previously been 
shown, an expensive undertaking, even if built with only one press.* The 
bog where the plant is to be located must, therefo-re, be of such extent that 
raw material for at least 20 years can be obtained. The peat must be well 
humified and heavy, give at least 330-340 lbs. air-dried peat (25% moisture) 
per cubic yard andmot be too high in ash. The peat briquetting plants so far 
erected all use cut peat as raw material for the briquette manufacture, since 
it is more porous and easier to crush and disintegrate than the tougher machine 
peat. The peat is air-dried down to 40-50% moisture before being brought 
to the briquetting plant. To dry it  more  before crushing  i  not advisable on 
account of the large amount of dust which then is produced, endangering the 
health  of the workmen, causing a greater loss of material, and in certain capes 

 giving rise to explosions. 
A plant with one large press has a yearly capacity of 13,000-13,500 tons 

briquettes with about 15% moisture. This production would require 90,000 
–93,000 cubic yards of raw peat or about 10 acres of a bog 6 feet in depth 
after being drained and settled. The fuel required in the plant for the boilers 
is additional. 

The bog must, therefore, have sufficient area to provide enough drying 
field al;td, as a rule, the same field can be used three times during the season. 
A well laid out plant should have a year's supply of peat on hand, in order to 
be independent of unfavourable -weather conditions. The peat should a,lso 
be protected from freezing' , since when once frozen it is hard or impossible 
to briquette. 

(2) The price of the raw material.—The manufacture of cut peat on a 
large scale is not likely to prove a suitable method in Canada, on account of 
the large number of workmen required during the short working season, and 
in cases where this method is used the different layers of the bog should be of 
uniform quality. Such bogs are undoubtedly few, and machined peat, when ' 
the different layers of the bog are mixed and a uniform product obtained, is 
probably quite as suitable. Assuming the most favourable case: that a bog 
containing peat of suitable quality and comparatively free from roots and tree 
stumps can be had, and that this bog is worked with mechanical excavators 
and peat machines run with electric motors, such as O. Strenge's machines. 

* The smaller the plant is, i.e., the fewer presses are used, the larger is the cost of 
production per ton product. 
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The amount of dry peat substance required for a plant with one press 
and a capacity of 44 tons briquesttes per 24 hours, is about 18,000 tons per 
year. 

O. Strenge's peat machine handles with 14 men about 1,000 cub. yards 
of raw peat per day of 10 hours, which is equivalent to 110 tons dry peat 
substance, when 1 cubic yard of raw peat is assumed to give only 220 lbs. peat 
substance. The peat needs only to be air-dried down to 50% moisture and 
the working season can undoubtedly be extended to 100 days, in which case 
such a machine would produce 11,000 tons dry peat substance per season. 
With two machines, therefore, more than the required amount of raw material 
can be produced. 

The cost of the peat is calculated as follows: 
14 men at $1 .50 per day at the peat plant 	$21  .00  
Fuel for a 45 h.p. motor,* oil, etc. 	  3.00 

Total. 	  24.00  
110 tons dry peat substance is equal to 220 tons 
with 50% moisture, making the cost per ton peat 
with 50% moisture  $  0.11  

DRYING WORK, ETC. 
Turning and piling at 5e. per 1,000 peat bricks. 
These 1,000 bricks with 25% moisture (Weight about 
1  .7  lbs. per piece) contain 1,275 lbs. dry peat sub-
stance. The cost per ton peat, with 50% moisture 
is therefore. 	  0.04   • 

Foremen and administration, $2,000 per year for 
40,000 tons, per ton with 50% moisture 	 0.05  

Maintenance of. drains, levelling, repairs, etc.,. $3,000 
per year, per ton with 50% moisture. 	 0.08  

Amortization of the peat plant with tracks, cars, etc , 
and maintenance 8% of the cost (about $13,500) or 
$1,080, per ton peat with 50% moisture (22,000 
tons). 	  0.05  

Stacking and transport to the plant, per ton 	  0,20  
Amortization of the bog, which drained and levelled 

is assumed to cost $50 per acre. About 20 acres 
of the bog is worked out yearly, representing a 
capital of $1,000, per ton peat with 50% moisture  0.03  

One year's interest on the peat stored, etc., per ton 	 0.04  
The total cost of one ton peat with 50% moisture is, 

in this case, at the briquetting  plant. 	 $  0.60  

* With a central power station and electric motors, the steam consumption is at the 
most 22 lbs. per h.p. hour, and per 10 hours and with 3 lbs. steam per 1 lb. fuel, the fuel 

consumption is 22 X 45 X 10 	
1.65 tons per day. With a price of $1.50 per ton fuel 

3 
the cost is $2.47 per day. 	 . 

10 



The feed water of. 110°C contains 
• 759 
.110 •" 
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Each ton of peat briquettes with 15% moisture requires 1,700 lbs. dry 
peat substance to which must be added thedoss caused through the escaping 
fine dust, amounting to some 5% or 85 lbs. making a total of 1,785 lbs. or in 
round numbers 1,800 lbs. The raw material required with 50% moisture is 
therefore 3,600 lbs., and the water to be evaporated per ton briquettes is 
1,600 lbs. 

(3.) Steam or fuel consumption. — Extensive experiments have shown that 
with a Schulz drier provided with cleats, and when superheated steam is 
used for the engines, the amount of steam required for the running of the 
plant and the drying of the peat is 1 .52 lbs. for 1 lb. evaporated water. The 
amount of steam required per ton briquettes is in this case .  1.52 x 1,600= 
2,432 lbs. The amount of steam generated. per 1 lb. peat fuel with 50% 
moisture can now be calculated. Assuming that the peat whe.  n perfectly 
dry and free from ash has a calorific value of 5,600 calories per kg., a content 
of hydrogen of 5.8% and a content of ash in dried-state of 4%. With 50% 
moisture, it .then conta.ins 2% ash, 48% organic substance and has a calorific 
value of 5,600 x 0.48—(54 x 5.8 x 0.48+600 x 0 .5)*-----2,238 calories per kg., 
or in round numbers 2,200 calories. 

With 10 atmospheres pressure in the boiler corresponding to a tempera-
ture of 185° centigrade, superheated steam of 385° C. (350 °  degrees in the 
cylinders), 60% efficiency of the fuel and feed water of 110° C., the steam 
produced per kg. peat fuel is as follows: 

1 kg. steam of 185°  C. contains 606 + 0.305 x 185 =- 663 calories 
Through the super-heating of the steam is added 

0.48-1- X200    96 " 
(‘ 

The amount of heat required per kg. steam is therefore .649 

With 60% efficiency of the fuel, 1 kg. peat with 50% 
produces 2 kg. steam (or 1 lb. peat, 2 lbs. steam). 

2,432 lbs. stearct were required per ton briquettes, 
to 1,216 lbs. peat fuel with 50% moisture. 

The amount of raw material required per 
sequently: 

For briquetting 1,800 tons at  60e. per 
For fuel 608 tons at  60e. per ton. 

moisture then 

which corresponds 

1,000 tons briquettes is con- 

ton 	• 	$1,680 
365 

Total 	  • $1,445 

* -W=CX8080+ (H-0) 34000—(9 H+w).600. In the above formula 5600 X0.48 

-7--C X 8080 -I- (H-0) 34000 and 54 X 5.8 X 0 .. 48 + 600 X 0 . H + w) 600; H--=weight of 

hydrogen, w=weight of water contained in the fuel. • 
t The specific heat of steam=0.48. 
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(4.) Labour cost.—Experience in the lignite briquetting plants has shown 
that this cost per 10 tons briquettes is, including all expenditure, in plants 
with; 1 press, $4.M; 2 presses, $4.00; 3 presses, $3.64.; 4 presses, $3.10; 5 
presses, $2 . 73; 6 presses, $2 . 23. 

In the case of a plant with oné press the labour cost per ton of 2,000 lbs. 
should therefore amount to 46 cents, but as the wages in Canada are higher, 
this cost is assumed to be 60 cents per ton. 

(5.) Cost of Plant.—The cost of a plant with one press lias  previously 
been given in detail, and amounted to $54,000—$60,000; but in order to be 
on the safe side, the cost of the plant with sheds and everything complete 
is here assumed to be $75,000, and the yearly production 13,000 tons 
briquettes. 

The cost of the plant should be amortized in 20 years, or with 5% per 
year, and the plant maintained with 3%, total 8% per year —$6,000,•which 
makes 46 cents per ton briquette. 

The amortization of the peat plant and bog is already indluded in the 
 cost of the peat. 

(6.) Total cost of manufacture.—Per one ton briquettes. 
1.8 tons peat for briquetting, at 60c. per ton 	$1.08 
0.608 tons peat for fuel; at 60c. per ton 	 0.34 
Briquetting costs     0.60 
Amortization and maintenance. 	  0 ..46 

Total 	  $2 . 48 
or, in round numbers, $2.50 per ton briquettes. 

The capital required is: 
Bog of 400 acres at $50 per acre 	  $20,000 
2 peat machines with necessary appliances, at 

	

$13.500    27,000 
Briquetting plant 	 • 	75,000 
Working capital 	  13,000 

Total 	 $135,000 

This capital should bear 6% interest to the shareholders, and for sinking 
funds, etc., about 4%,. a total of 10%, amounting to $13,500, or about $1.00 
per ton briquettes. The cost of the briquettes f.o.b. the plant should there-
fore be $3.50 per ton. 

(7.) Competition with other fuels.—The effective fuel value of common 
machine peat with 25% moisture is, on an average, 6,606 	per lb., 
and that of peat briquettes with 15% moisture made from the  sanie  peat, 
7,560 B.T.U. per lb. The cost of the latter, if only the fuel value is taken 
into consideration, should therefore be only about 15% higher in order to 
compete with machine peat. It has previoUsly been shown that the coSt of 
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Machine peat with 25% moisture ought not to exceed $2.00 per ton, and 
in: such casé the same fuel value'is obtained  about  50% cheaper with  ma-
Chine peat ihan with peat briquettes. For industrial purposes 'peat 
briquettes, consequently, cannot compete with machine peat.. 

. The value ,of d fuel depends not only on its calorific value, but also on 
the way in which it burns, the nature of the ash or slag, and the ease  with 

 which-  it ignites (the latter especially for domestic purposes). Machine 
peat ignites sooner and burns better than the briquettes, which have a greater 
tendency to fall to pieces. The briquettes occupy a smaller volume for the 
same_weight, have a nicer shape, and are less liable to absorb Moisture, than 
the machine peat. The weight of one cubic yard of machine peat is, on an 
average, 577 lbs., and that of one cubic yard of briquettes 1,320-1,485 and, 
in exceptional cases, 1,650 lbs.  The .transportation of briquettes is there-
fore 'cheaper than that of machine peat. - 

In comparison with coal, 1.6 tons briquettes are equal in fuel, value to 
1 ton 'of ordinary steam 'coal, and in order to compete With coal,  the  price 
of the  latter  • should be about $5.60 per ton, which price, so far,  is  reached 
only in exceptional cases. 

In comparison with wood, the figures are às folloWs: 
Wood with 30% moisture has.  a calorific value of 5,040 B.T.U. per lb. 

and in order to compete with the peat briquettes, the price 'of one ton wood 
5,040 

(sawed and cut) should be 
7,560 

x $3. 50---$2.33. 

One cubic foot Of'. soft wood weighs about 23 lbs., and One cub. foot of 
hard wood about 30 lbs. 	- 

One cord soft wood (128 cub: feet) should therefore cost $3.42. 
One cord hard wood 	" 	. " $4.47 

in order to compete with briquettes at $3.50 per ton., 
\ From what has been said it is évident that the economical results of 

briquetting peat which is not carbonized are doubtful. The cost of manu-
facture given here for a plant  with  only one' press are possibly rather high, 
and could*probably be somewhat decreased, but before a,briquetting plant 
is started, the various local conditions should be ca,refully-investigated. 

' CANADIAN PEAT BRIQUETTE MANUÉACTURE.-MOSt of the attempts made' 
in Canada to manufacture peat fuel have been the manufacture of peat 
briquettes. The meth£Lls used and the machinery einployed are fully des-
cribed in Bulletin Noil bf the Bureau of Mines* of Ontario,  from -which 
the ,following is Mostly obtained: 

The two most interesting plants weret those at Welland and Beaverton. 
The Welland plant.—The method here .used to obtain the ram material 

for the briquetting plant was to harrow, the surface of the bog and ex-
Pose a thin covering of peat to the action of the -wind and' sun.i .  By . 

* Now the Department of Lands and Mines, Toronto, Ont. 
t At present not working. 	 » 

The same method was used lqng before in Bavaria and abandoned. 
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hanowing the ground twice on each occasion, a layer of peat from  1  to 2 
inches deep is exposed. When dried down to a water content of about 
45% the peat was scraped by hand over to the tramway, loaded into cars 
and brought to the briquetting plant. Under the best conditions, bright 
sun, high temperature and strong wind, a layer of harrowed peat from 1 
to 1-1 inches deep will dry from 85% to 45% moisture in about 2i hours. 

The air-dried peat was first screened, then put through a drier and later 
disintegrated. The drier used at Welland is known as the Simpson  drier 
It consists (see Fig. 164) of two parallel revolving cylinders 30 feet long, 

FIG. 164—The Simpson Drier. 

C. Exhaust fan for water vapours. D. Passages connecting fan and cylinders. 
E. Elevator from conveyor to top cylinder. F. Conveyor compartment. G. Feed pipe. 
H. Feed chute to top cylinder from elevator. J. Upper cylinder. K. Lower cylinder. 
L. Angle iron lifters. M. Fire box. N. Elevator from lower cylinder to conveyor. 
P. Driving chain, sprocket wheels. R. Discharge pipe. 

one placed above the other, made of I-inch stet iron. Inside the cylinders 
are iron lifters for stirring the peat more effectually as the cylinders revolve. 
The space between the upper and lower cylinders is occupied by a conveyor 
pan, forming a third compartment. The peat first passes through the lower 
cylinder, then through the intervening compartment, and finally through 
the upper cylinder, from which it is discharged into a chute leading to the 
breaker or disintegrator. The combustion gases from the fire-box in front 
of the drier never come into actual contact with the peat, passing first around 
and along the lower cylinder and second compartment, and thence into the 
chamber containing the• upper cylinder, the peat being heated entirely by 

-( radiation. On top of the fire-box is placed an exhaust fan, which draws 
away the water vapours given off by the drying peat. The upper cylinder 
ma,ke.s three revolutions per minute, and the lower nine, a charge of peat 
occupying 20 minutes in passing through the drier from one end to the other. 
The mechanism is operated by sprocket wheels and chains. 

Three tests to determine the efficiency of the Simpson drier were made, 
one in the autumn of 1901 and the other two in May, 1902. In the first 
test 3,006 lbs. peat containing 42.64% water were reduced to 2,280 lbs. 
containing 24.38% water, with a consumption of 128 lbs. wood (black ash) 
as fuel. Time, 2 hours 37 minutes; average temperature of drier 300° Fahr. 
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In the second test, ,  2,116 lbs. peat containing 46.38% water were reduced 
in 3 hours and 32 minutes to 1,451 lbs. containing 17.90% water, 'and in 
the third test, 2,752 lbs. peat with a water content of 54.59% were dried 
down in 2 hOurs and 20 minutes to 1,925 lbs. containing 25.96% water. A 
rather damp mixture of air-dried roots from the peat b,cig and: screenings 
of sticks and moss from the air-dried peat was used as 'fuel 'in the second 
test, and in the third only roots were used. 

These expeiiinents prove the inefficiency of this drier and its 'small ca- , 
pacity. After passing the 'drier, the peat was conveyed to a disintegrator, 
the object being to promote further evaporation and cool the peat. From 
the disintegrator it s-was conveyed to a storage bin at the press. • 

The press used was the one known as the Dickson press, see Figs. 165 
and. 166. This press is of the open-tube type, and workS in accordance 
with thé Gernnan lignite presses. The interior section of the tube is the same 
all through, » unlike the German Presses, and results in looser and lighter 
briquettes. 'The construction is, however, much weaker,, and the punches 
are driven by belt and gear wheels, which probably are the main deficien.cies 
of this press. The briquettes made are of cylindrical shape about 2i inches 
in diam. The capacity of such a double press was, on an average, 17.5 tons 
per day. 

The workable depth of the bog was only about 3 feet, and for some 
years the .  plant has been closed down. 	 • 

The' Beaverton.Want.—The methods and machinery used at this plant 
for the wor.  king of the bog, as well as for the, subsequent treatment of the 
peat, are in.vented by Mr., A. .Dobson, of Beaverton. 

The bog is about 2i- feet in depth, -well drained,' free frorn roots and stumps 
an.d comparatively solid. The peat is dug out by a mechanical and electric-
ally driven digger, which travels slowly up and down. one or both sides of 
the area under ,removal, the excavating device -working in the side or -wall of 
the ditch. It consists of a platform 7 feet widé by 10 feet long, mounted on 
4 wood faced wheels, the front pair being the drivers and Measuring 33 inches 
in diameter and 18 inches face, and the rear wheels being 22 inches in dia-
meter and 18 inches face. A 10 h.p. electric niotor operates by belting and » 
gear wheels all the machinery, and at the same time propels the carriage 
forward at the desired speed. Overhanging the ditch on. the right hand side 
is the combined excavating and elevating m.echanism which is free to swing 
in a vertical plane about the upper sprocket -vvheel shaft, and may-  be raised or 
lowered according to the depth of cut to be made, the maximum depth being 
4 feet. It consists of an endless chain which travels down the outside and up 
the inside of the elevator box, and is set alternately with a row of cutting teeth 
and a sharp edged plate. It serves the' double purpose of scraping off a thin 
slice of peat and elevating it to a conveyor running across the front of the 
carriage. At the opposite side the distributor, a partially hooded paddle 
wheel revolving at a high velocity, catches the streanrof fragments and show-
ers them over the surface of the bog to a distance of 30 to 50 feet, or as far as 
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Fm. 165—The Dickson Peat Briquetting Press. 

FIG. 166—Die Block to the Dickson Peat Press. 
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the tramway running down the center of the section, which the excavator is 
working. Each such shower forms a deposit about an inch thick, consisting 
of finely divided fragments which are in excellent condition to be dried by 
wind and sun. The machine travels at the rate of 3 to  3.5  feet per minute. 
The workable depth of the Beaverton bog being  2.2  to  2.5  feet, the quantity 
of peat handled by the excavator is 7.5 cubic feet per minute, or 4,500 cubic 
feet per day of 10 hours. A cubic foot of peat in the bog weighs 56 lbs., con-
sequently the machine raises 126 tons of wet peat per day, equivalent to 22 
tons of finished peat containing 15% water. 

A later excavator constructed by Dobson is shown in Fig. 167. 

FIG. 167—The Dobson Peat Excavator. 
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Heavily insulated transmission wires trail over the bog behind the car-
riage from a central point in the field, and convey the electric current to the 
motor. 

Scraping and raking the peat, as formerly done, began as soon as.the up-
permost layer became sufficiently dry. Two men, each with a wooden scraper 
about 4 feet wide in the blade, draw the layer of dried peat from .1- an inch to 
an inch in depth to the side of the tramway, and a third man following close 
behind, drags after him a wide, long-toothed rake, thus loosening the next 
layer and putting it in condition to be dried. 

Later, Mr. Dobson invented a mechanical "scraping device " which does 
the work of these men. 

The dried peat is loaded into electric tram cars, fitted with bottom 
dump gates, which hold the equivalent of one ton finished peat. The car is 
driven by a 4 h.p. electric motor, taking power from the generator through a 
pair of trolleys running on wires beneath the car and beside the rails. One 
man loads and operates the car. The track leads to  an elevated trestle at 
the works, where the load may be deposited in the stack pile, in the bins, or 
in the disintegrator hopper, as may be requiréd. 

The air-dried peat is brought to a disintegrator, where it is subjected to 
a fierce hail of blows in order to reduce the size of the fragments, and destroy 
the cells of the peat fibres, thus permitting the remaining moisture to be more 
readily liberated in the drier. The machine consists of a circular sheet iron 
box encasing a horizontal shaft from which project cast iron arms about 1 foot 
in length. Through the ends of these and parallel to the shaft run  iron rods 
each suspending a row of knob-like cast steel.fingers 4 inches long, and free to 
swing about the rods. The shaft makes 400 revolutions per minute and the 
steel fingers flying out radially dash the peat fragments against a semi-
circular grizzly set close b.eneath. Through the +.6- inch spaces of this 
grating,  the  peat drops as a mixture of fine particles and dust, damp to the 
touch. The disintegrator itself requires no special attention, being looked 
after by the drier attendant ;but for the greater part of the time, a man must 
be employed to shovel the air-dried peat into the convey'or leading from  the 
stora,ge bins or stack piles. From the bottorn of the disintegrator a conveyor 
carries the pea,t to the hopper over the drier into the cylinder of which a regu-
lar feed is maintained. 

The Dobson drier, see Fig. 168, consists of a revolving cylinder 30 feet 
long and 3 feet in diameter, made ,of inch  sheet iron plates, and set with a 
pitch of 14 inches in its length. The cylinder is placed inside a rectangular 
brick casing with a fire-box at the end. The shafting resting on bearings out-
side the brick-work extends 12 feet into each end of the cylinder supporting 
the latter by cast iron arms. Sets of six 3 by 3 inch angle irons, five feet long, 
are equally spaced around the interior of the cylinder, each angle raised by 
pins 3 inches from the surface, and each set advancing on the preceding one 
through a small angle of revolution to break the ends. The space between 
the cylinder and brick-work allows of unobstructed circulation of flames p,nd 
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FIG. 168—The Dobson Dr e 

C. Feed hopper. D. Discharge chute. E. Revolving cylinder. F. Angle iron lifters. 
G. Fire box. H. Driving chain, sprocket wheel. 

gases around the exterior, from front to rear. The cylinder revolves by 
chain gear, at the fixed speed of revolutions per minute, at which rate a 
charge of peat will pass through it in 20 minutes. 

The drier was under observation for test purposes during part of a day 
and the results obtained, calculated per day of 10 hours, gave: Weight of air- 

. dried peat charged into drier 29,300 lbs. containing 34 .21% water; weight of 
peat discharged from drier, 23,000 lbs. containing 16.61% water; weight of 
water evaporated 6,300 lbs. Blocks of crude air-dried peat, containing 34% 
water, were used as fuel at the rate of 3,145 lbs. per day. 

The discharge pipe from the drier empties into the shoe of an elevator 
which carries the dried peat into a large galvanized iron hopper or bin inter-
posed between the drier and the briquetting press. 

The press used is also constructed by Mr. Dobson, and is a resistance 
block press, see Figs. 169, 170. In the Dobson press, friction is almost en-
tirely eliminated, each die previous to being re-charged being oiled to prevent 
friction of the peat against the die wall in the subsequent expulsion of the 
briquette. The large number of dies employed for each punch keeps the tem-
perature low. The briquette is allowed to remain in the die in which it is 
formed for one cycle of the -system (about 6 seconds) and is then subjected to 
another compression by a second briquette, being formed on top of it. 
Immediately after this it is expelled and the second block takes its place. 
There are two punches in each machine, and to each punch a die block 
containing eight snugly fitting dies. The dies are heavier in the lower 
end where the compression takes place. The base block against which the 
briquettes are formed, remains rigid, unless for any reason the strain exceeds 
the working pressure, when a set of spiral steel springs, on which the block 
rests, takes up the excess pressure and prevents any breakage. 

The down thrust of the punches is imparted by two heavy eccentrics faced 
with roller bearings, and with each stroke of the punch, the die block is turned 
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FIG. 169—The Dobson Peat Briquetting Press. 

through one-eighth of a revolution. Working in the next die to the compres-
sing punch is the releasing punch which expels the finished briquette, while 
the third receives an oil swab which coats the inside of the die with% film of 
crude petroleum, to lessen the friction and facilitate the expulsion of the 
briquette. The two punch systems of the press act reciprocally, a stroke being 
delivered at every half revolution of the eccentric shaft. With each down 
stroke the compressing punch forms a briquette on top of the one previously 
made in the same die, the discharging punch expels from the next die the bot-
tom briquette, and the third die receives its coating of oil from the oil swab. 
Power is transmitted through belting to a pulley on the pinion shaft and thence 
by a 5 foot gear wheel operating the eccentric shaft. The machine is steadied 
by a heavy fiy-wheel on each of these two shafts, and run.s quietly and with 
little vibration. It makes 50 or 51 revolution per minute, producing 100 or 
102 briquettes. Twenty-five briquettes weigh about 10 lbs., ôonsequently 
the output of the press in 10 hours is about 12i tons finished fuel. 

The power required to operate the Beaverton plant was 40 h.p., distribu-
ted as follows:— 

Briquetting press and elevator.   13 h.p. 
Tram car 	  4 " 
Excavator. 	  8 " 
Drier, disintegrator, conveyors, etc.   15 " 
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FIG. 170—Die Block and Bed to the Dobson Press. 

C. Resistance block. D. Briquette discharge hole. E. Hole for removal 01 dies, or-
dinarily plugged. F. Dies. G. Ratchet. H. Four clamping bolts for the bed. J. Four 
tie rods supporting- the whole. K. Hold-down bar for die blocks. L. Die blocks. 
M. Spherical buttons. N. Springs. P. One bar between resistance block and springs. 
R. Punch. S. Expelling punch. T. Oil swab. U. Peat Briquettes. W. Reciprocating 
lever. 

The main objections to the methods and machinery used at Beaverton 
are:—That during continued rainy weather the work on the bog is inter-
rupted, and where a large production is required the excavator or excavators 
have to cover a very large area. In a bog containing a greater number of 
roots and stumps, the work of the excavators is probably less satisfactory, 
and the surface of the bog requires a very careful levelling, which increases 
the cost. The drier has a comparatively small capacity, and explosions are 
liable to occur. The press is operated by belt and gear wheel, which are, 
in most cases, liable to break, and the pressure on the briquettes is less than 
in the open tube type. Regarding the cost of production, no reliable figures 
are obtainable. 
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Besides the Beaverton plant, Dobson plants were started at Fort Francis, 
Ont., and at Caledonia Springs, near Ottawa. The former waS burnt down 
before commencing operations and not rebuilt, and the latter have not been 
in continuous operation so far. 

A process similar to the one invented by Dobson is employed by Dr. J. 
McWilliam at a bog near London, Ont. 

MANUFACTURE OF BRIQUETTES WITHOUT AIR-DRYING THE PEAT.—The, 

dependence on favourable weather condition for air-drying the peat, the 
short season during which the bog can be worked and the trouble of obtain-
ing the necessary number of workmen  for only a few months during the 
year, are the strongest  objections  u to the methods of air-drying the peat. 
Numerous m.ethods have therefore been introduced from time to time, 
where artificial means have been tried for the removal of the moisture in 
the raw peat. • 

Drying by pressure.—Amonet these methods can be mentioned the ex-
periments carried out by the Düsseldorfer Eisenwerk and ôther firms. The 
raw peat was then subjected to heavy pressure in strong hydraulic presses, 
but the product obtained still contained some 65-70% moisture, which is too 
high for subsequent drying by heat. The removal of the excess of water by 
-,pressing the raw peat has so far not proved successful. 

Drying by heat.--This method has been tried at Mittenwalde, near Berlin, 
Germany. The apparatus used was constructed by Mr. Stauber. 

The raw peat dug out of the bog by cutting machines, was loaded on cars, 
and brought to the works, where the peat was dumped in large heaps and left 
until a,11 excess of water had run away. The content of water was thereby 
decreased to some 80%. From here the peat was dumped into the shoe of 
an elevator, and conveyed to an apparatus where it was pressed between two 
wide rubber belts, which further decreased the content of moisture to some 
78% The peat was then brought to a disintegrator and from there to a large 
rotating cylinder of sheet iron 49.5 feet long, and 7.2 feet in diameter, lined 
with fireproof material. Two step grate fire-boxes were placed in front of the 
end, where the peat was brought in,. and all the combustion gases were by 
means of a strong fan, drawn through the cylinder. The evaporation of 
moisture by this method was exceedingly strong, and when leaving the cylin-
der, the peat held about 60% moisture. The partially dried peat was then 
conveyed to another disintegrator, sieved, conveyed to a steam plate drier 
and treated as previously described in the German briquetting plants. 

The plants where this method was introduced are, however, closed down 
several years ago and probably the economical results were less satisfactory. 

Kerrinne's method of drying peat by means of electric energy..*--A plant where 
this method was employed was erected by Ostpreussische Pentan-Werke at 
Schwenzelmoor near Tilsit. 

* Report by A. Larson. Teknisk Tidskrift No. 42, year 1903. 
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•  The bog, which is a low one, cannot be drained, has an area of 3,700 acres 
and an average depth of. 11 .5 feet. Thé surface 'layer consists of sphagnum 

 moss with a depth of 1 .5-3 feet; the deeper layers are comparatively free  from 
 roots and tree stumps. The surface of the bog', which in most cases is water-

soaked, cannot be used as drying field and the surrounding country is swampy 
and less suitable for air drying peat. On this account, the follo-wing method, 
by which the air drying of the peat could at least be partly done away with, 
was introduced. 

The surface layer of sphagnum moss ' vas  first dug out in the ordinary 
way, and brought to the plant, where it -vvas used  as fuel under the boilers. 
An excavator, *fitted with a " grab  scoop,"  was used for digging the peat. 
This excavator was.  placed on a barge floatindin the trench worked out, and 
the peat was loaded into other barges, which, when filled, were brought to the 
plant  and  unloaded. - During 24 hours about 1,300 cubic yards of raw peat 
containing'90-92% water were excavated. A steam engine of 6 h.p. furnished 
the required power, and each. shift consisted of two men. Sufficient fuel for 
the engine was obtained from  the roots contained in the peat. The barges 
used for the transport of the peat were provided with perforated iron bottoms, 
and during the transport to the plant, part of the water contained in the peat 
ran off, so that the peat, when unloaded, contained about 89% water. The 
peat was then conveyed to a disintegrator .where it was torn to pieces and„ 
mixed into a homogeneous pulp. From the disintegrator the mass was convey-
ed to a large tank, from -which  it was tapped into' the so-called " osmos " 
moulds, by 'means of hoppers with va;lves. The moulds moved on rollers, 
and could easily be broUght under the hoppers. They were made of wood 
with interior dimensions 37.2 x 30 x 2 inches, and provided with bottoms 
of fine brass wires, on -which  the peat mass rested. During one minute 15 of 
these moulds were filled. The ,moulds were loaded on cars and transported 
to sheds, where they were placed in rows on racks and an electric current of 
30 amperes and 220 volts per row, (150 moulds) was passed through. The 
brass net in the bottom of the mould.s .9,'ets as cathode, and a  0.3  inches thick 
iron plate of the same dimensions as the interior dimensions of the moulds 
as anode. The iron  plates are hung up by chains and can be raised or lowered 
by means of a lever for each section. When one section is filled with moulds; 
the plates are lowered on tep of the peat mass, and at the rate the latter 
sinks, the former follows. 

Per mould of 76 sq. feet area and 2 inches depth, a current of 3 volts is 
required during the summer, and 4.5 volts during ihe -winter. Each row of 
moulds requires 10 h.p. and aS 13 rows are always under drying, one row 
being unloaded and one filled, the total power required -would be 130 h.p. The 
water starts to rUn off as soon as the current is put on, and after 4 hours when 
the current is switched off, the' content of water in the peat is brought down 
to 80%, instead of about 90% when the process started. The moulds which 

* Manufactured by Menk Se Hambrock  in  Altona-Hamburg. 
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then are ready are loaded on cars, and transported to an elevator where the 
peat is dumped, conveyed to a briquetting press, and pressed into briquettes. 

The briquettes are conveyed to a Willer & Pfeiffer's drying oven (similar 
to the drying oven used for common briclŒ). The oven is heated with the 
waste steam from the engines, and is said to evaporate 0.8 lbs. water in. the 
briquettes per 1 lb. steam; the briquettes were left during 24-30 hours, and 
when. taken out, held about 70% of water. The object with the drying was 
to make the briquettes of such a strength that they could stand handling 
transportation. 

The briquettes were then dumped into buckets and transported by means 
of an aerial tramway to air drying sheds, where the final drying was done by 
air drying. 

The method was later improved, so that the peat after being treated 
with the electric current, was said to contain only 50% moisture. In this 
case pressure was used and the m.oulds divided into rectangular spaces of the 
size of the briquettes. These briquettes were then. dumped directly into the 
buckets and transported to the air drying sheds. In this ease the drying oven 
and briquetting press could be om.  itted. 

This process was demonstrated on a small scale. A mould containing 
Peat 4 inches in thickness was subjected to pressure, and at the same time an 
electric current of 70 volts was passed through during 2 hours. The resulting 
peat cake was 0.92 inches thick, and contained about 50% moisture. During 
the test, the temperature of the peat was raised 'by the current to 60° centi-
grade, which, when 1 h.p. second is equivalent to of a calori, is an exceed-
ingly expensive heating process. 

Very little is known of the success of this undertaking, but the briquettes 
made are in no way.superior to common air-dried peat bricks, and the cost of 
manufacture is naturally considerably higher. 

Electro peat coal.—The above name* is given-to a peat product produced 
by a method invented by J. Bessey. In this processt, the peat is dug from. 
the bog by means of an excavator, fitted with a "grab scoôp " which delivers 
it into small tip wagons, running over a light railWay, by means of a wire-
rope haulage between the bog and the factory. The wagons, when they arrive 
at the factory, are emptied into a large hopper, and the peat is by means of a 
belt conveyor brought into the feed hopper, of a rotary so-called hydro-
eliminator, in which it is subjected to a, gradually increasing pressure. The 
elimin.ator is continuous in its action,the wet peat passing in at the top, arid the 
partly dried peat leaving at the bottom. From here the peat is conveyed 
to an electrifying machine. The peat falls through a hopper into the trough 
of the machine, and is pushed forward a short distance by means of a recipro-
cating plunger, each stroke carrying forward a small charge, the result being 
a practically constant stream from the outlet. While this is going on, an 
alternating electric current is passed through the peat. The effect of this cur- 

* The name is entirely misleading, as no coking is done by this process, 
t Peat, its use and manufacture, by Bibrling & Gissing. 
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rent is tri liberate the "latent ." water con.tairied in the 'cells of  the peat  fibres 
and bring the peat into such conditionthat the released Water is easily extracted. 

For the latter purpose the peat is pasSed through a éecônd hydrà-eliininator 
placed below the 'electrifying Machine. When partly dried, the peat is  dis- 

charged 	the second hydro-eliminator and lifted by a bucket elevator into . 
the hopper of a érushing and kneading machine, in which the fibrous Material 
is torn  and  worked into a plastic mass. 

The kneàdirig machine consistà of a large pan, similar to that of an ordin- 
- ary mortar' mill  or edge runner, over  the surface of which reYolVés 4 heavy 

runners.-  The peat is fed into, the centre of the pan,, and is gradually worked 
over to  thé outer edge by means of adjustable scrapers, - arid is eventually dis-
charged from the side of the pan into , a scre -w conveyor; whieh delivers 'the 
MaCerated peat into S. moulding machine.' 

The ràoùldirig machine is Of the Open mould typé, having six dies arranged 
in such a manner' that six blocks are tinned out at eachrevolution. , The peels 
ijassed forward into a' long die, whence it emérgeé in the form of briquettes, 
several charges being in the die simultaneouély , -so that it is 'kept Sometime 
under pressure. The briquettes 'are 'delivered frôm the mould rethe dieS to >, 

, 'a  revolving table from  Which they ar&defle,ctèd by meanS of a scraper on tb a 
belt conveyor, which Carries then into the stores. A plant of this' 'description 
was in operation at Kilberry near Athy, Co.' Kildare, Ireland. — 

This process in its Main features is yery 'siniilar to thé Method invented 
by KerinneS, and can  hardly bé Considered an imprà -vemen.t AS to the 
cost of manufacture and other details VerY little is knovin at present; the name, 
given to the product produced is entirely -misleàding, no Coking is done,  and  
the product is not likely to be in any -way superior to the conamon air-dried 

, peat brieks Manufâctured by the uSual methods.. It is also questionable 
if the cost of the electric energy used will le paid back by the small àmount 
of moisture eVaporated,' and that  the change' in, the structure of "the peat, 
effected by the passage of the electric current, is as greâ as claimed. 

The  Ékenbero wet carbonizing p'roces.§.—This  process was invented by Dr. M. 
Ekenberg, of London, England, and as far as -cân be judgedat present is the most 

 promising prbcess for the conversion of peat on à large scale into fuel.' By this 
. process the raw 'peat is more 'or less' thoroughly èarbonized (dependingOn the 

temPerature used); which reSults in à fuel of higher calorific value than the usual 
peat briquettes: The drYing • is doneontirely by artificial means, Whereby' the 
working season is considerably- increased, and in some cases can 'bé extended 

, over the greater part of the'year.'Extensive  experiments with thià procesà 
have been .carried out during 1904-1007,  and the different apparatus used 
and, machinery required  are  now claimed to.  be fully Worked 'out. 'The pro. - 
cess is c'evered by patents in all civilized countries (in Canada  No., 84325  year 
1903; arid'No. 88873 year 1904), and is at present' owned by the International 
Carbonizing , CompanY, Ltd:, 81 Cannon.,_street, London' E.d.  England. 

- In order to carry. out ,the, experiments on a Suf6.cient scale_a_plant was 
 erected during 1904-1905 .at Staféjô, Sweden,  for which . purpose the SWediSh 

Government assisted with 20,000 kronor. 
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.- The results obtained at this plant during the later part of 1905 were 
supervised by Mr. A. Larson and reported on by him to the Swedish Depart-
ment of Agriculture. From this report most of the following information 
is obtained. 

The laboratory experiments previously_do.ne had demonstrated that 
wet peat as it comes from the bog through heatinger  pressure at a .tem-
perature of 1500  centigrade or more, undergoes a twofold change. 
- 	1. The peat loses its gelatinous property and becomes amorphous, so 

" that the same physical difference occurs with the peat before and after the 
heating under pressure, as between gelatinous and amorphous silica. The 
larger part of the water  in the peat can after this treatment easily be removed 

_b_v_pressure,  which is impossible with peat in its natural state. 
2. A coking takes place during this process, the completeness  of which 

is dependent on the_teraperatureÀused, and the content of carbon  in the 
remaining mass is increased.  

3. *During this process no gases are developed, contrary to the.dry dis- IAIRMQ 
tillation, when large amounts of gases.  (containing carbon in some form) 
are developed, and the percentage of coke obtained thereby considerably 
decreased. 

4. The product obtained can be easily -  12,tiq. netted into solid briquettes 
aftei; the moisture has been partly pressed out, and the resulting mass is 
artificially dried. These briquettes do not absorb moisture and are in appear-
ance and weight  very similar to coal,  provided that the_c61 bri.Que-Lting 
are done at  a sufficiently high temperature. 

In coking air-dried peat, retorts hitherto used have been  heated from 
the  outside without fluid water being present. As gases are bad conductors 
of heat, this coking is a time-consuming operation,  and it  is generallydifficult 
to get the peat in the middle  of the retort coked without over-charring the 
peat near the walls.  In the wet carbonizing  process the large bulk of water 
serves as a heat conducting  medium,  allowing a short and sharply-defined 
charring with a uniform effect, which corresponds exactly  to the tèmperature 

. used. The chaning  is thorough,  and every particle of  peat is exposed to 
the heat. The prècess is called "Wet Carbonizing" because the charring 
medium is fluid hot water. 

The effect of the heating at the temperature of 1111.° centigrade, corres-
ponding to a pressure of 8 atmospheres,  is show n  in the following table: 

Composition of 	Raw peat 	Wet carbonized 	Raw peat 	Wet carbonized 
peat. 	 peat. 	 peat. 

A 	 B 	 B 

Carbon 	. 	 56.00 	60.20 	55.50 	58.50 
Hydrogen. 	5.90 	 6.00 	 5.70 	 5.90 
Nitrogen. 	1.33 	 1.38 	 1.19 	 1.20 
Sulphur . 	 0.59 	 0.40 	 0.31 	 0.43 
Oxygen. 	32.68 	28.32 q 	34.10 	30.27 
Ash 	 3.50 	 3.70 	, 	3.20 	 3.70 1 

 Calorific value of dried 
sample, Calories per kg 	5640 	 6240 	 5610 	 5990 

11 
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The analyses Show that a coking has taken place, and to a higher degree 
for peat A, -which was better humified than peat B. 	-; 

Pressure 	Tempera- 	Ash 	Calories 
• 	 in 	ture 	fter 	per kg. 	Prodw 

Peat 	' 	atmos- 	degrees 	wet 	after wet 	obtain( 
plierez. 	centigrade. 	carbonizing 	carbonizing 	% 

% 

Well humified peat 
from Stafsjei.  . . . 	8 	170, 	3.10 	5880 	82 

do. 	 25 	225 	4.41 	6480 	70.5 
do. 	 50 	320 	4.72 	6800 	68.3 
do. 	 75 	375 	6.03 	6870 	54.9 

Peat from Majen- 
janka  .  	8 	170 	3.92 	6230 	76.5 

Sphagnum moss   	8 	170 	4.30 	4710 	68.5 

This table sho-Ws that at higher temperature (with corresponding pres-
sure) more water is removed and the fuel . value increased. Even at  375° 
temperature (75 atm.) very little gas is developed. 

The following experiments were made with peat from Stafsjâ.  The 
calorific  yahies wer,e determined in air-dried samples. 

Temperature 	Product 	Ash 	Calories 
No. 	 degrees 	obtained 

centigrade 	% 	% 	per kg. 

Raw pea,t C. 	 1.84 	5571 
1. 150 	 88 	 1.92 	5698 
2. 150 	 87 	 2.25 	5599 
3. 180 	 78.1 	1.91 	5856 
4. 180 	 79.4 	2.11 	5907 
5. 180 	 80.7 	2.22 	5909 
6. 200 	 79.3 	2.20 	6123 
7. 200 	 79.4 	2.15 	6149 
8. 200 	 78.2 	1.76 	6281 
9. 220 	 74.8 	2.43 	6128 

10. 220 	 80.0 	2.35 	5980 

	

Raw peat D. 2.97 	5452 
11. 150 	

.... 
86 	 2.93 	5553 

12. 150 	 90 	2.92 	5510 
13. 180 	 80.1 	2.97 	5759 
14. 180 	 79.5 	3.05 	. 	5801 
15. 180 	 80.5 	2.72 	5783 
16. , 	 200 	 71.3 	2.78 	• 	• 	5963 ., 17. 200 	 70.1 	2.89 	5783 
18. 220 	 72.0 	2.84 	5616 
19. 220 	 73.6 	2.35 	• 	5995 
20. 220 	 76.5 	2.47 	6075 

d 

In a laboratory  screw press well humified wet carbonized (at 180°) peat 
' 1, has been pressed  so that the pressed cake held only___30%  moisture. 



Pressure 
used 

atmospheres. 

% Moisture 
left in the 
peat coke. 

	

1.1 	80.8 

	

1.5 	73.2 

	

3.0 	70.0 

	

6.0 	68.4 

	

14.7 	67.3 

	

33.3 	63.3 

	

60.3 	58.8 

	

90.0 	54.4 

	

143.7 	48.7 

	

220.0 	44.7 

	

287.0 	39.3 

	

10.7 	72.0 

	

16.0 	68.1 

	

34.3 	64.8 

	

65.0 	57.4 

	

97.0 	52.8 

	

156.0 	50.0 

	

232.0 	46.8 

	

310.0 	43.0 

	

1.5 	81.0 

	

3.3 	77.1 

	

4.4 	74.8 

	

6.5 	73.1 

	

10.1 	70.4 

	

38.3 	66.1 

	

75.3 	59.6 

	

112.5 	• 	54.6 

	

178.0 	51.1 

	

263.0 	48.0 

	

350.0 	45.0 

Raw peaV9 
Pressing test I. 
Wet carbonized at 180° Centigrade. 
12%-ary  substance in theçarbonizecl mass. 
Calorific value of the raw peat  5571 calories per kg. 
Calorific r  value of the carbonized peat 5881 _calories 

per kg. 
Product obtained 78...8%  of the raw peat. 

1.  Raw Pea(A) 
Pressing test II. 
Wet carbomzed at 210° Centigrade. 
10.9% dry substance in the carbonized mass. 
Calorific value of the raw peat 5571 calories per kg. 
Calorific value of the carbonized peat 6215 calories 

per kg. 
Product obtained  78.8%  of the raw peat. 

' Raw pea° 
Welcarbonized at 180° Centigrade. 
11.2% dry substance in the carbonized mass. 
Calorific value of the raw peat 5452 calories per kg. 
Calorific value of the carbonized peat 5780 calories 

per kg. 
Product obtained 79.8% of  the raw peat. 

0£cr 
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The following experiments were made at the laboratory in order to 
demonstrate the relation of the pressure  used  to the contents of moisture 
in the pressed carbonized peat. 

The experiments show that with the peat tried a pressure higher than 
150 atmospheres is not practical. The content of moisture with higher 
pressure does not decrease in the same ratio as the difficulties of obtaining 
higher pressure increases. 

The dried peat obtained contains about 3%  (depending on the peat 
used) of a  paraffin substance,  which, melting at about 900  centigrade, acts 
as binding material in the briquettes made. Briquettes containing no 
moisture can therefore be produced from -wet carbonized peat if the temper-
ature is kept at 100° centigrade or more durfng the briquetting process. 
Such briquettes have a calorific value of 6,000 calories per kg. or more, weigh 
about 50 lbs. per cubic foot, or more, and contain therefore, per cubic, unit 
about the same fuel value as ordinary coal. 

The. process at the Stafsjii plant is carried out in the following manner: 
In order to obtain a thoroughly pulped and homogeneous peat mass a 
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special pulping machine was constructed. This machine is an Anrep machine, 
where the  mouthpiece is Temoved and a steel  plate inserted in  its place.  The 
steel plate is provided with a number of holes, the total area of which is equal 
to the free area of any section of the machine. In front of the steel plate is 
placed a rotating knife, which keeps the holes clean and cuts any fibrous 
material not previously °pulped. This machine proved quite satisfactory 
and delivered easily, with about 50 h.p., 350 cubic meters* peat mass  per 8 
hours. The power required is furnished by an electric Motor. 

The pulped peat mass is transported to the plant in dumping cars, and 
delivered to an elevator which conveys it to a large tank, holding enough 
material to keep the plant running for six days, in order to be independent 
of any repairs needed or stoppages on the bog. 

The next stage of, the process is to bring the peat mass continuously in 
and out of the apparatus where it is heated under pressuré to a temperatuie 
of more  ' than 150° centigrade. For this purpose different pumps were 
investigated, and  a small so-called "Brei pump," manufactured by H. Eber-
hardt in Wolfenbiittel,_Germany, was _first_tried. This pump proyed very 
satisfactory, even at 30 atmospheres rassure, and a larger pump of the same 
construction with a capacity of 350 cubic meters* per 24 hours was therefore 
set up at Stafsjii, After a few minor alterations had been made, this pump 
worked to satisfaction even  with  a peat mass containing 15% dry peat sub-
stance, and it was found that the valves worked better and more quietly 
with a thick peat mass than with a thin one.. 

• The peat mass is brought to the pimp from the tank by means of a 
specially constructed elevator. 

The principle of the apparatus used for heating the peat mass is shown. 
in Fig. 171. It consists of a system of double pipes, one outer and one inner, 
the latter provided with a screw thread, and appliances for 'revolving it. 

FIG. 171—Theoretical working of a Wet Carbonizing Oven. 

'One  oven consists of 52 such double pipes, with a joint inlet to all the outer 
pipes, and a joint outlet for all the inner pipes. The pump forces the peat 
mass into the spaces between the pipes, and by the rotating inner pipe 
with its screw threads the peat mass is moved forward in the direction of the' 
pressure. 

*1 Cub. meter=35.3 cub. feet. 
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The pipeS used at Stafsjei  are 11 meters*, long. Only Considering one 
of the pipes in the system, the process is as follows: 

The peat mass is forced in at (a) and by the screw on pipe (d) and the 
pressure moved forward towards (b) where it turns and moves through the 
inner Pipe (d) towards the outlet (c) which is combined with a regulator, 
so that an even pressure is always maintained. One half of thé pipe is heated 
to the required temperature from a fire-box (at Stafsjii the temperature has 
been kept at 15004550  Centigrade). The peat mass forced in is consequently 
heated during its passage from (a) to (b) first by the heat from the outgoing 
mass, a great part of which is transmitted to the incoming mass, and later 
from the fire in the fire-box, where it is hottest. The peat has there a tempera-
ture  of say 155° centigrade. The velocitY of the peat mass is such that it 
passes through the oven in about 15  minutes,  during_which time the carboniz-
ing process takes _elec. A tempeiature of 155° centigrade corresponds tO a 
pressure of 5 .5 atniospheres, but in order to be sure that no steam may be 
formed, a pressure  of 10 atmospheres is kept by the pump. When no steam 
is formed (with the required latent heat) the mass forced in lias  the same heat 
capacity as the mass pressed out, and theoretically should be able to, absorb 
all the heat contained in the outgoing mass, in which case the in and outgoing 
masses should have the same temperature if the pipes could practically be made 
long enough. With the oven used at Stafsjii,  with pipes 11 meterà long and 
a maximum temperature of 155° centigrade, the outgoing_peat mass has a 
temperature of about  800  centigrade, when the temperature, of_the ingoing 
mass is  about 10°  cent., i.e., per kg., peat mass 70 calories are lost in the 
outgoing mass. The experiments at Stafsj6 on a large, scale have further 
shown that per meter pipe in the recuperative part of the oven, the  tempera-
turc  decreases towards the outlet with 12°-13° centigrade. 

The heat economy in the wet carbonizing oven at Stafsji5 was as follows: 
• In the oven is utilized of the calorific value of the fuel. .70% 
Through radiation, etc., is lost 	  
The waste gases contàin 	 23% 

The carbonized peat is conveyed to a filter 'press,t which at present .  is 
'being improved, so that the peat,  when  leaving the press, lias  about 55% 
moisture content. The later drying and briquetting are done as previously 
described in the German peat and lignite briquetting plants. 

From the results obtained at Stafsjii, and his previous experience in 
peat and briquette manufacture, Mr. A. Larson gives the following estimate 
as to the cost of production and the possibilities of the process. 

The production is aSsumed to be 30,000  tons i per year of  200 working 
days, which is the time  the bog at Stale can be worked.  150 tons of bri-
quettes shall then be produced in 24 hours, for which production 3 briquetting 
presses are required. 

* 1 Meter=-3  .3  feet. 
t The construction and results obtained withTthis press are  not yeeavailable, but 

according to Dr. M. Ekenberg, this part of the process is also satisfactorily worked out. 
In this estimate, metric tons and measures are used. 1 metric ton=1,000 kg.= 

2,200 lbs. 
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Power Required. 

6 Pulping machines, each with a capacity-  of at 
least 350 tons pulped peat per 8 hours, or a 
total of 2,100 tons per day, each of 60 
h. p.   eff. H.P. 360 

Transportation arrangements on the bog and 
at the plant. 	 60 

6 "Brie pumps" with elevators, each of 25 h.p 	 
during 24 hours 	  " 	150 

Wet carbonizing ovens: 5 units of 10 pipes each 
require at the most 25 h.p. for each unit, 
and deliver a-t least 250 tons carbonized 
peat mass per 24 hours. At the  most, 9 
ovens are required, or'per 24 hours 	" 	225 

Lighting plant, etc., 25 h.p. during 10 hours ..  	" 	25 
About 10% loss on transmission (electric cur- 

' 	rent) of 820 h.p.  	" 	80 
3 Briquetting presses of 100 indicated H.P. ind. H. P. 300 

The consumption of high pressure superheated steam  is, at the highest, 
10 kg.  per eff.  H.P. hour, with the exception of the briquetting presses, where 
the consqmption is 12 kg. per indicated H.P. hour. 

The steam required is then: 
360 eff. H.P. during 8 hours 	  28,800 kg. 

60 	" 	(‘ 	8  ce 	 4,800 " 
150 	" 	" - 24 " 	  36,000 " 
225 	" 	" 24 " 	  54,000 " 

25 	" 	10 " 	  2,500 " 
80 	" 	" 24 " 	  19,200 " 

300 ind. H. P. " 24 " 300 x 12 x 24 	 86,400 " 

Total kg. steam per 24 hours 	231,700 " 

The steam is  superheated to 385°  Cent. and has 11 atmospheres  pressure 
corresponding  to 185° Cent., and is enasectuently_superheated.2005teent. 

1 Kg. steam of 185° Cent. contains. 	 663 calories 
200° superheating corresponds to 0 .48 x 200 . 	 96 " 

Total 	  759 
Assuming that the feed water (condensed 

steam) has a temperature of 90° Cent 	, 
should be deducted 	  90 

The required heat per kg. water is then. . . . . . . 669 . " 
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the fuel, the heat required per kg. steam is 
0.6 

contains 5,600 calories per kg. One:kg. fuel, 

5 kg. steam. In order to produce the 231,700 

kg. steam required per 24 hours, 
231,700

-46,340 kg. wet carbonized dry 
5 

substance, or, in round numbers, 46,500 kg. are required. 

The plant shall produce 150,000  4g. briquettes per 24 hours, correspond-
ing to 196,500 kg. wet carbonized dry substance, including the fuel for the 
boilers, but not including the fuel for the carbonizing ovens. • 

Experience has shown that 70  calories per kg. are lost per kg,peat during 
the  carbonizing process. The raw peat contains on an average 12.5% dry 
peat substance in drained bogs of average quality (in Sweden). 

With a temperature of 150° Cent. in the carbonizing oven, 86-90% wet 
carbonized dry substance is obtained per 100% dry substance in the raw 
peat. This carbonized dry substance has a calorific value of at least 5,600 
calories per kg. 

Assuming that 85% of the dry peat substance in the raw peat is obtained 
as dry carbonized substance, then 1,000 kg. raw peat containing 125 kg. 
dry peat substance produce 0.85 x 125 = 106 kg. carbonized dry substance. 

Experience has further shown that the heat efficiency of the fuel in the 
oven is 70-80%, or say 70%. Through radiation, etc., is lost 7%, and in 
the waste gases23%, or, assuming these losses to be10%and20% respectively, 

70 x1,000 
there will be required per 1,000 kg. raw peat, 	 — 18 kg. dry car- 

0. 7 x 5,600 
bonized peat with a calorific value of 5,600 calories per kg. 

The carbonized dry substance which is obtained from 1,000 kg. raw peat 

is, «then, 106-18 	88 kg., i.e., for 1,000 kg. carbonized dry substance are 
18 x 1,000 

required 	 — 205 kg. fuel of the same quality. 
88 

The heat carried away by the waste gases from the carbonizing oven 
is 0.2 x 205 x 5,600=229,600 calories per 1,000 kg. briquettes. 

In order to produce 196,500 kg. briquettes there will be required 196,500 

+ 196.5 x 205=236,782 kg. carbonized dry substance, which corresponds 
236,782 

to 	— 2,230,000 kg. raw peat per day. 
0.85 x 0.125 

With 60% efficiency of 

=1,115 calories. The ftiel 

therefore, produces 5,6o0 
1,115 

669 

The waste heat available for the drying of the pressed carbonized peat 
is as follows:— 
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The waste gases from the fuel used for heating the boilers contain, in 
accordance with the assumption made, 30% of the heat value of the fuel, or 

46,500x 5,600 x 0.3 	 78,120,000 calories 
The waste gases from the carbonizing ovens contain 

196.5 x 205 x 5,600 x 0.2 	  45,116,400 	" 

Total . 	 123,236,400 	" 
According to Hausbrand ("Das Trocknen mit Luft und Dampf," 

page 34), if the temperature of the outer air saturated with Moisture is 
100  cent., and the temperature of the air used for drying also saturated with 
steam, is at . the beginning 1000  cent., then 82,265 calories are required for 
the evaporation. of 100 kg. -water. Consequently the above 123,236,400 

123,236,400 x 100
-149,800 kg. water. calories are capable of evaporating 	  

82,265 
The 231,700 kg. exhaust steam contain 500 x 231,700 = 115,850,000 

calories latent heat, of which A least 70% can be used for evaporation of 
0.7 x 115 850,000 

m.oisture, i.e., for drying. By this heat 	  — 126,700 kg. 
water can be evaporated. 

With the total -waste heat 276,500 kg  water can therefore be evaporated. 
The total carbonized dry substance per 24 hours was 236,782 kg., and 

the briquettes produced 150,000 kg., consequently the fuel consumption is 
86,782 kg., or 37%. 

In order that the available waste heat may be sufficient to dry the -whole 
mass of carbonized and pressed peat, this mass can contain 276,500 kg. 

 276,500 x 100 
water,  or 	  —54% of moisture, in round figures. The content 

236,782 + 276,500 
of moisture in the carbonized peat must be mechanically pressed 
down to this percentage in order that the fuel consumption given above 
may be correct. • 

The consumption of raw peat was per day 2,230,000 kg., or per 200 days 
446,000,000, kg. corresponding to 446,000 cubic meters per year. 

In a drained bog with an average depth of 2.5 meters (8.25 feet), this 
production corresponds to an area of about 18 hectar (44.5 acres). Assu-
ming  the  price of the bog to be 500 kronor pér hectar, the yearly cost is 
9,000 kronor, or 0.3b kronor per ton briquettes. 

'Cost of digging the peat, with Ekholm's elevator: 

Elevator with motor, etc., costs about 3,000 kronor. 
10% amortization per year of 200 days 	kronor à00 
5% for repairs 	  " 	150 
5% interest . 	  " 	150 

Total 	  
or per day kronor 3.00. 

640 



Metric ton 
kronor 

Ton of 2,000 lbs. 
dollars 

Bog 	  
Digging and transport of raw peat. 	  
Labour cost at plant. 	  
Amortization, interest, etc. 	  
Administration, etc 	 
Extra. 	  

Total. 	  

	

0.30 	 0.07 

	

1.93 	 0.48 

	

2.00 	 0.50 

	

3.20 	 0.80 

	

1.00 	 0.25 

	

0.57 	 0.15 

9.00 	 2.25 
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• With Ekholm's elevator 50 cubic meters of raw peat can be dug out 
from the bôg•per man and day. Each peat pulping machine of 350 cubic 
meters capacity requires, therefore, per day of 10 hours, 7 diggers, or 9 diggers 
during 8 hours, 

at 3.50 kronor per 8-hour day 	 kronor 31.50 
Amortization, interest and repairs, per day  	3.00  
Oil, etc: (the cost of power is already included 

in the cost of fuel for the plant) 	 (c • 	0.50 

Total 	  " 	35 . 00 
or per cubic meter, 0.10 kronor. 

The  cost of transporting the peat to the elevator at the coking plant is 
equal to the wages of three men plus the amortizaticin, etc., of the appliance's 
used, which would in this case be Anrep's cable transport with endless cable 
and dumping cars. One man couples the cars  to the cable, the second un-
couples them, and the third dumps their -content into the elevator shoe. 
This work is light, and these men could be had for 3.00 kronor per day. 

The cost per 350 cub. meters would then amount to 10.50 kronor, or, 
per cub. meter, 0.03 kronor. The total cost for digging and transport is 
therefore 0.13 kronor per cub. meter, or, per year, 446,000 x 0.13=57,980 
kronor, and per ton briquettes 1.93 kronor. 

Cost in the plant.—According to the experience obtained in the large num-
ber of lignite briquetting plants in Germany, the total labour cost at a plant 
with three presses is 1.44 kronor per 1,000 kg. briquettes; in this case the 
cost. of the labour .required for the wet carbonizing ovens and the filter 
presses must be added, making a total of about 2.00 kronor per 1,000 kg. 
briquettes. • 

Amortization  of the plant, etc.—The cost of a plant with a year-
ly capacity of 30,000 tons briquettes would probably be about 600,- 
000 kronor (the cost of the bog is previously taken into account). With 
5% interest, 5% amortization, 5% for maintenance, and 5% further 
amortization on certain machines, which constitute about one-fifth of the 
total cost, or 1% of the whole cost, a total of 16%, equal to 96,000 kronor 
per year, is reached, or 3.20 kronor per ton briquettes. Administration, etc., 
and unforeseen expenditure can be estimated at 30,000 kronor per year, or 
1 kron.or per ton briquettes. 

The cost per ton briquettes is, then:* 

*Under the assumption that the water content of the carbonized peat can be mechanic-
ally and economically pressed down to about 55% moisture. The power required for 
these presses is not given in this estimate by Mr. A. Larson. 
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In bogs where the digging of the peat , can be done with mechanical 
excavators, the cost of this item is considerably decreased. 

According  ta Dr. Ekenberg, the cost per , ton briquettes in a factory 
producing 20,000 to 30,000 tons per year is as follows:— 

s.* d. 
The raw peat in the bog (including fuel used in the factory). . 0 8 
Wages for excavation and transport of the raw peat to .the 

• f actory    2 0 
Wages in the factory 	  2 3 
Depreciation and maintenance of plant 	  2 6 • 
Administration and sundry expenses 	  1 4 

Total cost of briquettes per ton 	 8 9 

*1 shilling=24 cents. 
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CHAPTER V. 

PEAT POWDER. 

A method for the manufacture of peat powder, which experts* consider 
to be very promising, has lately been invented by Mr. H.  Ekelunde  Rinkôping, 
Sweden. The details of this process are for the present kept secret, on account 
of the patents not  yet being fully established. • 

The raw material for the process is cut peat which is partially air dried, 
and afterwards artificially dried and pulverised. The raw peat is left in the 
open during the winter to freeze, which in this case, instead of being injùrious 
to the peat, makes it easier to pulverize, and furthermore allows the bog to be 
worked during a much longer period than is the case in the manufacture of 
common air-dried peat fuel. 

The peat powder manufactured by this process does not absorb moisture, 
and has about the same specific weight as coal. The cost of manufacture, 
including all expenditure, will not exceed  $2.35 per ton, and the cost of a plant 
with a yearly capacity of 12,000 tons, is, according to the inventor, about 
$10.000,  (not including bog and arrangements on same.) 

The firing with powdered fuels gives a higher fuel efficiency on account of 
the intimate mixture with the air used for the combustion, and the possibility 
of regulating this supply of air to an amount as near as possible to that which is 
theoretically required for the combustion. The firing with powdered fuel is 
furthermore smokeless, and requires less attention and skill than the firing in 
the oia way. 

Coal po-vvder has been used for a long time, especially in cement manufac-
turing plants, but in order to give satisfactory combustion, it must be exceed-
ingly fine, which increases the cost considerably. Peat powder, on the other 
hand, is more porous, and ignites at a lower temperature, whereby a complete 
combustion can be obtained without crushing the peat so thoroughly. A fur-
ther advantage with the powder is that the temperature can be easily regu-
lated as required, and if desired, a very high temperature can be obtained. 

During the year 1907, experiments with peat powder were carried out 
under the supervision of Professor Odelstjerna, of Stockholm, Sweden, in a 
furnace used for melting crucible steel. In regard to the results obtained, 
Prof. Odelstjerna says: 

1. The fuel is very easily ignited in the fire-box, but no danger of self 
ignition; which is often the case with other powdered and somewhat moist 
fuels, need be feared. 

• 	*Professor E. G:son Odelstjerna, Stockholm, Sweden, and Captain E. Wallgren, Chief 
Engineer to the Swedish Department of Agriculture. 
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2. The combustion of the fuel can be easily regulated so that the ash is 
always free from any unburnt particles of carbon, and so .  that the carbon and 
hydrocarlDons in the fuel will be at once completely burnt to carbon dioxide 
and water, thus giving the highest temperature with either a weak or a strong 
oxidizing flame, (the former with just enough air for the combustion, and the 
latter with excess of> air). The combuiition can also be so regulated that a 
producer gas with only a small percentage of carbon dioxide a,nd of compara-
tively high temperature (light red heat) is formed. This hot gas is then car-
ried to the furnace room proper, where is burnt to carbon dioxide and water, 
there giving the highest temperature. This producer gas can be used for 
reduction or in. reheating furnaces where the heated material must be kept 
from oxidization and then afterwards burnt in. other furnaces. 

3. The change from oxidizing to reducing flame, or vice versa Can be 
very easily and quickly done. 

4. The quantity of the fuel and the required amoUnt of air can at any time, 
and in either of the above cases, be exactly regulated as required; and in case 
no change is required, no attendance is necessary after the valves* are once 
regiflated. 

5. The powder gives the highest temperature which can. be  employed in 
furnaces with a considerably less consumption than can be obtained with any 
of the other solid fuels, :and it can be used for .the melting of glass, cast iron, 
steel, soft iron and other metals. The right temperature is' more quickly 
obtained through the combustion of the powder than by the older methods; 

6. Furnaces for using this fuel are considerably cheaper-to erect than those 
designed for the use of other fuels. 

*In the apparatus also invented by H. Ekelund. 
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CHAPTER VI: 

PEAT COKE 

The oldest method of coking peat, which is still used to some exent, is 
coking in heaps in the same manner as that used for the manufacture of 
charcoal. Later, ovens of different construction, but discontinuous in their 
operation were employed, but at present time coking in retorts, which operate 
continuously, and which are combined with apparatus for the saving of the 
by-products on a commercial scale, are mostly used. 

The raw material used for peat coking is air-dried machine peat, and the 
better pulped, humified and ash free the raw peat is, the better is the quality 

° of the coke produced. 

COKING IN HEAPS. 

This method is still used at Triangel, Germany. The air-dried machine 
peat is cut in lengths, of about 2 feet, which are raised on end in the coking 
heaps. The heaps are 20 feet in diameter, about 11 feet in height, and from 
each heap about 11 tons peat coke are obtained. When the heap is piled up, 
the peat ià first covered by a layer of dry grass and then with a covering of 
fines, 4 inches thick, obtained from former operations. The coking is done 
iri exactly the same manner as that followed when coking wood in heaps, and 
requires about two weeks. 

The manufacture of peat coke by this method is not likely to be much 
iised on account of the difficulties and uncertainties connected with it. This 
method is also more expensive and wasteful than coking in retorts. 

COKING IN OVENS. 

Discontinuous coking in ovens is not much more advantageous than 
coking in heaps, but the attendance is easier, the process is independent of 
weather conditions, and sorne of the by-products can be easily saved. At the 
present time very few of these ovens are in operation. 

The Hahnemann oven* :—This oven, see Fig. 172, consists of a cylindrical 
shaft with the bottom raised, as shown in the figure. An opening (c) closed 
byan iron plate, is left on one side for the removal of the coke, and on the 
other side is a pipe (r) in communication with the condensing apparatus. The 
lower part of the shaft is provided with three rows of holes for admittance of 
the necessary air, and in the center of the shaft is placed an iron pipe (E) pro-
vided with holes (a) at its base, through which the gases can escape. When 

*Hausding,and Larson & Wallgren's reports. 
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FIG.  172—The Hahnemann Peat Coking Oven. 

the shaft is filled with peat, the latter is ignited on top, the shaft opening is 
then closed by iron plates and the coking process regulated through the dif-
ferent air holes. 

The Wagenmann oven*:—This oven, see Fig. 173, consists of two cones (A) 
and (B) separated by a grate (S). The upper cone (A) is 6.6 feet high and the 
lower one (B) 1 6 feet. On one side of the latter is a pipe (D) serving as out-
let for tar and gases. The coke is taken out through the opening (K), which 
is at the same height as grate (S). The cone (A) is filled from above with 

Fig. 173 

The Wagenmann Peat Coking Oven 

* Hausding and Larson & Wallgren's reports. 
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FIG. 175—The Lottmann Peat Coking Oven. 
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peat, which is ignited on top. When the peat is burning the opening is 
dosed and the coking process regulated by air holes placed in the walls. Fig. 
174 shows the same oven, but with the opening on top covered by a cover (P), 
provided with a pipe (R) serving as outlet for the gases. In this case the pipe 
(D) is omitted. 

The Lottmann Oven*.—In this oven, see Fig. 175, a special fuel which can 
be of poorer quality is used for producing the necessary heat. The widest part 

*Hausding. 
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of the oven or retort is 9.24 and the narrower part 7.6 feet. The retort is 
heated by the gases from the grate (a) and the grates (b). The gases from the 
grate (a) are drawn through cast iron pipes (r), whereby the interior of the 
retort is heated, and the gases from  the grates (b) circulate around the thin 
walls (h) through the canals (m) and through the holes (1) out in the chimney 
(g). 

The retort is charged through the door (t) and the charging holes (o) and 
holds.  about 700 cubic feet.  The gases generated are conveyed to a conden-
sing apparatus. The  contents  of the retort are coked in 50 to  60 hours, and 
the coke produced is left to cool for about three days.  

Several other coking ovens have been used, but as a rule the coke pro-
duced is too expensive on account of the small production and discontinuous 
working. 

M. Ziegler's peat coking process. —The peat coking process invented by 
Mr. M. Ziegler has been so improved by him that a commercial manufacture 
of peat coke is now possible on a large scale. The main points in this process 
are the  employment of  the  waste non-condensable  gases, produced by the 
dry distillation of the peat itself, for the generation  of the _necessary heat, 
the continuous working of  the retorts used, and the saving of all valuable..by. 
products. 

The patents covering the Ziegler process are owned by "Der Oberbayer-
ischen Kokswerke und Fabrik chemischer Produkte," Akt. Ges. Beuerberg, 
Bavaria, Germany.  

The first retorts invented by Ziegler were similar to  the ones used for  
coking lignites,  and such a plant was erected at Oldenburg in 1894.  Later, 
however, several improvements  were made, and the principal features of the 
retorts now used are shown. in Figs. 176-178. Each unit consists of two ver-
tical retorts about 40 feet in height with elliptical cross-sections. The lower 
half is built of , fire-bricks, and the upper one of , cast iron with a thin outside 
lining of. fire-bricks. Outside these walls is another fire-brick shell, leaving an 
air space between, which' is by means of walls divided into fire flues. The 
whole oven is then protected by a wall of common bricks. The retorts rest 
upon a cast iron foundation, and end in a hopper (a) provided with two open-
ings for the dra-wing off of the peat coke. Èach of the retorts is closed on top 
by cast iron covers carrying the feed boxes (c). The openings through which 
the peat is fed and the coke is drawn off are air tight. When the oven is 
started,  extra fuel must be used until the coking process is under way. For 
this purpose the oven is provided with three lower fire-boxes (d) ançl two upper 

 ones (e):  The combustion gases pass through the fire flues (f) and (g), and 
from there to the collecting flue (h). They are later either used for drying 
of the peat in specially constructed drying chambers, or escape through the 
chimney. Each zone of the oven (each fire flue) is provided with a peep hole 
on the front and rear side for the purpose of watmhing and taking the tempera-
ture. In the lower fire flues, the temperature reaches some 1,000° Centigrade, 
and in the upper ones, 600°, 5000, and 400° respectively. The highest tem- 
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Fig. 176. 

Section A-B. 

Fig. 178. 

Section E-F. Section G-H. 	 Plan. 
M. Ziegler's Peat Coking Retorts. 
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perature in the retorts themselves reaches some 600° centigrade. The heat 
contained in the _ases 200° to 300° cent4rade resulting from the dry dis-
tillation of the peat, and collected through the pipes«)  and (k),_ is used for 
drying the ammonium sulphate  and  acetate of lime (part of the by-products) 
in the vessels (1) and (m). 

The retorts are charged with peat, which, if good coke especially for 
metallurgical purposes is desired, must contain little ash, be well pulped, and 
not contain more than 20 to 25% moisture. At  rst, extra fuel is used  but 
after 48 hours sufficient non-condensable gases are given off  so that peat firing 
can be discontinued  and the gases ignited. The air necessary for the combus-
tion is previously heated by passing it around the cast iron hoppers forming 
the bottom of the retorts, and at the same time cooling off the coke in same. 

When thq process is in continuous operation, the coke is hourly drawn 
off from the hoppers into air-tight steel cars (n) in which it must be left until 
thoroughly cooled. After each withdrawal of coke, fresh peat bricks are 
charged through the feed boxes (c).  The operation thus becomes a continu-
ous one. 

The water  vapeurs and gases generated are drawn off by an exhaust fan 
(o)* and driven through an  air cooled pipe condenser (p) where the tar and tar 
water condense. The non-condensable gases are by means of another fan 
forced back to the oven where they ar_e_us_01I for_heating_the_retorts. At a, 
plant with a number of ovens more gas is obtained than is required for this 
purpose, and in such cases the excess is used under the boilers or in  gas en-
gines.  The gas circuit is provided with safety valves and dampers in order 
to save the condensing apparatus in case explosions should occur. 

Besides  the manufacture of thoroughly coked peat, "peat coke"  de-
scribed above, the Ziegler oven is also used for  the manufacture of so-called 
"yeat half coke,"  which is  peat not entirely c_ake.d, and still containing some 
of the heavy hydrocarbons. 

The peat coke as manufactured  in the Ziegler oven_using suitable raw 
material  is hard and strong and comparable with charcoal for metallurgical 
purposes. 

AnalysiS of Dry Peat Coke. 

High Low 
_Carbon.. 	 • 	87 . 8% Calorific value, 
Hydrogen . 	  .2.0% 	Colories per kg.. .... 7,889 7,805 
Nitrogen  	10.3% B.T.U. 	  14,200 14,049 
Oxygen 	  5 . 5% 
Sulphur 	  0.3% 
Ash 	  3 . 2% 

Peat coke is used in blast furnaces, and for other metallurgical purposes. 

*First passing through the vessels (1) and (m) as formerly described. 
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The peat used during the trial contained: 

Carbon' . 	•  el2  

Hydrogen 
Nitrogen . 
Sulphur. . 

35 . 3% Oxygen 
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powdered peat coal is  used for hardening_armor plate, and for  various 
other uses. 

Analysis of Peat Half Coke. 

Carbon    73 . 89% Calorific value, 	1„,,914 .  
Hydrogen 	 3.59% 	Calories per kg.. . . °. 6,700 
Nitrogen 	  1 . 49% 
Oxygen 	  14.52% B.TU  	12,060 
Sulphur 	  0.20%  
Ash 	  2 . 50% 
Moisture (at 105.% C.) . . . 	 3.80% 

Peat half coke  is used for firing  locomotive  and boilers and burns with a 
long flame. 

Peat  taris  nearly of the s,ame composition as the lignite tar, but has  a 
higher content of creosote; by distilling and refining the tar a number of differ-
ent substances are obtained, such as: 

Light oils,  which can be used either for illuminating_ purposes or for the 
manufacture of oil  gas. 

Heavy oils which aie used for lubricating purposes. 

Paraffin, phenol and asphalt.  

Tar Water.—The  ta,r water contains: ammonia, acetic acid and methyl 
alcohol, which are manufactured into: ammonium sulphate, acetate of lime 
and methyl alcohol. • 

Up  to  the present time the_plants equipped  with  Ziegler's coking ovens 
are in  operation. 

The Oldenburg Plant, Oldenburg, Germany.—This plant (see Plate 29) has 
five ovens of the older type and a complete plant for the saving of all the by-
products. This plant was investigated in 1901 on behalf of the Prussian Gov,— 
ernment by a Oommission, with Mr. L. C. Wolff as chairman. An abstract* 
of the results obtained is given below: 

11‘5% 	e/.9- 5 7 (1, 

	  28.4% 
, 	0.9% 
	  31.0%  

and had a calorific value of 3792-3423 calories per kg. or 7825-6161 BIT.U. 
per lb. 

*Zeitschrift des Vereines Deutscher Ingenieure No. 24, year 1904. 
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Of 576 tons=100% peat were obtained. 

163.7 tons peat'coke 	  =28.4 % (as measured) 
157.1 	" peat coke. 	 =27.3 % (when dried) 
'25.8 	" tar 	  ----- 4.5 % 

269.0 	" tar water 	 =46.6 % (as measured) 
179.4 	" tar water 	 =31.2 %__not diluted) 
330.0 	" gases. 	  =57.3 % (as measured) 
213.4 	" gases. 	  =37.0 % (without air) 

0.32 	" loss 	 0 . 05% 

The 25.8 tons  tar obtained gave:- 
11.6 tons light oils. 	  ---2.0 % 
3.9 '" heavy oils 	  =0.7% 
1.8 	" paraffin . 	  =0.3% 	4.5% 
7.6 " phenol . 	  =1.3% 
0 . 8 " asphalt. 	 =0 2% 

The 269.0 tons tar water obtained gave.- 
1.8 tons methyl aléphol. 	  =0.34% 
0 . 9 " ammonia   =0.16% 
(1.6 " sulphate  of ammonia 	 =0.31%) 
2.5 " acetic acid  . 44% 
(2.8 " acetate of llotassium   =0.50%) 
Water and loss not ascertained 

The  non-condensable gas  had the following composition:- 

By Weight By Volume 
CO2 . 	  48.8 . 27.4% 
O.  	2 . 8%o 	2.2% 
N. 	  25.5' 	22.5 
CO  	9. ' 	: .6% 
CH4  .  	9.6eo 	14.8% 
Orin., 	 • 	 1.7% 	1.0% 
H. 	 1.9% 	23.6% 

and had a calorific value (maximum) of 2877 calories per cubic meter, or 322 
B.T.I.T. per cubic foot. 

. 

The cost of production per ton peat coke during the sùmmer 1901 when 
peat with lower contents of moisture was used, was as follows*:- ' 

3 tons peat at 5.09 marks per ton 	 15.27 marks. 	. 
Labour cost per ton coke. 	  4.55 " 
Lease of plant and bog. 	  1.52 " 	. 	- 
Repairs and maintenance 	  1.82 " 

. 

Miscellaneous 	  1.82 " 

Total .  ' 	   24.98 

*According to Larson and Wallgren. 
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From this should be deducted the value of the by-products*obtained 
per ton peat (in this case with 31% moisture), or 

market price per 100 lbs. 
54 lbs. oils 	  16.36 marks = 	8.83 marks 
6 lbs. paraffin 	  34.09 " 	= 	2.04 
26 lbs. phenol.   81.36 " 	= 	21.15 
4 lbs. asphalt  .  	  6.82 " 	= 	0.27 	" 
6.8 lbs. methyl alcohol. 	  56.82 " 	 • = 	3.86 
6.2 lbs. ammonium sulphate. 	 15.45 " 	= 	0.96 " 
10 lbs. acetate of lime. 	  9.55 " 	— 	0.96 

Total 	 38.07 " 

In this estimate the costs of the raw materials used in the chemical part 
of the plant are not included, nor the amortization of the peat machines, 
etc., but the value of the by-products, if the above prices  are  obtained, should 
more than cover all expenses and the peat coke itself be obtained free. 

In Germany the best peat coke suitable for metallurgical purposes sells 
for 55 marks per ton, and even at higher prices; fines and poorer grades sell 
from 27-30 marks per ton. 

The Redkino Plant.—The  Russian Government built in 1901  at Redkino 
a peat coking plant with 8 ovens, see Fig. 179, according to the Ziegler 
system. The object of this plant is not so much the manufacture of peat 
coke as that of half coke  for use as fuel  in locomotives. 

FIG. 179-43-Oven Peat Coking Plant at Redkino, Rmssia. 
11,ZrEtee_ — 30o d/yr 	6oLD174kee 
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*According to Wolff. 
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Dog belonging to this plant, see Fig. 180, is  some 3,200  acres 
is worked by 20 Anrep_s peat machines,  as shown in the figure. 
s produce a yearly quantity of peat corresponding to 66,000 
)eat, which in 300 days  is coked in the coking  plant. 

The following results of a test of 45 days duration on four twin reorts 
were given by J. Karischew, director of the plant.* 

1. The non-condensable gases produced, both when  making peat  coke 
and half coke, are quite sufficient to heat the retorts 

2. The daily capacity per  oven is a little hieter when  manufacturing 
peat coke,  and a little lower when_manufactpring half coke,  than was claimed 
by the inventor (19.8 and 29.7 tons air-dried peat  respectiyely). 

3. Of the weight of the peat used 36% was obtained as peat coke, and 
when manufacturing half coke, 44-48%, depending on the content of moist-
ure in the peat 

4. The results obtained demonstrated 	the fact that with low prices ofi 
the  by-products thenvalue of—these- still paid all expenses and the coke  and 
half coke were obtained free. 

The amount of çts1 	water  obtained when manufacturing half 
coke  was 4.34% and 29% respectively.f 

*Hausdinp . 

tAccording to Larson and Wallgren. 
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contained: 
.0.40% 
0.80%—corresponding to 1.25% acetate of lime. 
0.85%—corresponding to 3.30% ammonium sulphate. 

One pound half coke burnt under a stationary boiler evaporated 6.63 lbs. 
water, and in a locbmotive boiler 5.76 lbs. 

In the stationary boiler with different fuels the following results were 
obtained: 

1 lb. wood. 	 produced 3.24 lbs. steam 
1 lb. Russian coal (Don) 	6.67 lbs. 
1 lb. briquetted coal  	‘‘ 	7.10 lbs. " 

, 1 lb. peat half coke  	‘c 	6.63 lbs. 

The Beuerberg plant.—This plant is  the latest and most up-to-date 
peat  coking plant so far erected. 

The bog at.which the plant is located and the methods used for working 
same are already described on pages 112-113. 

The coking plant consists of two twin ovens for the manufacture of  peat 
coke, two half coke ovens,  and a complete by-product  plant. A general 
plan of the worlis is shown in Fig. 181 and a view in Plate 30. 

The'peat bricks used have a content of moisture of 20-25%, and lately 
Mr. Ziegler has worked out a process by which the heat contained in the waste 
gases from the ovens can be utilised for a preliminary drying of the peat 
bricks. The process is thereby made more independent of weather conditions 
and the output and quality of the coke improved. 

The ovens are in principle similar to those shown in Figs. 176-178, and 
deliver in 24 hours on an average 8.8 tons of peat coke per oven. 

The two half coke ovens consist of circular retorts, about 40 feet high, 
in which the peat is ilirectly heated by the vaste  gases from the coke ovens. 

Each oven produces in 24 hours about 13-15 tons half coke. 

By-product plant.— 
The tar and tar water, condensed in the pipe condenser, are collected in a 

large basin placed below the floor of the first room in the tar water distilling 
building (B). From here it is pumped into tanks placed some 20 feet above 
the floor of the second room where the tar is separated from the tar water. 
The latter runs  direct into an apparatus where it is treated with lime and the 
acetic acid recovered  as acetate of lime. 

The  ammonia and methyl alcohol are collected .  together and treated 
with steam;  the volatile ammonia, is treated with weak sulphuric acid and 
is obtained as ammonium sulphate, and the  methyl alcohol as 36%  raw-
methyl alcohol.  The solutions of acetate of lime and ammonium sulphate 
are dried in the vessels described on liage 178. The methyl alcohol is refined. 
to 96% alcohol  in the third room of the building. In this room are also 
placed a large water tank and a filter apparatus, by means, of which _the bog 
water is cleaned. 

• The tar water 
Methyl alcohol . . 
Acetic acid 	 
Ammonia 	 

tt 
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FIG. 18z—Peat Coking Plant at Beuerberg, Germany. 

A. Coking ovens.  B. Building for tar water distillation.  C. Building for tar distilla-
tion. D. Paraffin plant.  E. Electric power station 
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The tar separated from the tar water is conveyed by means of a pipe 
to the distilling apparatus placed in the tar distilling building (C). These 
apparatus are heated from fire boxes placed in a separate room. The com-
bustion gases escape through a large chimney, with which the flues of two 
large locomobiles are also connected. • Another chimney, some,60 feet in 
height, is used when the distilling apparatus are cooled by air circulation. 

By the distillation of the tar, which is done under 0.8 inches water 
vacuum, the light oils are first obtained and collected as raw oil, then the 
lighter paraffin substances, and at last the heavy paraffin substances, which 
can be used for lubricating purposes. 

The coke left is very pure carbon, and is used for the manufacture of 
carbons and electrodes. The gas developed is forced by means of a vacuum 
pump through the chimney, or used for heating the distilling apparatus. 

In the same building . a small experimental plant with a retort capable 
of coking about 440 lbs. peat, and a distilling apparatu's with  a capacity of 
about 220 lbs. tar, is installed. 

• 	The lighter paraffin substances are pumped into a large tank placed in 
a separate building (D), where they are separated from the water which 
possibly has been condensed. From there they are conveyed to tanks placed 
in a cooling room, where the paraffin slowly crystallizes. 

This process takes about 8 days, and when ready the contents of the 
tanks are tipped into a mashing apparatus, where the mass is broken up. 
The solution is filtered off and mixed with the light oils previously obtained, 
in a large tank. The paraffin scales are washed and dried several times in 
order to obtain a good product. 

Estimated cost of plant and cost of manufacture. A 4-oven plant.—The cost 
of such a plant complete is, according to Dr. Otto K. Zwingenberger 
(Agent in U.S.A. and Canada), $100,000, and the working capital required, 
$60,000, total $160,000.* 

*According to former estimate by M. Ziegler, the different items are in Germany: 

Coking Plant: Building  	39,000 marks. 
Brickworks for ovens  	40,000 " 
Iron construction 	69,000 " 
Boiler and apparatus 	41,000 " 
Freight and erection  	11,000 " 
Air drying chambers  	20,000 " 

220,000 
Tar water distilling plant  	24,000 
Paraffin plant  	33,060 
Peat machines and power station 	80,000 
Buildings, etc 	 43,000 
Working capital 	  200,000 

Total  	600,000 " 
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The cost of the air-dried peat is calculated by him to be as follows:—* 
156 men (in 2 shifts) at $1.75 per day.  	$273.00 
12 foremen (in 2 shifts) at $2.50 per day.. ...  	30.00 

Daily wages.  	$303 . 00 
7'peat machines at $1,700. 	  $11,900.00 

Assuming that the  peat machines are  working 100 days during Me season, 
and during that time  produce 36,000 tons air-dried peat,  the total cost of the 
peat will be:— 

Wages at the peat machines. 	 $30,300 
Repairs (3% of the cost of the machine)...  	357 
Power to run the machines.  	1,200 
15 men turning and stacking the peat.  	2,625 
15 men fortransportation and storing.  	2,625 
Loss of interest in 9 months.  	1,400 

Total. 	 • 	 $38,507 

or per ton peat $1.08i- 

A 4 oven plant treats per 24 hours abut  100 tons air-dried peat, and 
with the vàlue of the by-products as given belo-vv, the total value of these 

900 ibs. ammonium sulphate at. 	• 	$3.07 per 100 lbs. 	$27.63  
1320 lbs. acetate of lime at. 	  2.35 	" 	31.02 

65 gallons .meth.y1 alcohol at 	• . 	  0.70 per gallon 	• 45.50 
280 gallons light oils at 	  Ô.07 	" 	21 . 00 

95 gallons heavy oils at. 	• 	 " 	7.12 
715 lbs. paraffin_at,   , 	 0. 03  per lb. 	26.81 

3100 lbs. creosote oil or cabolic acid at 	 , 	0.02.1 per lb. 	69.75 
440_lbs_asphalt at. 	  0. 01:q per lb. 	2.20 

Total. 	• 	" 	 $231 . 03 
Deducting 10% for sale expenses 	 23 . 03 

The actual value of the by-prod-Lids is. ' 	• 	 $208.00 

*Assuming that the same peat rhachines as used at Beuerberg are employed, and that 
each  with  14 men produces_3.iflons_airslried...p_eat , which is probably rather 
high with tt ese machines, 

tThis estimate does not include the cost of the bog, its amortization, etc., and...general 
expenses, and unless local conditions are specially favourable, the cost per ton air-dried peat, 
UhiIatthchin plant, is probably nearer $1.50. 
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Cost of operating the coking and chemical plant per day.—* 

	

38 men at $2 per day    $76 . 00 
2 foremen at $5 per day.  	10 . 00 
1 chemist at $8 per day . 	8.00  

 • 	  Sulphuric acid and lime. 	 - 	5 . 00 
Int. and depreciation on $100,000 at 15%.  	42.00.  

	

40 tons air-dried peat    108 . 00 
General expenses 	 17 . 50 

Total expenditure. 	  $266 . 50 
Value of by-products.   208 . 00 

Cost of 33 tons peat coke. 	  $58.50 
or per ton peat coke $1.74. 

Assuming that the air-dried peat cdsts $1.50 per ton, the final results  are  
Total expenditure. 	  $308.50 
Value of by Products.   208 . 00 

Cost of 33 tons of peat coke.   $100 . 50 
or per ton coke $3.05. 

A 12 Oven Plant.—The total cost of such a pl,ant is about $275,000, and 
the cost of production in the coking ,and chemiça,1 plant in this case is as 
f ollows :—* 

56 men at $2 per day 	  $112.00 
2 foremen at $5 per day.  	1Q.  00 
1 chemist at $10 per day . 	10 . 00 
Sulphuric acid and lime. 	15.00 
Interest and depreciation. 	  126.00 
Cost of 300 tons of air-dried peat, $1.08 per ton 	 324.00 
General expenses 	32 . 00 

Total expenditure. 	  $629.00 
Value of by-products 3 x 208   624 . 00 

Cost of 99 tons peat coke.  	$5 . 00 
• or per ton coke $0.05. 

Assuming that the air-dried peat costs $1.50 per ton, the figures are:— 
Total expenditure. 	  $755 . 00 
Value of by-products.   624 . 00 

Cost of 99 tons peat coke. 	r 	 $131.00 •  
or, per ton coke $1.32. 

* Some  of  the figures given referring to labour cnsts are rather high, and could un-
doubtedly be somewhat reduced. 
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In the case of the manufacture of half coke, the cost of the plant is 
nearly the same as given above, but in such a case, about 45% of• the weight 
of the peat is obtained as half coke. 

The economical results of a peat coking plant of the above description 
are dependent on the prices and market of the by-products produced. These 
by-products have at present at least in Germany, a ready market and com-
mand good 'prices. 

Bamme's Peat Coking Oven. —This oven is similar to  Ziegles, but differs 
som' ewhit in détills. Bamme also uses the non-condensable gases for the 
heating of his retorts, and savesthe by-products. A plant according to his 
system is in operation at Elisabethfehn, Oldenburg, Germany. 

The Sahlstrom Process.— '1"`In this process the peat is conveyed to a 
q squeezer in which a large proportion of the water' contained in the peat is 

removed by mechanical means..f From this it comes into a tearer, where it is 
divided into small pieces, and then into a drier. The drier consists of a 
number of horizontal  cylinders heated by means of the waste gases, drawn 
from the carboniser. The peat is carried through these cylinders by means 
of screw conveyœs, and during this process, becomes still further broken up. 
The temperature in  the drier is not allo -vved to exceed 150°  C. When passing 
through the drier, the remaining  moisture, together with methyl alcohol, 
acetic acid,  'etc., is distilled over and collected into condensers by ordinary 
methods. Owing to the peculiar construction of the conveyors, the peat is 
not only moved forward in the cylinders, but is constantly kept stirred in 
such a way that ne-w surfaces are continually being presented to the heat. 
In this way.  the maximum result is obtained from a minimum expenditure of 
heat, so that it is possible to effect all the artificial drying of the material 
required by what would be otherwise waste gases from the carboniser and 
elsewhere. 

On leaving the drier the material passes into a revolving screen, where 
the fibre is automatically removed from the crushed peat. 

On leaving the screen the peat passes into a 'carbonizer where it is par-
tially or fully carbonized, as ma,y be required. The, semi-carbonized fuel is 
more suited for steam raising than the fully carbonized since it gives a greater 
flame when burning, while, on the other hand, the latter fuel  is more suited 
'for smelting ore and-for-the manufacture of glass, etc.  The carboniser  is of 
somewhat similar construction to the drier, and is fed and worked automatic-
ally, while the distilled products, tar, ammonia, combustible and non-com-
bustible gases, are given off in different parts of the apparatus, and are col-
lected, or in the case ,of the non-combustible gases, are allowed to escape into 
the atmosphere. 

The combustible gases produced in the carboniser supply all the fuel 
required for the entire process, as well as power for driving all the machinery, 

*Pet  coal and the commercial by-products of peat by  e. H. Sahlstrom.  ' 
fl\To data as to the amount of water removed in this apparatus are available, and 

judging from the results obtained with similar apparatus in Europe, it is doubtful if it will 
' work satisfactory. 
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and since the operations are entirely automatic, the costly element of labour 
in handling is reduced to that which is required for merely watching the pro-
cess. 

After leaving the carbonizer the peat passes into a coôler, into which it 
may-  sometimes be advantageous to lead some of the distilled  products such as 
tar and gas, to be wholly or partially absorbed by the carbon. 

After being cooled, the carbon passes into an ordinary briquetting_ima-
chine, or it may be passed through a disintegratoz.  which latter machine con-
verts it into a  fine powder, which has proved to be the most economical form 
in which coal fuels can be used for steam raising. 

A plant according to this system was some years_ag, o erected at Brock-
ville, Ont., but so far has not been in operation. Any reliable figures as to 
cost of production and the possibilities of the process can therefore not be had. 

Schôning ct Fritz process.—The first inventor of this process, Scheming, 
of Stamsund, Norway, pressed the air-dried peat 'between hot iron plates, 
under heavy pressure  and obtained thereby a partly carbonized  product 
which occupied about of the volume of the _raW peat used._ The plates 
forming the press  had to be lifted apart very often in order to allow the gases 
developed to escape, and the process proved unsatisfactory.  

The Deutsche Torfkohlen-Gesellshaft, which had bought this patent, 
then combined the process with an invention byllitz, and an experimental 

was  erected at  Halensee near Berlin, Germany. 
Frite>invention consisted in partly coking the air-dried peat in retorts, 

only allowing enough gases for the heating of the retorts to be formed. 
The process is then carried out as follows:* 
The peat is first passed through a tearing apparatus, and then fed into 

the uppermost one of three  horizontal cast iron retorts. These are provided 
with screw conveyors, rotating with such .vélocity that  the  peat  fed in is 
kept in the retorts about an hohr before it leaves the loWest  one of 
retorts. At first the retorts are heated .with Peat fuel, but later with the gases 
deveroped. The temperatures  in the retorts are 250°, 190 0, and 115° C., 
respectively. The partly carbonized peat mass is conveyed to an iron mould 
and _pressed into briquettes, under 300  atmospheres pressure, with press 
plungers heated to 200°  C. The pressing  lasts only about ,12 seconds. The 
briquettes obtained are heavy and strong, do not absorb Moïst-ure and burn 
in a stove with a long smokeless flame, without falling to pieces. The folloWing 
analyses show the difference in composition Of the raw peaf aldthebriquettest : 

*Strenska, mosskultur fOreningens tidskrift 1904. 
tHausding. 



Carbon 	  
Hydrogen 	  
Oxygen- ct•Nitrogen. 	  
Sulphur 	  
Ash 	  
Moisture. 	  
Calorific value 	1 
Calories per kg. 

Cut Peat from Triangel. Raw Peat from Reval. 

Air dried I Briquetted Air dried Briquetted 

69.66 
5.40 

18.12 
0.28 
5.13 
1.41 

6793 

12227 

46.00 
4.32 

23.91 
0.16 
1.81 

4057 

7302 

%ô 
41.49 
4.47 

29.44 
0.13 
2.24 

,  23.23 

3460 

6228 

% 
71.29 
4.68 

18.00 
0.21 
4.55 
1.27 

6651 

11972 
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A plant of the above description has been erected at Carolinenhorst 
near Stettin,  Germany, which has a capacity of 77 tons per 24 hours, with 
5 hydraulic  presses. The cost of such a plant is estimated to be 300 000 
marks, and the cost of manufacture per ton briquettes, including all expendi-
ture, about 9 marks. 
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CHAPTER VII. 

USES OF PEAT FUEL FOR HEATING, STEAM RAISING AND POWER PURPOSES 

FOR DOMESTIC PURPOSES. 

Peat fuel.can, as a rule, be used with satisfactory results in any stove 
where wood can be used, such as for instance, in kitchen and heating stoves. 

With heating stoves the results are still better if the stoves are suitably 
constructed. One of the first suitable heating stoves for peat fuel used in Eu-
rope was constructed by A. B. Reck, Denmark, see Fig. 182, and later, several 
others have been'invented. 

Fm. 182Rech's Peat Stove. 

The one which at present is considered to be one -of the best on the market 
in Sweden is manufactured at Ankarsrum,* Sweden, in different sizes and 
with more or less expensive exteriors. 

The interior of this steve, see Fig. 183, is lined with special bricks pro-
vided with air channels, always insuring a sufficient amount of air for the 
combustion, and thereby preventing explosions, which are sometimes possible 
in other stoves, especially if the fuel used contains a great amount of fine 
dust. The air is by this arrangement preheated, and a Ligher efficiency 
of the fuel obtained. 

*Aktiebolaget Ankarsrums bruk. 
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183—Ankarsrum's Peat Stove. 

FOR STEAM RAISING. 

1. Plane Grates. 

Plane grates for peat fuel, which requires less air for its combustion 
than coal, should have the grate bars placed closer together than is the case 
with grates where coal is burned. By this arrangement the amount of 
unburnt peat particles passing through the grate is greatly reduced. 

The distances between the grate bars vary, depending on the quality of 
the peat used, between _0.32-0.80 inches, and the average height of the 
peat layer on the grate, between 8-10 inches, in exceptional cases, 12 inches. 
The height of the fire-box should be at least 24 inches. 

The total grate area, when burning 100 lbs.. peat per hour, must be at 
least 5 square feet, and the free grate area of the total. 

If properly attended when using sufficiently dry peat fuel, very little 
if any smoke is produced, which is an important question in certain localities. 

Peat contains, as a rule, very little sulphur compared with coal, and 
all:iron-work which comes in contact with the hot gases is therefore not so 
quickly destroyed. 



1 lb. 
1 lb. 	coal 
coal 	corres- 

corres- ponds 
Steam 	 ponds in fuel 

per 	Evapor- in fuel value 
hour & 	ated 	value 	to lbs. 
square 	water 	to lbs. peat if 

foot 	per 	peat 	mixed 
grate 	lbs. 	if not with its 
area 	fuel 	mixed 	own 

with weight 
. 	coal 	coal 

lbs. 	lbs. 	lbs. peat lbs. peat 

Fuel 

Fuel per 
Length hour & Temp. 

of 	squa,re 	of 
test 	foot 	feed 

grate 	water 
area 

degrees 
centi- 

hours 	lbs. 	grade 

Swedish coal .(Billes- 
holm)  

English coal (S. York) 
English coal (N. Wales 
Peat from LOberiid. 

pea,t & + N. Wales 
coal 	  

	

0.18 	83 

	

0.20 	75 

	

0.24 	85 

	

0.50 	85 

0.35 	85 

	

1.27 	7.00 	1.38 	1.21 

	

1.35 	9.40 	1.84 	1.62 

	

2.08 	8.40 	1.65 	1.45 

	

2.53 	5.10 

2.60 	7.10 

7 
168 
168 

, 	7 

6 
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The following results are given by Messrs. Larson & Wallgren. 

Boiler test at the sugar factory at Oresund, Sweden. 

The results show that by mixing peat and coal in thé ratio 1 :1, the fuel 
value of the peat in this case is increased some 14%. 	 • 

In the sugar factory at Karpalund, Sweden, 1 lb. peat evaporated 
3 . 9 lbs. water. In this case the fuel value of the peat, when mixed with 
its own weight of coal, increased 18%. 

In the tube boilers at the sugar factory at Karlshamn, Sweden, 1 lb. peat 
gave 4 .32 lbs. steam of 6-7 atmospheres pressure, and 1 lb. Cardiff .coal 7.44 
lbs. steam of the same pressure, or 1 lb. coal conesponding to 1 . 721bs. peat. - 

A number of different tests in-  various plants where plane grates are used 
show that 1 lb. of coal conesponds in fuel value to 1 .5-1 . 8 lbs. peat with 
about 25% moisture. 

Air-dried peat as locomotive fuel. —Air-dried peat, both cut and machine 
peat, has previously been used to some extent as locomotive fuel, especially 
in Bavaria and Oldenburg, Germany. Such peat is, however, bulky, and 
although no special trouble was encountered in getting up steam and keeping 
it at sufficient pressure, the use of peat as fuel for locomotives has in Germany 
steadily decreased. According to Hausding* the consumption of peat in 
weight is at least twice as large as that of coal. 

In Sweden peat fuel was introduced in 1901-1902 on some of the govern-
ment railways and the intention was to gradually increase the use of peat fuel 
instead of coal, at least for slow freight trains. The experiments made 
demonstratedt that peat fuel could be used without any special changes 
in the' construction of the fire-box, but on account of the bulkiness of the peat, 
the. tender had to be enlarged, and when firing by hand, two stokers were 
required. One lb. peat produced on an average 3 . 8 lbs. steam of 1.1 atmos-
pheres pressure. 

*Page 451. 
tBy E. von Friesen. 
13 
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Loco- 	 Dia- 	 Weight of train 	Fuel 	Evapo- 	Cost of 
• motive. 	 meter 	 in tons 	(not 	consump- 	ration 	fuel 

Number 	Date. 	 Steam 	of 	Number of 	includin€, , 	tion, 	per 	per 
of 	 Fuel. 	Class 	pressure 	steam 	Cars. 	locomotive and 	lbs., per 	lb. 	1000 

• run. • 	1902. and 	atmos- 	ejector. 	 tender). 	1000 	fuel. 	ton 
Number 	pheres. 	Inches.  	 ton 	 miles. 

	

Max. 	Average 	Max. 	Average 	miles. 	lbs. 	kronor. 

1 	 Feb. 	6 	Peat 	K  ris 	11 	3.8 	35 	34 	605 	573 	214.4 	3.92 	0.98 
No. 547 	 . 

2 	 Feb. 	5 	"   	4.0 	31 	31 	580 	580 	197.4 	3.83 	0.89 
-  3 	 Jan. 29 	"   	4.2 	31 	31 	573 	573 	196.4 	3.67 	0.89 

4 	 Jan. 	25 	"   	4.4 	35 	30 	607 	536 	220.5 	3.60 	1.01 
ii 5. 	 Feb. 	8 - 	4.6 	35 	30 	622 	549 	202.2 	3.61 	0.92 

6. 	 June 	5 	"  	mb. 	12 	5.2 	67 	53 	1049 	881 	155.2 	3 .78 	0.70 
No. 651 ii 

7 	 June 	6 	" 	. 	 62 	57 	860 	849 	174.2 	3.93 	0.80 
St. 	 July 26 	- coal and +, peat... • 	K d2 	11 	4.0 	. 45 	41 	731 	665 	110.4 	5.15 	0.66 

No. 547 	 . 
9t 	 July 25 	-1-peat and 3: briquet- ii 

	

tes of Swedish coal 	" 	 46 	39 	712 	616 	126.2 	5.00 	.... 
10. 	 Feb. 11 	'English coal... .... 	" 	ii ii 	62 	50 	644 	606 	126.8 	6.66 	0.91 
11. 	 Feb. 15 	r 2 parts Eng- 

Coal 1 	lish, 1 part 

	

Swedish.. .. 	" 	 ii 	32 	31 	586 	583 	149.7 	5.48 	0.95 
12. 	 July 11 	Briquettes of Swed- 

ish coal  	 60 	47 	... 	... 	... 	5.80 	.... 

t During thé summer the same locomotive can haul a considerably heavier train than during the ■-vinter. The hauling capacity 
of the locomotive No. 547 was some 550 and 660 tons respectively. 
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H. Step Grates. 

Step grates are more efficient than plane grates for fuel such as peat, 
lignite, sawdust, etc. 

A step grate, see Fig. 184, consists of a number of grate bars (A) about 4 
inches in width, placed like the steps of a staircase, and supported at each 
end by cast iron plates (B). D are the grate bars. E is a door through 
which the ashes can be removed. The grate is filled with peat through the 
opening (C), the air is admitted from the space (H) to the openings between 

FIG. I84—Step Grate. 

the step grate, and as the peat is consumed, it settles down automatically. 
The opening (C) is usually about half the width of the grate (D). The throat 
or space at (G) varies from 6 to 8 inches, and the inclination of the grate from 
40 to 45 degrees. 

Fig. 185 shows a step grate arrangement for a locomobile as manufactured 
by the well-known firm Heinrich Lanz, Mannheim, Germany. 

At Granefors, Sweden, 1 lb. peat produced 4 lbs. steam, at Leistbrau 
in Munich, 1 lb. peat produced 4.5 lbs. steam, and with Bohemian coal in the 
same apparatus 1 lb. produced 5.6 lbs. steam. 

At Oriechowo in Russia an automatic step grate constructed by Kowalsky 
is used. This grate, see Fig. 186, has grate bars, of which every second one 
is movable, whereby the fuel is continuously brought downwards and the 
grate kept clean from ash and slag. On this grate 1 lb. peat produced 4.1 
lbs. steam of 15 atmospheres pressure. 
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FIG. 185—Locomobile with Step-g-rate, from H. Lanz, Mannheim, Germany. 

..,.■. 

FIG. I86—Kowalsky's Step-grate. 
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III. Half Gas Furnaces. 

The,se furnaces have either step grates or inclined plane grates. The 
air admitted through the grates is not sufficient for the complete combus-
tion of the fuel to carbon dioxide and water, so that mostly carbon monoxide 
and hydrocarbons are at first formed. These are later mixed with air 
which is generally more or less prehee,ed, and a complete combustion without 
smoke is obtained. 

A number of such furnaces of different construction are in operation, 
and as a rule the results obtained are quite satisfactory. 

The best known builders of such furnaces in Germany are C. Reich in 
Hannover, and the firm of Keilma..nn & Wicker in Bernburg. 

Two of the furnaces built by Reich are shown in Figs. 187-188. The 
fuel is charged through the door (T) or through the hopper in Fig. 188 and 
falls down on the grate (step, inclined plane grate or a combination of both). 
It is preheated in the shaft (A) where the moisture and most of the gases are 
driven off. The air required for the combustion of the fuel to carbon monox-
ide after it has descended on the grate is let in through the door (K). The 
gases from the fuel on the lower part of the grate are mixed in space (B) with 
the gases previously driven off. The admittance of these gase,s is regulated 
by the damper (S). The air necessary for the complete combustion is ad-
mitted through the valve (V) and passes first through a channel (L) where 
it is preheated, and at the same time cools the walls. The hot air passes 
through the holes (0) from the space (M) and is mixed with the hot gases, 
passing through the burner (R), whereby a smokeless combustion is obtained. 

Reich's half .gas furnace for peat firing at the sugar factory Papenteich 
at Meine, gave during tests with peat not quite air-dried a gas containing 
17.5% carbon dioxide, and 0.3% oxygen with a draft of .5 mm. water. 
The evaporation per lb. of such peat was 3.42 lbs. water. 

C. Reich's Half-gas Furnace. 
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At Kulebaki, Russia, an evaporation of 4-4.2 lbs. water per lb. peat 
obtained. 

Keilmann & Wicker's furnace, see Fig. 189, is of a similar construction. 
On the upper part of the grates, the fuel is partly gasified, and on the lower, 
completely. The gases from the upper part of the grate are. mixed on their 
way to the burner with preheated air in the space left by the fixed brick wall 
and the movable front wall shown in the figure. This front wall can be moved 
up or down, thereby regulating the amount of fuel let down on the lower part 
of the grate. 

1•■ 

WIN 

r, 
/ 

. FIG. 189—Keilmann & Veelker's Half-gas Furnace. 

Several other furnaces of more or less different construction are in o 
tion, and a great advantage is that peat of poor quality and peat refuse 
be used. 

IV. Peat Powder. 

The value. of peat powder for heating purposes has already been re-
ferred to (pages 171-172) and at a test made in Stockholm* the following 
figures were obtained. 

1 lb. peat powder with 17% moisture evaporated 5.27 lbs. water in the 
same boiler where 1 lb. Newcastle coal evaporated 5.67 lbs. 

With peat powder 3.5 lbs. of steam and with coal 2.41 lbs. were obtained 
per sq. foot of heating surface. 

Several apparatus for powder firing have been invented. 
F. de Camp's apparatus is shown in Figs. 190-191. The powder is 

delivered by means of a conical screw (C) in the bottom of the hopper (T) 
to a rotating sieve (D). Here it is finely divided and intimately mixed with 

*Report by Larson & Wallgren, page 338. 
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FIG. t90—F. de Camp's Powder-firing Apparatus. 

FIG. z91—F. de Camp's Powder-firing Apparatus. 
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FIG. I92—Schwartzkopfs Powder-firing Apparatus. 
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air drawn in by the fan (A) and forced into the fire-box or combustion space 
through the pipe (a). The conical screw (C) is driven by belt and conical 
pulleys as shown in the figure, and by moving the belt towards one side or the 
other, a slower or greater velocity is obtained. The amount of powder fed 
can be regulated to some extent by this mean, but in order to be able to better 
regulate the feeding, a movable plate (k) is placed above the screw. The 
amount of air let in can also be regulated. 

Fig. 192 shows an apparatus constructed by Schwartzkopf, and se 
others could be mentioned. 

PEAT GAS. 

Peat is employed at a large number of plants as fuel in producers for the 
generation of gas, which is used either for heating, or for power purposes 

• 

veral 



Wood Wood 
Peat Coke Gases from 

64.9 Nitrogen 	 
Carbon monox- 

ide. ..... 
Carbon dioxide. 
Hydrogen...   

34.1 ' 
0.8 
0.2 

% of weight. % of volume. 

Peat Coke 

63.1 

22.4 
14.0 
0.5 

64.8 

33.8 
1.3 
0.1 

Char- 

coal 

Char- 

coal 

55.5 

22.0 
21.2 
1.3 

63.4 

33.3 
0.5 
2.8 

50.0 

19.0 
13.2 
17.8 

50.1 

32.4 
7.2 

10.2 

61.5 

21.8 
9.1 
7.6 

64.1 

33.5 
0.8 
1.5 

53.2 

11.6 
34.5 
0.7 
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A. PEAT GAS FOR HEATING PURPOSES. 

The producers used in this case.are of the common type; a vertical shaft 

provided with a plane or step grate at the bottom, and an air-tight feed box on 

top. The fuel bed is kept at such height, that the carbon dioxide developed, 
where the air for the combustion enters theTroducer, is reduced to monoxide 
on its Upward way. Such peat gas is used for firing boilers, and in a number 

of different industries. 
The composition of the gases produced by different fuels is, according 

to Ebelmen,* as follows:- 

The loss of heat in the best constructed apparatus for grate firing is 

some 25-30%, but in suitable gas producers, not more than 15-25%. 

A good heating gas contains about:- 

25% Carbon monoxide, 
8% Hydrogen, 
2% Hydrocarbons, 

59% Nitrogen, 
6% Carbon dioxide. 

and has a calorific value of 123-145 B.T.IL per cub. foot. 

By gasifying the dry substance of the following fuels, gases of the follow-

ing composition are obtained.t 

Peat 	Lignite 	Coal 

CO  	15% 	22% 	22% 
H. 	10 ' 	8 " 	9 " 
C11.1:C2H4.  	4 " 	2  cc 	2  ii 

N. 	 ! 	 57 " 	62 " 	61 " 
CO2.  	14 " 	6  (‘ 	6  cc 

100% 	100% 	100% 
Calorific value, B.T.IJ. per cuh. foot 	134% 	130% 	140% 

*Hausding, page 414, and following pages. 
fAccording to Ziegler. • 
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Showing that a ga,s can be produced from peat with the same calorific 
value as that produced from lignite or coal. The peat used contains, however, 
as a rule, some 20-30% moisture, which decreases the calorific value of the 
gas, and sometimes necessitates the employrnent of condensers for the removal 
of the water vapours. In Sweden the first peat and wood gas producers used 
for the generation of heating gas, were always provided with condensers, but 
it was found that very little was gained thereby. By the condensation of the 
hea \iy hydrocarbons as well as of the water  vapeurs the calorific value of the 
ga,s was diminished and the sensible heat of the gas lost, and it was found that 
practically the same heating value was obtained when the gas was used with-
out condensation. The water resulting from the condensation was also 
difficult to dispose of, as it could not be let out in rivers or lakes on account of 
the impurities it contained. 

At plants where the by-products, tar and ammonia (as annnonium sul-
phate) are recovered, or for the generation of power gas, the question is 
different. 

The thickness of the fuel bed  in the producers is with peat 5-8 feet,  with 
lignite or coal  2 	4  feet. 

In many cases when high temperature is 'desired, regenerators are used 
for }preheating both the gas and the air used for its combustion.  

The general advantages  of. producer -gas firing are:--* 
a. By regulating the quantity of gas and air conveyed to the place of 

combustion, a perfect and uniform combustion is obtained.t 
b. According to requirements an oxidizing or reducing flame can be ob-

tained, which is of importance to  the chemical and metallurgical industries. 
c. The  process of combustion can be lhnited to a small space, whereby 

the  effect to be attained is frequently  reached  better  and quicker than  with 
direct firing. 

d. It is possible in every case to utilize perfectly the waste heat by pre-
heating the combustion air or the gas. 

e. The  material to be burned or worked  does not come in contact with 
the solid  fuel or ashes_ which is of importance for the manufacture of lime, 
clay products, and metallurgical purposes. 

f. The attendance is easier, simpler and cheaper  than with direct firing. 
g. The places of the gas production and gas consumption can be separ-

ated, thence one producer or a battery of producers can furnish fuel to a large 
number of furnaces; a long distance between producer and furnace is rather 
an advantage, as it causes the complete condensation of steam  in the pro- , 

*Dr. O. Nagel, Electro-chemical and  Metallurgical Industm Sept.,  1907. 
tFor the combustion of  the g —as_ofily_a_y_ary  slight excess of the air,  theoretically re-

quired for the combustion  to be used.  With grate firing about twice the required, 
 amount of air is often employed. 

ducer gas. 
h. The possibility of burning low  grade fuels not suitable for grate firing. 
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For boiler firing.—At Karpalund's sugar factory, Sweden, two Cornwall 
boilers were fired with peat gas.  The results obtained were 4-4.5 lbs. ste,am  
per lb. peat with 18% carbon dioxide in the gas. 

In Russia, with J. A. Stroganove's  producer,  1 lb. peat produced 4.86-5 
lbs. erteam. 

In the iron and steel industry.—Peat  has been used for marw years in 
Sweden and in certain parts of Germa,ny and Austria  for the generation of gas 
for open hearth and reheating furnaces.  At certain plants peat is use' d ex-
clusively, but at others a mixture of peat, wood and coal or peat and coal are 
employed. 

A common type of the producer used in Sweden, constructed by Prof. 
Odelstjerna, is shown in Fig. 193.  

FIG. 193—Peat Gas Producer at Kohlswa Iron Works, Sweden. 
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G. 194—C. W. Bildt's Producer with Automatic Feed Device. 

Fig. 194 shows C. W. Bildt's producer, with his patented automatic 
feed-device. This producer is used at quite a number of plants in Sweden 
and the United States. It is in most cases fired with mat, hut peAt ran  also 
be used.  The fuel is continuously and uniformly distributed over the charging  
area, and a gas of uniform quality is obtained. 



Peat Coal 

Carbon dioxide 	  
Oxygen. 	  
Carbon monoxide. 
Hydrogen 	  
Methane. 	  
Nitrogen. 	  

	

3.4.0 	1.3% 

	

0.3" 	0.4" 
30.7" 29.1" 
12.8" •  10.6" 
7.0"  •  5.8" 

45.8" 52.8" 
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The composition of the gas produced was when fired with 

Fig. 195 shows Bildt's producer combined with a reheating furnace. 
Fig. 196 shows a reverberating furnace fired with producer gas.* 

FIG. 195—Bildt's Producer combined with Re -heating Furnace. 

196--Reverberatory Furnace, Fired with Producer-gas. 

"The change from direct firing to gas firing consists mainly in the addition 
of the gas produced and recuperator between furnace and chimney. The 
recuperator consists mainly of a system of fire clay pipes (e, 1) which connect 
the flue (b) with the chimney (E). This pipe system is built into a wider channel 
(L) in which the air required for the combustion of the producer gas is intro- 

*Electro-chemical and Metallurgical Industry, Sept., 1907. 
fin  this case, the Herrick producer, manufactured by the Industrial Gan 

York. 
L. C ew 
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duced at (1). The air passes through channel (L) around the pipe system, (as 
shown in the figure by arrow's) abserbs the heat of the escaping gases, and carries 
the heat back to the furnace through the channels and openings (i). These 
channels are Connected with the hot air chamber (L) of the recuperator, by air 
slits or air channels (1'). In these air slits which are arranged throughout the 
width of the furnace areh, the air is brought to a still higher temperature. Thus 
at the fire bridge hot producer.  gas is mixed with hot air, causing a perfect com-
bustion. • In working with a reducing flame, the combustion is nearly smoke-
less. It gets perfectly smokeless by the use of a slight excess of air. 

A saving is effected by the higher temperature obtained by the recovery 
of the heat in the recuperator, by reducing the radiation of the fire place, by . 
the exact regulation of the firing, by the perfect combustion and by the longer 
life of the firebrick." 

For brick and lime manufacture.—Peat  fuel is largely used, especially in 
Germany* for the manufacture of these products. The oven mostly em-
ployed is the " Hoffman Ringoven" which gives very satisfactory results with 
peat firing. Fig. 197  shows a lime kiln, with half  gas firing,_suitable  for a 
smaller production, and Fig. 198 a lime kiln fired with producer gas. In this 
lattert the gas generated in the pro ducer passes through channel (f) to the gas 
distributing flue (g), from which it passes through vertical channels to the 
gas inlet openingS (i). Being under pressure, the gas is equally distributed 
over the entire area  The air for combustion enters at (d'), absorbs the heat 
stored in thé lower part of the shaft, and is highly preheated while the burned 
material is cooled at tbe. same time. The air arrives (on account of the high 
temperature) at the place of combustion at a certain pressure, which prevents 
the drawing in of excess  air,  and effects the uniform distribution of the air 
as well as of the gas. The combustion of the producer gas with the hot air is 
taking place between and above the gas inlets. That part of the producer 
gas, which rises upward immediately at the inlet openings, does not meet 
the amount of air necessary for its combustion, which, however, is introduced 
above the gas inlets through the air inlets (o). This air enters the shaft at (1), 
rises through (m,) is distributed in the channels (m,n) behindthe firebrick lining 
of the combustion zone proper, and finally enters the shaft through openings 
(o). By means of this arrangement, the firebrick lining is air cooled from the 
outside and the riaing producer gas completely burned by this air. 

For glass manufacture.—The use of peat gas as fuel for the manufacture 
of glass is, according to Hausding, suPerior and eheaper  than Other fuels_suph 
as wood and coal, a saving of 30-40% in the fuel cost being obtained. 

B.—GAs  FOR  POWER PURPOSES. 

In later years the question of gasifying the fuels, and utilizing 
the gas in gas engines, has received considerable attention. The efficiency 

*llausding, page 434. 
tEleetro-chemical and 1\1etallurgieal Industry, Sept., 1907. 
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FIG. 197—Lime Kiln with  Half-gas Firinu. 

of the fuel used is thereby considerably increased and the quality 
of the fuel is not so important,  permitting lower grade fuels to lie used advan-
tageously. 

A  gas engine plant utilizes some 20-25% of the  calorific value of the fuel, 
and.a  steam engine plant only some 8-15% or less. 



nower Purposes was constructed by 

. 

FIG. 198--Lime Kiln Fired with Producer-gas. 

PRODUCERS FOR NON-BITUMINOUS FUELS. 

i The-first practical producer plant f 
Dowson: and his results_were published in 1RS1* 
PP  I  According to Dowson, the composition of the gas produced with an-
thracite was as  follows:— 

CO2 .   6.57% (of volume) 
CO.  	 - 	25.07" 	

. 

CH4.   0  .  31 " 
'C2H4 .   0  .  31 " 
H  . 18.73" 
O.   0.03" 

48.98 " 
Dowson's idea was taken up and further worked out by most of the gas 

engine manufacturers, and the plants were generally called Dowson qas plants. 

The usual construction of such a plant (as c_onstruded_b,y the Gas motoren-
fabrik Deutz)  is shown in Fig. 199. 

*Suction las dants  e  E. 	8.- 	 •  47,year_199B 

N. 
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FIG. 199—Dowson Gas-producer Plant (Gas Motorenfabrik Deutz)  for Anthracite or Coke. 

The principal apparatus are: A producer (A), a small boiler (B), a water 
trap (C), a scrubber (D), and a sawdust filter (E). The producer consists of a 
sheet iron shell of circular or square cross-section lined with fire-proof bricks. 
The layer of coal is carried up by a grate, below which is an air-tight ash pit. 

14 
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The feed box for the coal is of the usual construction with a movable cone, 
and the producer is charged at certain intervals (every  ç  or  -1-  hours). The 
top of the producer is kept cooled by water. The small boiler produces 
steam of about 4 atmospheres pressure, which is passed through the spiral 
pipes (F), and there superheated. From (F) it passes through a steani 
blower (G) into the ash pit of the producer, at the same time drawing in the 
air required for the combustion. 

The gases produced by the decomposition of the  steam and the partial 
combustion of the carbon with the oxygen contained in the steam and air 
pass through pipe (FI) to the water trap (C) and from there to the loWer part 
of the scrubber (D). On their upward way in the scrubber, which is filled 
with coke or laths of wood, the gases are met by water let in through the top 
of the scrubber. They are then cooled and freed from any solid substances 
brought from the producer. From the upper part of the scrubber the gases 
are forced through the sawdust filter (E) where they are further cleaned, and 
from there into a gas holder, from which the engine is supplied. In order 
that the producer may always produce the amount of gas required by the 
engine, and neither too little nor too much, the gas holder is connected with 
the valve (I) on the steam pipe from the boiler to the steam blower. The 
connection  is ihade in such manner, that, when the holder is full, the valve • 

is closed, and when it sinks, the valve opens, steam and air are then supplied 
to the producer, gas is generated and the holder rises. 

If the engine is not working the valve (K) is closed, the valve (L) to the 
chimney opened, the supply of steam shut off and the door to the ash pit 
opened, when a 'very slow combustion in the producer takes place. When 
the producer is again started the boiler is fired up, the door to the ash pit 
closed and steam put on. At first a gas containing a large percentage of 
carbon dioxide and steam is produced, which gas is allowed to pass out through 
the chimney. The valve (L) is closed and (K) opened when the coal in the pro-
ducer is sufficiently hot and a good gas.produced. In order to test the gas, 
the pipe (H) is provided with a valve and a gas jet (0). This is opened and 
the gas ignited. When the gas burns quietly with  a blue flame if anthracite 
is used, and with an orange yellow flame if coke is gasified, the gas is of suitable 
composition. 

With different producers of this construction a gas of the following com-
position and calorific value has been obtained. 

	

I 	 II 	III 	 IV 

	

Belgian 	German 	English 	 Gas 

	

anthracite 	anthracite 	anthracite 	coke 

CO2.. 	 11.3% 	9:0% 	7.2% 	4.8% (of. volume) 
CO. 	16.6 " 	18.2 " 	26.8 " 	27.6‘" 
H  	242" 	18.2 " 	18.4 " 	' 	7.0 " 
CH4. 	2.0 " 	1.0 " 	0.6 " 	2.0 " 
N  	45.9" 	53.5" 	47.0" 	58.6" 
Calorific value, B.T.U. per 

. 	cubic foot. 	145 	123 	. 	150 	132 
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In producer III, 77 cub. feet gas were obtained per lb. anthracite. 
One lb. anthracite, with the assumed calorific value of 14,040 B.T.U. per 

lb. gives consequently by the combustion of the gases 11,550 B.T.U. 

The distribution of heat in the producer is as follows:— 
Calorific value of the gases 	 ' 	11,550 B.T.0 	 '  82.5% 
Pyrometric heat 	"   1,080 " 	 7.7% 
Loss through radiation. 	  1,410 "   9.8% 

14040 " 	 100% 

The above description shows that at a DOwson plant the air for the pro-
ducer is supplied under pressure, and the gas for the engine is also under 
pressure. In order to accomplish this, a special boiler fired with extra fuel, 
and a comparatively large gas holder are required. These apparatus make 
the plant complicated and require a comparatively large space. The small 
efficiency of the boiler has also a bad influence on the efficiency of the plant 
as a whole. 

In order  to simplify  the  Dowson plants  and also make them suitable  for 
small engines,  the plant shown in Fig. 200 was constructed by Bénier, about 
1894. 

FIG. zoo—BEinier Gas-producer Plant for Anthracite or Coke. 

His producer consists of an exterior iron shell lined with bricks, and an 
interior iron shell lined with fire proof bricks, which latter constitutes the 
producer proper. In the ash pit is placed a hollow iron cylinder (A), which 
serves_lx4h as boiler and grate.  The middle part of the cylinder is provided 
with flanges (B), which cam up the coal layer in the shaft. The mixtu.re of 
st,eam and air used for the combustion enters the producer between the 
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flanges. At certain intervals the' éylirider (A) is turned by means of the tap 
(C) a quarter of a revolution, when  the projecting teeth on the flanges (B) 
bring the ash down 'in the ash pit. The ash can also be reMoved, if required, • 
through a door on the side of the ash pit, -without any interniption in the 
generation of the gas owing to the fact that the air is not forced into the pro-
ducer, but drawn through the same by the engine. On one side of the cylin-
der (A) ià placed' a front piece (D) through which are inserted  the  • feed water 
pipe (E), the oVerflow pipe (F) and the steam pipe (G). The front piece (D) 
is attached to the side of the ash pit. The steam formed passes through pipe 
(G) to the cylinder (H) and from there through pipe (J) to the cylinder (K) 
which is 'open at its lower end. • 

• 	When the engine, draws the gas, a partial vacuum is developed in the 
- producer, air is admitted through the' opening (L), and steam from (K) through , 
the opening between (K) and (L). The air and steam are mixed'and drawn into 
the ring-shaped space (M), and pass from there through the narrow cylindrical 
space (N) where they are pi:eheated, into the ash pit and finally into the pro-
ducer. The gases developed pass into the cylinders (0) and (P). These 
cylinders are partly filled with water, and provided with plates placed in zigzag. 
The gases are. thereby forced to travel a long distancé and are cleaned and 
cooled by the water. The water is let in through the 'top part of the cylinder 
(P) and I.uns from  the lower part of (P) to the upper part of (0). The gases 
pass from (P) to (Q), where any water, which possibly is brought along, is 
removed and from there through the strainer (R) to (S) which serves as a 
pressure equalizer. Any gas holder proper is not included in the plant. • 

When the producer is started, a fan  is  used to draw the air through. 
The gases first developed pa.ss through the pipe (T) through the fan and out - 
in the chimney. • 

The .charging of the producer is done as follows:— 
When the 'cylinder (U) is, filled with coal, the cover (W) is put on, the 

bottom (Y) turned around, and the charge falls down in the producer. • 
By this construction no special boiler or gas holder are necessary. • 
A few years later, a similar producer, also for anthracite, was constructed 

by Taylor for a 6-8 h.p. engine. The gas plant:  was put up close  to  the gas 
engine, and the whole occupied only a small space. 

The principal parts of this plant which is similar in arrangement to that 
of a Pintsch gas plant (see Fig. 201 representing a Pintsch gas plant) are:— 
Producer A, steam generator C, water trap D, scrubber E, and sawdust filter G. 

The gas engine is started when the producer is filled with glowing coal, 
and all the apparatus' filled with gas. 

The hot gaseS pass from the producer through the steam producer, which 
is constructed in thé saMe manner as a tube boiler. Water is let in at its 
lower end, which gradually absorbs the heat‘contained in the gases, and in the 
upper -part is transformed into steam. The .steam is conveyed by pipe (J) 
to the as.h pit below the grate, where it is mixed- with air and dra,wn through 
the producer. When a large amount of gas is produced, the amount of steam 
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TP-7 
FIG. 201—Pintsch Gas-producer Plant for Anthracite or Coke. 

generated is correspondingly large, and when only a small amount of gas is 
produced, the amount of steam generated is small, so that the amount of 
steam required is automatically regulated by the producer itself. 
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FIG. 202—Kôrting Gas-producer Plant for Anthracite or Coke. 
LOW Mil MES 
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The partly cooled gases pass from (C) to (D), which, when the engine is not 
working, is filled with water, thereby cutting out the producer from the gas 
circuit. From (D) the gases pass through the scrubber (E) and sawdust 
filter (G). 

The experiments with suction gas producers carried out on a small scale 
by Bénier and Taylor were continued in 1900-1901 on a larger scale by the 
firm Julius Pintsch in Berlin, Germany. Pintsch's producer plant (see Fig. 
201) is similar to Taylor's, but includes also a ring cooler (F) and a pressure 
equalizer (H). 

When the producer is started a fan is used to draw in the necessary air, 
and the gases at first developed are allowed to escape through pipe (K). 

The first plant built by Pintsch was of 75 h.p. and worked satisfactorily 
from the start. 

The success attained by Pintsch resulted in the construction of suction 
gas plants by most of the manufacturing firms of gas engines, and at present 
suction gas plants are manufactured by a number of firms. 

Fig. 202 shows the construction of Gebrüder Km-ting's Hannover, Ger-
many, power gas plant for anthracite and coke. 

The fuel consumption with the suction gas plants is some 20% less, the 
attendance is easier and the plant simpler and requires less space than with 
the Dowson plants. 

1 
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The following table gives some comparative results from electrk_p_awer 
plants using gas or  steam power during  1905-1906. 

' 
Capacity 	Total 	K. W. hours 	K.W. hours Consumption 

e of plant 	of engine 	K.W. hours 	per lb. 	produced 	of oil per 
h.p. 	produced 	coal 	per mark 	K.W. hour 

	

=24 cents 	ounces 

- 
(ty— 	 Gas entities. 	

. 

.hstedt 	1 of 65 1 of 25 	108122 	0.40 	• 	43 	. 	0.19 
Lid.   1 of 100 2 of 60 	242535 	0.43 	49.8 	0.15 
;e. 	 2 of 50 	76170 	0.38 	35 	 0.13 
le 	2 of 80 	195348 	0.40 	48 	 0.09 
)erg.  	2 of 40 	101738 	0.38 	37 	 0.14 
ta 	2 of 80 	147565 	0.42 	43 	 0.09 
Lheim 	2 of 50 	157788 	0.40 	49 	 0.13 
nden. . .  	2 of 80 	166985 	0.38 	40.5 	0.12 

Steam en mes  with condensa don. 

bronn.  	1 of 120 	65620 	0.10 	11 	 0.44 
	 1of250 lof150 	199599 	0.20 	29 	 0.17 

2 of 60 	78901 	0.08 	10.8 	0.68 
2 of 80 	142041 	0.05 	19 	 0.12 

' 

In the plants so far described, only non-bituminous fuels such as anthra-
cite, coke, charcoal or peat coke, can be used, as the gas produced from these 
fuels is comparatively free from heavy hydrocarbons. On account of the 
expensiveness of these fuels, and the desirability of utilizing bituminous fuels, 
such as low grade coals, lignite, peat and wood for power purposes, Several 
producers with the necessary apparatus have in later years been invented. 

PRODTJCERS FOR BITUMINOUS FUELS. 

Every fuel consists of carbon and compounds of ceirbon, hydrogen and 
oxygen, or C CxHyOz. 

When the fuel is heated or gasified, the hydrogen combines with carbon 
to form hydrocarbons, and the oxygen also 'with carbon to form carbon mbn-
oxide and dioxide. 

The different hydrocarbons are formed in accordance with the following 
formulte:—' 

CnI12,1_ 2 	 C„H2„ 	C„H2„_.2  
If in these formuhe, different values of n are substituted, different gases 

are obtained. The higher n is, the higher is the melting and boiling  point of 
the corresponding hydrocarbon. 

If a fuel rich in hydrocarbons (bituminous) is gasified in a producer as 
constrùcted for anthracite or coke, the hydrocarbons are driven off, and 
mixed in the cooling apparatus and scrubbers with the permanent gases from 
the fuel. The tar, paraffin and water vapours are here condensed. The 
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water used carries away large arnounts of these substances, the coke or ma-
terial in the scrubbers is coated with same, and the scrubbers are gradually 
choked. A large part of these condensed substances is also carried away by 
the gas to the gas pipes ,and gas engines. The pipes thereby become gradu-
ally filled up, and the cylinder and valves of the engine choked. 

These conditions necessitated the construction of different producers 
from those used for non-bituminous fuels; the principal problem being to 
transform the heavy hydrocarbons in the pro.ducer itself into permanent 
gases. 

One of the first producers suitable for bituminous fuels was invented by 
Dr. Luelvig Mond.* 

In this producer, bituminous coal (slack and low grades) is gasified with 
the addition of large amounts. of steam. The nitrogen content in the gas is 
recovered as ammonium sulphate, and a gas suitable for gas engines obtained. 

The Mond producer is employed at quite a large nuMber of plants. 

Producers' for lignite briquettes are ,manufactured_by_Qe_brikler_Kürting 
in..Hannover, Gasmotorén fabrik Deutz_in Qologn, and bY a number of other 
firms in Germany. Gebrüder Kürting had, up to March 16th, 1906,t built 43 
lignite briquette producers, representin_g 4,460 h.p, 

This producer is a suction gas producer (when the gas is used for heating 
purposes and pressure is required, a fan is used to draw the gas from the pro-
ducer and force it through the pipes to the place of combustion.) 

The principal parts of the producer, see Fig. 203, are a vertical shaft 
about 10 feet in height, with a grate at the bottom and outlet for the gases at 
about half the height of the 'shaft. The upper part of the shaft is provided 
with a chimney, in which a gas burner is built in. The gas burner draws the 
gases directly from the produéer shaft through the openings in a masonry 
grate. The starting of the producer is done in the same manner as the start-
ing of a  common stove.  , by means of natural draft through the chimney, in 
which the gases driven  off are burnt with air through the gas burner mentioned. 

When the prodncer is heated sufficiently (that is filléd with glowing 
briquettes, from which the hydrocarbons are driven ,off) the chimney is closed. 
and the producer connected to the engine. -From now on the gas is drawn 
through the gas dutlet placed at thè middle of the shaft. The cover of the 
feed box is left open so that air for the combustion can enter, and further air 
is let in through the door on the side of the ash pit. 

The producer consequently burns from both top and bottom.  towards 
the mi idle. The lower fire naturally has a tendency to burn more vigorously 
on acco. unt of the combustion air there passing right through the grate and 
the fuel bed to the outlet, without any change in its course. The combustion 
gases from the upper fire, on  the other hand, on account of the protection. 
wall placed in front of the gas outlet, must change their course. By regula-
ting the supply of air admitted to the lower fire, the upper fire and the tempera- 

*The Brunner 	_Mond Co., 39 Victoria St., London  England. 
fPaper by E. Brai-71BE—Oiber Neuere Generatoren-1<onstï -.fiaronen. 
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FIG. 2o3—Korting's Lignite Briquette Gas-producer. 

ture developed there can be regulated, so that the right temperature is ob-
tained for the decomposition and combustion of the hydrocarbons driven off 
from the freshly charged briquettes. 

The briquette producer is, on account of its constructidn, well suited for 
continuous operation, and the ash and slag formed can be removed easily 
and without interruption in the work of the producer. 

The chemical process in the producer is as follows:— 
The process at the lower fire is the same as in a coke producer. The 

fuel is dried in the upper part of the producer, heated so that the gases are 
driven off, and coked. The coke is burnt by the air admitted through the 
grate, to CO2, which is reduced to CO on its way to the gm outlet. The ashes 
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from the briquettes are light and powdery, and on this ac'count the bottom 
of the ash pit  is  covered with water. This water vapourizes, and a certain . 
amount of water vapour is then drawn through the producer. The water 
vapour is decomposeà by the hot carbon and hydrogen and CO are formed. 

The process at the upper fire is different. 
A part of the carbon is here burnt, and so much heat developed that the 

compounds Cz  Hy  O 	driven off as hydrocarbonS arid free 'oxygen. o 
The oxygen takes part in the combustion, and forms CO2. The hydrocarbons 
are decomposed sand partly form carbon and hydrogen, and partly carbon 
and 0114. The carbon is burned to 002, and the hydrogen to 1120. 0H4  is 
a permanent gas which, to a certain extent, increases the value of the gas. 

The upper fire is naturally the hotter, as the atmospheric oxygen here is 
in action, and the fuel bed on top is always so hot, that the CO2  and 1120 
formed are reduced to CO and H, (part of the  1120 is derived frorn the mois-
ture in the fuel.) The gas from the upper part of the producer consequently 
also contains hydrogen. 

By the decomposition of 1120, heat is consumed, but by the decomposi-
tion of hydrocarbons, the case is different. The hydrocarbons are of two 
kinds, exothermic and endothermic. 

Exothermic hydrocarbons are such Which, when decoinposed, consume 
heat, as for instance, 0114. Endothermic are such, which when decomposed, 
develop heat, as for instance, 2 02112-0114 -F03 . 

It has been found that the efficiency of the producer as well as the tem-
perature of the gases is slightly different when different briquettes are used. 
This is explained by the difference in composition of the exothermic and en-
dothermic hydrocarbons contained. 

• The following table gives some typical analyses of lignite briquettes and 
the gas produced from same. 

BRIQUETTE ANALYSES. 

Calo- 
Briquettes 	 Mois- 	Ash 	Slag 	H. 	C. 	o+N 	rifle 

from 	 ture 	 value 
B.T.U. 

Lauéhhammer (Lausitz)........ 	 11.30 	5.56 	1.04 	4.41 	49.90 	27.79 	7686 
Bockwitz (Lausitz).  	13.88 4.38 	1.09 	4.00 	53.38 	23.27 	8244 
Union (Rheinland).  	12.81 . 5.79 	1.00 	4.55 	54.73 	21.12 	8892 
Ilona (Hungary).  	13.92 12.00, 	1.97 	3.73 	48.32 	19.56 	7740 
Trendelbusch (Braunschweig).: 	15.28 8.82 	2.54 	5.03 	52;05 	16.28 	9108 
Riebeck,Montan (Halle).  	12.14 9.30 	2.70 	4.86 	53.73 	17.27 	9234 



PLATE 31. 

Gas Engine at Skabersjei Peat -gas Plant, Sweden. 

PLATE 32. 

Gas Engine at Skabersjô Peat-gas Plant, Sweden. 



C3H6 A-

C2H4 

Calo-
rific 

value 
B.T.U. 

per cub. 
foot. 

Briquettes 
from CO2 1 0 H I CO CH4 

Lauchhammer (Lausitz). 	 
Bockwitz (Lausitz). 	  
Union (Rheinland). 
Ilona (Hungary). 
Trendelbusch (Braunschweig). 	 
Riebeck, Montan (Halle). 	 

9.2 0.2 14.9 21.2 1.3 
14.8 0.2 16.3 11.8 2.0 
8.1 .... 16.2 19.5 	2.8 
8.6 .... 10.4 19.6 	4.6 

12.2 .... 17.3 15.6 	2.4 
10.2 0.2 15.0 18.6 1.5 

129 
115 . 

 139 
142 
128 
123 

0.4 
52.9 
54.3 
53.4 
55.6 
52.4 
54.5 
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GAS ANALYSES. 

Peat Gas Producers.-Amongst the firms which manufacture peat gas 
producers, Gebrüder Kôrting, in Hannover, has erected the greatest number 
of plants so far .in operation. Other firms which also experiment with or 
manufacture peat gas producers are: Julius Pintsch  in Berlin, G. Liither, 
Braunschweig,  and Oberbaverische Kokswerke,  Beuerberc ,  in Germany. 
In England the same question has been taken up by the Power-Gas Corpora-
tion,  London, and  in France by Compaunie  de_Gaz,  H. Riché in Paris. 

FIG. zo4-K8rting's Peat Gas-producer. 
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The KOrting Peat Gas Producer is a suction gas producer, and consists, 
see Fig. 204, of a high shaft with a grate at the hoftom. The upper part of 
the shaft is provided with grates on two sides, and with a collector and outlet 
pipe for the gases' developed in the ftpper part of the producer. A small part 
of the peat charged falls on the grates and is there burned. Thé heat thereby 
developed is sufficient for the drying of the peat,  and for the driving off of the 
gaSes. Contrary to the briquette prodUcer, in which the gases developed 
were directly drawn through the fuel bed téz the gas outlet, the gases in the 
peat producer are drawn from the top of the producer through  the pipe 
shown in the figure and pass together with air through the grate at the bot-
tom of the shaft. The hydrocarbons and water vapours are, on their upward 
way through the hot carbon, decomposed, and the CO2  reduced to CO. The 
outlet for the gases is placed a little below the middle of the shaft. 

- 	The first peat gas plant on a larger scale was erected in 1903 at Skab'ersjO  , 
Sweden,  by Gebrüder Kérting,*  

, The plant is erected, close to the noslâtt peat bog,  which  ha s an area of 
37 acres and an average depth of about 5 feet.  Thé peat is well humified  and 
gives 297 lbs. air-dried peat fuel per cub. yard. The bog contains 44,550 
tons peat, which is sufficient to supply the plant with fuel  for a  period of  30 
years. At 'the end of that time; another bog in the neighborhood containing 
a  peat supply sufficient for some 40-50  years will - be worked,. 

The cost of the peat fuel at the ga,s producers was in 1904 about $1.00 
per ton. 

Fig. 205  shows a section and Fig. 206 a plan of the plant, which has a 
capacity of 300 electrical h.p.  • • The storehouse for the peat is located close to 
the producer plant. The plant consists of two units each of 150 h.p. which 
have both been in operation during the last couple of Years.• 

• ,The machinery,is as follows:=2 peat gas 'producers (1), and 2 scrubbers 
(2) Placed in one room, 2 sawdust filters (3) in a,  second  room, and .2 gas 
engines (4) with  their direct coupled electrical generator (5) and two belt-
driven dynamos (6) (exciters) in the engineroom. 

The auxiliary machinery is:-2 tanks for the compressed air used for 
the starting of the engines, 1 air _compressor, 1 centrifugal pump to supply 
the necessary water for the cooling of the engines ,  and the scrubbers, 1 fan 
for starting the producers, 1 shaft for the above machines driven by an electro-
motor, and as reserve a small bezin motor (system Kârting). 

The peat fuel is brought from, the,  storehouse by means of a conveyer to a 
large bin placed above the producers, which are charged once each hour. 
The charging is very conveniently done-from the bin, 'and  occupies only a few 
seconds each thee. 

The gases from the producer pass first through the scrubbers (2) where 
any ash particles brought along are removed by the water. The upper parts 

' of the scrubbers are filled with fagots in order that a large area may  be  ob-
tained. These must be changed about once every month, which requires 

*Through their agents, Engineering Firm Frit Egnell, Stockholm, SWeden. 
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Fig. 205. 

Peat-gas Power Plant at Skabersjo, Sweden.  Ire  W.  zio 
about one hour. The gases pass from the scrubbers to the sawdust filters (3) 
where water and ash particles still contained are removed. The material used 
in these filters, sawdust or similar material, is also changed once each month. 
The gases now pass through a pressure equalizer (7) and to the gas engines. 

The gas engines are also of system Kfirting (see Plates 31,32) and make 
180 revolutions per.  minute. The electric generators ( three-phase ) are 
directly driven by the gas engines, and generate an electric current of 3,000 
volts. 



Perfectly dry sample , Air-dried sample, 
No. 

Moisture 
Organic 

substance. 
Calories 
per kg. 

Organic 
substance 

Calories. 
per kg. Ash Ash 

1 	  
2 	  
3 	  
4 	  
5 	  

7 	  
8 	  
9 	  

10 	  
11 	  
12 	  
13 	  
14 	  

34.9 
35.8 
36.1 
33.2 
35.5 
35.4 
30.3 
28.7 
35.1 
31.9 
29.6 
29.2 
35.4 
30.2 

6.16 
6.84 
7.81 
5.61 
6.02 

58.44 
62.86 
63.49 
59.29 
62.08 

2830 
3110 
3120 
2820 
3030 

9.54 
9.82 

10.96 
8.65 
8.84 

90.46 
90.18 
89.04 
91.35 
91.16 

4990 
5000 

' 4895 . 
4945 
5005 

Average* 	 32.3 6.49 61.23 , 2980 9.58 90.42 4965 
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Dhring October 7-9, 1906, a commission composed  of three members, 
one of vvhom was appointed by the owner of the plant, one by the firm which 
had erected the plant, and the third chds'en by the previous members, investi-
gated the working of the plant. 

The results obtained were as follows:- • • 

ANALYSES OF THE PEAT YOST, 

ANALYSES OF GAS. 

• 
go. 	 4 	5 	6 	7 	8 	9 	10 

- - 	  

Vol. % 
D02 	  10.5 10.4 	9,4 10.6 	9.8 	9.0 	9.2 	9.3 	9.7 	9.6 
;0   17.2 18.5 18.8 17.0 20.0 21.5 20.3 19.9 20.2 20.1 
) 	  0.9 	0.8 	1.3 	0.9 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.1 	0.0 	0.0 
J2114 	2.8 	2.1 	1.9 	0.4 	0.2 	0.3 	0.4 	0.3 	0.4 	0.3 

- 	  -)I-14 	 5.2 	5.0 	5.5 	6.0 	5.5 	5.7 	5.2 	6.2 	6.5 	5.3 
i.  

	

	6.8 	5.8 	6.5 	6.3 	6.5 	6.3 	6.8 	6.0 	5.3 	6.7 , V.   56.6 56.4 56.6 58.8 58.0 57.2 58.1 58.2 57.9 58.0 
:A) Calories per cub. meter, 	calcu- 

lated. 	  1450 1440 1420 1180 1210 1270 1220 1260 1290 1210 
,B) 	Calories per cub. 	meter, 	deter- 

mined by Junker's calorimeter 	 1180 1170 	960 970 1010 1140 1070 .... . 	. 

Average 
A +B 

2 
	-1180 calories per cub. méter, or 132 B.T.U. per cub. foot. 

During the trial f oithe determination: of the fuel consump• tion, gas engine 
No. 2 was run 6 hours and 11 minutes. The load on the engine was on an 
average  120 h.p., and the fuel consumption 1,014 kg. peat. 

The peat used had, as shown in the previous table, 32.3% moisture with 
calorifié value of 2,980 calories per kg. (5,364 B.T.T.T. per lb.) . • 

The fuel consumption per effective h.p..hour was 1.37 	. 0 lbs., 
and the working of the plant as a whole was found satisfactory. 

*Average of samples Nos. 6-10. 
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The next plant, shown in Figs. 207, 208, was erected at Burtingsberg, 
Sweden, by the same firm. 

Fig. 207. 

Fig. 208. 

PEAT-GAS POWER PLANT AT BURANGSBERG, SWEDEN, 

i.  Gas producer. 2. Scrubber. 3. Sawdust filter. 4. Gas engine. 5. Pressure 
equalizer. 6. Muffler. 

At this plant the gas engine of 60 effective horse power is used for the 
operation of pumps and hoists in the mine in the vicinity. 

A brake test made early in 1904 gave the following results:— 
Effective h.p. 	 66.9  
Indicated h.p. 	 82.3 	 • 

ConsumPtion of fuel. 	 1.12 kg.=-2.46 lbs. per effective h.p. hour. 
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The peat used contained: 
Moisture 	  39.71% 
Ash 	  4 . 38% 
Combustible substance    55.91% 

and had a calorific value of 2,689 calories per kilogram=4,840 B.T.U. per lb. 

The mechanical efficiency of the gas engine was 81.3 %. 
Calories consumed per h.p. hour, 3,012=11,927 B.T.U. 

The producer was guaranteed to have 80% efficiency, and the gas engine 
guaranteed to consume not more than 2,400 calories =9,504 B.T.U. per h.p. 
hour with full load. 

80% of 3,012 is equal to 2,409 calories, or 9,515 B.T.U., which shows 
that the guarantees were carried out. 

The following results were obtained during two months run:— 

« 	Total firing 	  1,464 hours. 
Gas engine working. 	  1,080 " 
Producer kept hot, gas engine not working 	 , 384 " 

The total fuel consumption was 107,800 lbs. peat with about 25% 
moisture. While the gas engine was idle, but the producer kept hot, about 
8.8 lbs. peat per hour were required, or a total of about 3,300 lbs. 

The average load on the engine was about 45 h.p., and the conSumption 
107,800-3,300 of fuel per h.p. hour 	 —2.15 lbs. peat. 

45 x 1,080 
The peat with 25% moisture contained about 3,600 calories per kg., or 

6,480 B.T.U. per lb. 

The average consumption during some two years was: 
• per day 	per h.p. hour 

•Peat fuel  	2,354 lbs. 	2.18 lbs. 
Oil 	 16 . 06 " 	0.0154 " 
Cylinder oil.  	12.76  " 	0.0132  " 

The labour cost for the attendance of the producer and gas engine was 
on an average $2.27 per day. 

During 1907 two other peat gas plants at Wisby*  and Sunne,  Sweden. 
were erectes_11,3y  the same firm, and  others are being planned both in Sweden 
and Denmark. 

The producer constructed by the firm Julius Pintsch in Berlin,  is 
shown in Fig. 209. The producer consists of a shaft provided with a cast 
iron cylinder, acting as a kind of retort in which the bituminous substances 
are gasified. The gases are by means of a steam ejector drawn from the 
upper part of the shaft and forced into the lower part, where the3r are mixed 
with air.  •  The mixture of air and gas passes through the layer of hot carbon, 
and are transformed into hydrogen, carbon monoxide and methane. 

*The plaint at Wisby will be enlarged during 1908 from 250 to 1,000 h.y. 

d 
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The producer is said to work well, but peat with high er co n tents 
moisture cannot be used. 

G. Luther in,Braunschweig has erected one peat gas plant in..-,Sweden 
and_su—i—a_or_t y. The construction of the producer, which in 

FIG. 2o9—Pintsch Gas-producer for Bituminous Fuels. 
77-ii:P17e) -cizeceuz. 

Germany also is used for lignite briquettes, could not be obtained, but at  a 
trial run at Ofenfabrik Kfifner, in Nymphenhurg,  w'ith a Luther gas plant, 
a consumption of 2.3 lbs.  peat_per  effective h.p. hour was obtained.  The 
peat used had a calorific value of 5,857 B.T.U. per lb., and the gases produced 
114 B.T.U. per cub. foot. 

Oberbayerischen Kokswerke in Beuerberg, Germany (M. Ziegler).—This 
producer,* see Fig. 210, works on the same principle as a coke  or 
anthracite producer,  i.e., the gases produced are not all transformed into 
permanent gases in the producer, but the tar and paraffin substances are 
later removed in special cooling and cleaning apparatus. The diameter of 
the producer shaft is made narrower some distance above the grate in order 
that the gases may pass through the hotter part of the shaft and not follow 
the walls, where a larger amount of carbon dioxide would pass through un-
reduced. The combustion air is introduced below the grates by means of 
a steam blower. 8 :- 

The producer has a large grate area, 86 sq..feet, and can, according to 
Ziegler,  produce 1,694,880 cubic feet of gas per 24 hours.  33.328 me/m;n 

A plant with this producer is in operation  at Scheleken, Germany, and 
the _gas produced is said to be free from tar,  so that the gas engine works 
without trouble. 

*According to information received, the construction of the producer has later been 
modified. 

15 



FIG. 2io--M. Ziegler's Peat Gas-producer. 

The idea with this producer is to recover the by-products, tar and 
ammonia, contained in the gases before using same in the gas engines. 

The same idea has been advocated by  Prof. A. Frank, Charlottenberg, 
Germany, and his associate, Dr. Ca.ro 	_ 

" Dr. Caro, on the basis of the Mond process,* has worked out a new 
method for gasifying peat in a mixture of air and superheated steam in excess. 
The process has been tried with Irish peat at the Mond works in  Stockton, 
and it has been found that almost the total amount of nitrogen in the peat 
is changed and recovared as ammonium sulphate, which can be easily sold 
as fertilizer. 

At the  Stockton works the output from 220 lbs. of peat, calculated as 
free from water and containing somewhat more than 1% nitrogen, was 6.16 
lbs. of ammonium sulphate and 8,827 cubic feet of producer gas, with a 
calorific value of 145 B.T.U. per cubic foot. 

Dr. Caro gives the following results obtained in tests at Winnington, 
England, where there is a large Mond gas producer plant. The Mond gas 
producers which were available there were partly used for gasifying peat. 

*Electro-chemical and Metallurgical Industry, Oct., 1907. 
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The peat gas was supplied to the gas engines, which  were  otherwise operated 
with Mond gas, and ammonium sulphate was recovered in the saine wœks. 

The engineer in charge of the gas engine plant did not know whether 
he received Mond gas or peat gas, because all gas came through the same 
supply mains. He did not even find the difference in the operation of the 
gas engines. , 

Italian peat was employed in these tests, since they were macle in the 
interest of a projected lisyek in Italy. 

715 tons of peat were gasified in the whole. The composition of the dry • 

peat substance was as follows:— 
•	 Ash 	 15 . 2% 

Volatile substances 	  43 . 8 " 
Nitrogen  	1 . 62% 
Total carbon 	  56.3% 
Fixed carbon 	  34 . 2 " 

with a calorific value of 10,116 B.T.U. per lb. 

The peat was used in different conditions, mostly with an average con-
tent of 40% water. 48,047 cubic feet of gas, with a calorific value of 152 
B.T.U. per cubic foot, were obtained per ton water-free peat substance. 

Besides this there were obtained 107 lbs. ammonium sulphate per ton 
water-free peat. 

The gas was partly used for generating the steam required for the gas 
producer process, partly for heating the ammonium sulphate solution, and 
besides this an excess of gas was obtained, giving 480 h.p. hours in gas engines 
for each ton water-free peat. 

In this plant the cost of the treatment of 100 tons of peat (the weight 
being calculated on the basis of water-free peat) was $50, including wages 
($1 to $1.25 per man and day), repairs, etc. Further, for the production of 
the ammonium sulphate, sulphuric acid, costing $41.25 (at $7.50 per ton), 
was used. Finally, if the amortization is assumed to be $33.75 (10%), the 
total cost is $125. 

On the other hand, from these 100 tons of water-free peat, ammonium 
sulphate to the amount of about $325 was obtained. This shows a good 
profit, especially if it is considered that the gas is supplied to the gas engines 
in absolutely pure condition." 

Compagnie de Gaz  H. Riché, in Paris, erect gas producer plants  constructed 
as a rule for the gasification of  wood, but •also suitable for peat. 

The wood or peat is charged into a number of vertical cast iron retorts, 
placed  in a furnace, and heated from the outside.  The outlet for the gases 
developed is placed at the lower ends of the retorts (see Fig. 211), whereby 
the gases are forced through the hot (about 900° cent.) carbon left in the 
retorts from  the  previous charge. 

The process is also carried out in such a manner that  two retorts are 
coupled together.  The  gases developed in one retort are then forced through 
the other, which is filled with hot  carbon. 
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FIG.  21  I  —Riché Gas-producer. 

- The water vapours driven off from the fresh charge are, when passing 
through the hot carbon, decomposed, and hydrogen and carbon monoxide 
formed; the carbon dioxide is reduced to monoxide, and the hydrocarbons 
transformed into permanent gases. 

Fig. 212 show sa Riché gas plant with gas holder. 

The retorts are comparatively quickly destroyed, on account of the high 
temperature required. The pressure in the retorts is 7.2-8.0 inches water, 
and in the gas holder 0.4 inches. 

The gas is used either for illuminating purposes or in gas engines 
composition of the gas is said to be: 

CO2  
CO 
CH4  
H 

with a calorific value of 336 B.T.U. per cubic foot. 

	  21% (volume) 
	  22% " 
	  13% " 
	  44% " 

.  The 
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FIG. 212—Riché Gas Plant. 

Peat with 30-35% moisture* gives per 100 lbs. 960 cubic feet gas and 
35 lbs. peat coke. 

*Report by Larson and Wallgren. 
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CHAPTER VIII. 

MANUFACTURE OF MOSS LITTER AND PEAT MULL. 

The use of moss litter as bedding for horses and cattle has in later years 
increased enormously in Europe, where its advantages for this purpose have 
been clearly demonstrated. Peat mull, which is obtained as by-product in 
the manufacture of moss litter, is also largely used for various purposes later 
described. 

Moss litter is manufactured from the sphagnum peat, which must be as 
little humified as possible in order to be suitable for the manufacture of first 
class moss litter. Dark, decomposed peat is less suitable, on account of its 
comparatively small moisture absorbing properties. 

A simple, practical test* to determine the quality of the peat is the fol-
lowing: A piece of the peat is squeezed by hand, and if only clear water is 
squeezed out, and the remains consist of light coloured undecomposed moss 
residue, the peat is as a rule well suitable for the manufacture of moss litter. 

The digging  of the peat is generally commenced in  the autumn and con-
tinues until the frost sets in.  The peat dug  out  is laid  out on the surface  of 
the bog,  and  left there to freeze until next spring.  Contrary to peat fuel,  
moss littler is not damaged by the frost,  but the freezing is advantageous. 
The fibres  in the peat are broken up by the frost, whereby  the subsequent 
drying process is facilitated,  the disintegration is made,  easier, and the_peat 
becomes soft and elastic. 

l3y combining the manufacture of peat fuel and moss litter ,at such bogs, 
whore suitable peat for the two purposes occur, the advantage . is  gained that 
the workmen, or at least part of them, can then be given work during the 
greater part of the year, and the labour question is made easier. 

MANUFACTURE OF MOSS LITTER ON A SMALL SCALE.—The method used 
by farmers in many localities for the manufacture of smaller quantities of 
moss litter for their own farms is as follows:— 

The bog, or part of same, is  first sufficiently drained,  so that a horse can 
walk on its surface.  In the autumn, the surface is cploughed up to a depth  
of 6-8 incheS, and the peat left in this state during  the -winter.  Next pring, 
when the ground has dried sufficiently, the peat is thoroughly harrowed, 
and when dried, scraped in heaps, conveyed to a suitable storehouse and used 
as required. The surface  can be harrowed several times during the summer,  
as the peat dries quickly  when  it is spread out in a thin loose layer exposell to 
wind and sun,  and considerable amounts of litter can be obtained by this 
method, which is often used by the farmers in north-western Germany. 

*Om Torstree, by H. von Feilitzen. 
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In localities where this method cannot be used, or where larger quantities 
are required, the peat is dug out with spades in brick-shaped pieces, in the 
same manner and with the same tools as described in Chap. III dealing with 
cut peat for fuel purposes. The peat is also dried in the same manner, either 
on the surface of the bog or in special drying sheds, and stacked or stored in 
storehouses. 
L74-'  MANUFACTURE OF MOSS LITTER AND PEAT MTJLL ON A LARGER SCALE.— 

The dried peat, after being brought to the plant, is first passed through a 
tearing machine, or disintegrator, where the fibres are torn apart. During 
this process, a certain amount of mull is also formed. The product from the 
disintegrator is therefore, in cases where the mull is separated from the 
fibre, passed through a sieve, and the two products separated. The litter 
and mull are afterwards pressed into bales. 

The Tearing Machines or Disintegrators used are of somewhat different 
construction, but of the same principle. The machines are made in different 
sizes; the smaller ones are operated by hand power and those of larger capa-
city by motor power. 

The principal manufacturers of complete machinery for moss litter and 
peat mull plants are in Germany: R. Dolberg Aktiengesellschaft in Rostock, 
and A. Heinen in Varel; in Sweden, Abjôrn Anderson's Mek, Verkstads A. B. 
Svedala. 

Disintegrators and presses of slightly different construction from those 
manufactured by the above firms are also manufactured by a number of 
other firms in both Germany and Sweden. 

R. Dolberg's Moss Litter Disintegrator for Hand-power. 

Figs. 213, 214 show a disintegrator, for hand power, manufactured by 
R. Dolberg. This machine consists of two drums provided with teeth, 
which rotate with different velocities against each other. The teeth on the 
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drum which rotates with greater velocity are alternately bent as shown in 
the figures, to right and left. The teeth on the other drum are all in each 
row in the same plane, and intersect between the bent teeth on the first drum 
and keep them clean. The price of this machine, f.o.b. Rostock, is 145 marks. 

Fig. 215 shows a disintegrator for hand power, manufactured by A. 
Heinen. The rotating sieve shown in the figure can easily be removed if 
desired. The price, f.o.b. Varel, is, with sieve, 400 marks, without sieve, 325 
marks. 

FIG. 215-A. Heinen's Moss Litter Disintegrator for Hand-power. 

el In Figs. 216-219, a number of disintegrators by different manufacturers 
are shown. The machines are made in different sizes of different capacities. 
lp In cases where more mull than obtained from the disintegrators is re-
quired, special peat mull mills are used. These mills can be fed either with 
the dried peat bricks, or with the litter. 

FIG.  216-A.  216-A. Heinen's Moss Litter Disintegrator for Motor-power. 
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R. Do(berg's Moss Litter Disintegrator for Motor-power. 
eos-r0C£ 

Fin. 219—Abjôrn Anderson's Moss Litter Disintegrator for Motor-power. 
5vEne  I.  

Figs. 220-222 show different constructions of such mills, which in 
principle are the same as a common coffee mill. 

The presses mostly used are vertical, and strongly constructed of wood. 
The litter or mull is pressed down to H of its original volume, and in the 
presses the bales are secured with 6-10 laths of wood,,  and bound round with 
iron wire as shown in Fig. 223. 

A press for hand power is shown in Fig. 224, and a press for motor power 
in Figs. 225,226. 

Description of the Moss Litter Plant at Yzenhult, Swed,en.—This plant is 
owned by a co-operative society of landowners and  farmers* in southern 
Sweden. 

*Sanska Landtmitnnens Andelstorfstrô-fôrening. 



FIG. 220—A. Heinen's Peat Mull Mill. 

R. Dolberg's Peat Mull Mills. 
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FIG. 223—Moss Litter Bale. 

FIG. 221—Moss Litter Press for Hand-power. 
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FIG.. 225—Moss Litter Press for Motor-power. 
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FIG. 226—Moss Litter Press for Motor-power. 

L, 	

The bog supplying the raw material to this plant is some 500 acres in 
extent, and contains little humified sphagnum peat with some smaller areas 
of more humified peat near the margin of the bog. 

A ditch about 5 feet deep, with a width at the surface of 3.3 feet and at 
the bottom 1.6 feet, is dug around the bog in order to drain the working 
trenches and the surrounding surface area. 

The worldn£ trenches are started 66 to 82 feet apart,  and run parallel 
across the whole width of the bog.  The work of digging the peat out of the 
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bog begins  in the autumn, and continues until the required quantity is dug 
out, or until  theirost setLin. The.work is cmied out as follows:— 

In the lines staked out a 1.65 feet wide strip  on  each side of the line is 
dug out vertically. The peat is cut in brick-shaped pieces of the apprœdmate 
dimensions 12 x 10 x 3 inches.  The trench is four peat bricks in width  and 
ten in depth. Seven peat bricks in depth are lifted up and placed_in.yows 
by the digger on the edge of the trench and from there they are laid out on the 
surface of the bog by another man by means of a fork, at such a distance  from  
the  trench that some 3.5 to 5 feet remain uncovered. The three lowest 
bricks, which are of a looser consistency, are cut ont and laid out on this 
space, without any further handling. During the first year this work is paid 
for ai the rate of 3.4.5 cents per cub. yard peat dug out. The second and 
following years the work is continued with a strip 1.65 feet in width on each 
side of the first trench, but on account of the setting of the bog (about 1 foot), 
on account of drainage, the bottom of the first trench is also deepened this 
distance. The work during the second and succeeding years is paid for at 
the rate of 3.2 cents per cub. yard. 

Thé peat laid out is left during the winter, and until sufficiently dry to 
be handled in the spring, when the bricks are turned and raised with two 
bricks against each other. This -work is paid for at the rate of 0.6 cents per 
cub. yard peat (measured in the trench). After being dried in this manner, 
the bricks are piled up in conical heaps, as shown in Figs. 8-9, and left until 
sufficiently dried, or with 20-30% moisture. The cost of this work is 0.8 
cents per cub. yard, measured as before. 

The dried peat is either stacked or stored in small sheds on the bog. 
The stacks or sheds are placed on every third working section, which is pro-
vided with permanent or portable tracks, for the transportation of the peat 
to the works. Light carriers, about 4 x g feet in dimensions, are used for 
carrying the peat to the stacks or sheds. 

For stacking 2 cents is paid, and for storing in sheds 1.8 cents per cub. 
yard, measured in the stack or shed. 

Occasionally the peat is loaded directly from the heaps into cars, and 
brought to the plant. In thià case for loading and transportation 2.4 cents 
per cub. yard is paid. For loading and transportation from the stacks or 
sheds to the plant 1.6 cents per cub. yard is paid and for the moving of the 
portable tracks 0.3 cents per yard. 

The moss litter plant is provided with 4 presses (see Fig. 227). All the 
necessary machinery is made by Abjelrn Anderson's Mekaniska .Verkstad 
Svedala,  Sweden. 

The peat cars brought from the bog, are, by means of hoists, brought up 
the elevated tracks (A), to the storehouse, where the peat is dumped. At 
the bottom of this room are  two  conveyors (B), which bring the peat to the 
tearing machines (C). The disintegrated material, by means of elevators 
(D), is conveyed to the rotating sieves (E),* where the fibres are freed from 

*At this plant the sieves are covered with sheet iron, and the peat mull and moss litter 
are pressed together. 
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3 
FIG. 227.—Moss Litter Plant with Four Presses. 	lee 	 «1  

the mull, and from the sieves through shoots to the presses (F). Each pess 
produces 175-225 bales per day of 10 hours,  The dimensions of the bes 
are  40 x 28 x 20  inches, with an average weight of 150-165 lbs per hale 

The pressing work is paid with 0.16 cents per bale. 70 " 7S 
The bales are brought to the railway station at Yxenhult by means oflan 

aerial  tramway (G), and loaded on cars. 
The power for the plant is supplied by a 50 h.p. steam engine, and the 

boilers are fired with peat refuse, sawdust, etc. 



PLATE 33. 

Moss Litter Plant with Four Presses, Hâstveda, Sweden. 

PLATE 34. 

Moss Litter Plant with Four Presses, Hastveda, Sweden. 
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The cost of production at this plant, which has a yearly production of 
about1.20,00jUaleLlea•_year, is, including all expenditure, 20-21 cents 
per bale.  - 

The moss litter is sold to members of the society which owns the plant, 
f.o.b. railway car, at Yxenhult, for 27 cents per bale. 

The same society owns another plant of the same capacity (shown in 
Plates 33 and 34). 

Fig. 228 shows a moss litter plant with two presses, but otherwise of the 
same construction in principle as the one with 4 presses shown in Fig. 227. 

FIG. 228—Moss Litter Plant with Two Presses. 
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A very large number of moss litter plants has been erected in later years 
in Sweden, Norway, Germany and Holland,  and this industry at present 
has a very promising outlook. 

The selling  price  of the  moss litter  as well as of the peat mull  naturally 
varies, but is, at present, on an average loaded on cars at  the plant:— 

In Sweden for .moss litter. 	  20-25 cents per 100 lbs. 
In Germany for moss litter.  	  15-22 	cc 

In Germany for peat mull 	  18-35 	cc 

Properties of Moss Litten—Well  air-dried mdss litter (about 20% mois-
ture) absorbs more moisture  than  any other bedding material.  According.  to 
tests made by the  Swedish peat society :* : 

Sawdust absorbs 21--51 times its own weight water: 
Straw absorbs 34-4i times its own weight water. 
Moss litter absorbs 8-16 times its own weight water. 
Moss litter also absorbs gases, especially animonia and carbon dioxide. 

*Svenska mosskulturfôreningen, kinkiiping, Sweden. 
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CHAPTER IX. 

USES OF MOSS LITTER AND PEAT MULL AND OTHER PEAT PRODUCTS. 

Moss Litter for Bedding Purposes.—Moss litter, on account of its great 
moisture absorbing property, makes the best bedding material, and its pro-
perty to absorb foul-smelling gases makes it still more valuable.  The air  is 
therefore considerably_sweeleiLi ere moss litteris used  instead of 
straw,  and it is claimed that moss litter, on account of its disinfective pro-
perty, has a very beneficial effect on the hoofs of the animals;  and thrush, 
where moss litter is used, is very much reduced. 

The Swedish peat society a few years ago made a test with different 
bedding material at their experimental plant  at  Flahult  with the following 
results. 

Each bedding material was used during a period of three weeks. A bed 
was first made, and on top of it enough of the same material to absorb  all 
liquids.  The manure was carefully collected, weighed and stored in a shed. 

Tbe analysis made showed that the following amounts of manure were 
obtained for each animal (young cattle)  pg day: with moss litter 41.14  lbs., 
with  straw,. 39.38 lbs.,  and with sawdust 45.98 lbs., which contained :— 

Moss litter manure.   135,kbl 	0.185 lbs. nitrogen. -  
cc Straw manure 	  0.157  

Sawdust manure. 	 &Z./ 	0 .138 	cc 

Several other experiments made at different localities have also demon-
strated that no other bedding material can absorb and retain the nitrogen 
to the same extent as moss litter.  The manure, where moss litter is used, 
has threfore a considerably higher value as a fertilizer. 

• 	Moss litter can advantageously be used as bedding material  for horses, 
cattle, pigs and  hens,  but not for sheep. 

.The moss litter should be well dried,  and made of light coloured, little 
humified, sphagnum moss. A light litter is always better than à heavy one, 
and the lighter it is', the higher is its moisture absorbing property. 

A litter, which  with 20% moisture content can al--)76iFTO times its own 
'weight  moisture, absorbs with  

30% moisture. 	  8.1- times its own weight water. 
40% 	"   7,13- 	cc 	 cc cc 
50% 	CC 	t 	cc 	 cc 

cc 60% 	CC 	 Al 	cc s 	 cc 
70% 	"   3 	cc 	 cc • 

Moss Litter /or Insulation and Packing Purposes.—Moss litfer  is a poor 
heat conductor, and is therefore used as coverings for steam pipes and boilers, 
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around water ffipes to keep them from freezing and as a cover for garden 
plants during the winter. A layer of moss litter three feet thick is the best 
covering for ice heaps, and it is also used as filling material in buildings. 

Moss litter is alight and elastic packing material, and is advantageously 
used for the packing of glass and such wares. 

Manufacture of Alcohol  front  Moss Litter.---By converting the cellulose 
into sugar, alcohol can be made from peat. This has been known for quite a 
long time, and experiments have been made by several inventors and investi-
gators. 

The method used was as follows :—The peat was heated during a short-
er or longer period under pressure with diluted sulphuric acid, in order to 
convert the cellulose into sugar. The acid juice was neutralized, filtered 
and the liquid fermented with yeast. When the fermentation was ready, 
the alcohol was obtained by distillation. 

Experiments made by H. von Feilitzen in 1897 gave as an average 5.58% 
of the weight, of alcohol from water-free peat. The experiments also de-
monstrated that the alcohol obtained from more liumified peat was less than 
that obtained from the undecomposed moss. 

In 1905 a plant was in operation in Denmark, the .method employed 
being invented by M. Reynaud who used a specially cultivated yeast for the 
fermentation. 

The same method was introduced in Sweden, and some experlments 
superintended by a government officer were made with financial aid from 
the government. 

The sphagnum moss used contained 62% moisture, .or per 100 lbs., 38 
lbs. dry peat substance. 

The peat was heated in 'a  large  copper vessel with dilute sulphuric acid 
for 45 minutes, and under three atmospheres pressure. Each charge con-
tained 495 lbs. moss litter, 99 gallon of water and 0.825 gallon sulphuric 
acid of ordinary strength (66° Be). 

The juice was neutralized with chalk, and after the sulphate of lime had 
settled, it was passed through a slime separator, and the liquid was fermented 
with the special yeast obtained from France. After 3-5 days, when the 
fermentation was ready, the alcohol was distilled. 

The aniount of alcohol obtained was 0.63-0.67 gallon per 100 lbs. dry 
peat substance, or on an average, 0.65 gallon. 

The cost of manufacture is approximately estimated by H.  ion Feilitzen 
as follows:— 

Cents per litre alcohol. 
Moss litter.  	3.0 
Sulphuric acid at  2.43e  per litre.  	1.7 
Chalk at  0.4e per kilogram 	 0.5 
Labour, yeast, amortization of plant, etc., 

at least. 	 5.3 

Total.  	10.5 cents per litre 
or about 47 cents per gallon. 
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Peat Mull for Sanitary Purposes.—Peat mull is a very efficient deodorizer, - 
and to a certain extent is disinfective. It is therefore to a large extent used 
for closets, and in a large number of towns in Germany and other European 
countries, the use of peat mull for this purpose is made compulsory. The 
resulting "poudrette"  lias a high value as a fertilizer. 

Peat mull for filtering sewage has aiso been experimented with. 
By filtering the effluent water containing saline ammonia and other 

dissolved salts through peat mull, it is rendered pure and harmless. Some-
times peat coke is used for the same purpose. 

Peat Mull for Packing Purposes.—For packing fruit and vegetables, peat 
mull has been found to give excellent results. Packed in boxes with peat 
mull, fruit keeps its freshness for months without decaying. ' 

It is also advantageously used for packing and preserving meat, fish 
and eggs. 

Peat Molasses*.—Molasses  lias  been used a long time in Germany for 
fattening cattle, but it  lias a purging effect, and in order to counteract this, 
peat mull very finely ground, was mixed with the molasses. The acid con-
tained in the peat, especially the humic acid, neutralized the injurious potas-
sium salts contained in the molasses, and rendered them harmless; the action 
of the mull cbunteracts the severe purging caused by the molasses alone. 

The advantages claimed for peat-molasses are:—that it is 50% cheaper -
than the best fat-producing feed, and still equal in nourishment. It tends to 
keep the animal in health, help the digestion, sharpen the appetite, and is as 
good as bran. It increases and improves the milk from cows. It acts aà a 
stimulant and increa,ses the stamina of horses, and also prevents colic and 
other sicknesses.t 

The usual manner of manufacturing peat molasses consists in hehtlrig 
it to 190° F. and mixing it with mull, while hot, in the proportion of 20 parts 
of mull to 80 parts of molasses. 

Manufacture of  Peat Paper.—Several processes have been invented for 
the manufacture of paper from peat (moss peat) or from a mixture of peat and 
wood pulp, but . as far as known, none of these have proved economical. 
Paper can be made of fairly good quality, but so far, the cost of manufacture 
is as a rule too high. 

The  process invented by K. A. Zschôrner, of Vienna, which was used at 
Frauenberg in Stiermark, Austria, is as follows:— 

The peat is chemically treated in an apparatus containing five compart-
ments.i "In the first the fibres are treated by a solution of alkali, not 
higher than 2° Beaumé, and gradually decreasing in strength by the addition 
of cold water. This is performed under a high pressure at a ternperature of 
4°-25° Cent. The second el:impartment, containing a solution of calcium or 
sodium hypo-chloride of a strength not exceeding 2° Beaumé, is employed 

*P. R. Bjiirling S.;.F. P. Gissing, Peat, its use and manufacture. 
fA number of authorities disclaim that peat molasses has the properties claimed by 

the manufacturer of this article. 
$13jUrling and Gissing. 
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at a normal temperature and under a higher pressure than in the first com-
partment. The final treatment consists in subjecting the fibres to another 
treatment with alkali, this time 'the strength of' the solution being only 1°' 
Beaumé at normal temperature, but still greater pressure. After this, the 
material must be thoroughly washed, when it is Teady for making into paper, 
either by itself, or by being mixed with other paper stuff, with any kind of 
paper-making machinery." 

Brin' s Process for Manufacturing Paper Pulp 2!'—This process is both 
mechanical and chemical. The peat is passed between a pair of Tellers, fitted 
with teeth which open the fibres., and. at the same time, by means of a stream 
of cold water, frees them from earthy and soluble matter. . The rollers are 
situated,in a cistern provided with a strainer beneath the rollers to allow the 
water to drain avir,ay. Combs are provided for removing the fibres which 
may adhere to the teeth of the rollers. The fibres in this condition are passed 
between a pair, of squeezing.  rollers, made of hardwood or any other material 
not affected by the chemicals used in this process. By this means the water 
and colouring matter contained in the peat cells are expelled, so that the 
liquors used may enter them. The rollers are fitted with springs on the' bear-
ings and the fibres aré paSsed through the rollers by a screw conveyor, and 
are at the same time subjected to the action of a hot solution of caustic soda 
at 2r Beaumé, and to a steam pressure of about 75 lbs. per square inch. 
This apparatus is continuous, so that the fibres are passed repeatedly between 
the rollers. The operation takes about one and a half hours, when the fibres 
are discharged into a tank, where they 'are -washed with cold water, which is 
run off through a strainer, made of wire cloth, at the bottom of the tank. In 
this tank the mass is kept agitated by a wheel and is conveyed by a jet of 
steam and gas issuing from a nozzle immersed therein through a pipe to a 
bleaching tank. • 

The bleaching tank  contains a pair of squeezing.  rollers between which the 
fibres are forced to  pas S repeatedly while subjected to the bleaching action. 
The ga,s is supplied by a pipe and is mingled with the steam from a nozzle 
within the chamber. The gas is• active oxygen or oxychloride of hydrogen. 
When the charge has been bleached, it ià discharged into a tank, afterwards 
confined in a closed vessel containing a solution of caustic soda, at 5° to 6° 
Beaumé, and water acidulated with 2 to 3% hydrochloric acid. The pulp is 
then ready for paper making. 

OTHER PEAT PRODUCTS. 

Textile  Peat.—A: number of attempts have been made to utilize . the 
fibrous peat formed .of the bog cotton (Eriophorum vagniatum) for the manu-
facture of yarn for weaving purposes. 

The cloth made, is, when new, quite soft and nice, but does not wear well. 
It is on ac .count of its disinfective properties suitable in hospitals and such 
places. • 

*Bjôrling and Gissing. 
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The economic results obtained in this manufacture do not appear to 
have been promising, and much money has been lost at least at several of the 
plants so far erected. 

Peat Wood. —Methods for the manufacture of peat wood have been 
invented in Germany, and of these the process employed by J. Hemmerling, 
of Dresden is best known. 

By this process, the wet peat (preferably a mixture of sphagnum moss 
and more humified peat) is mixed with hydrated lime and aluminium sulphate. 
The resulting mass, during some 15 seconds, is pressed between steel plates 
under a high pressure, (some 600 atmospheres). Most of the water is ex-
pelled during the pressing, and the peat blocks can afterwards be handled. 
These blocks are then laid on shelves in a drying chamber where a normal 
temperature of about 18° Centigrade is kept. After eight days the blocks 
are hard and can be worked like wood. Such peat wood llocks have been 
used instead of wood or stone on some streets in Dresden, and as it is prac-
tically fire-proof its suitability for building purposes has also been advocated. 
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS. 

; 	Air-dried Peat Fuel.—The results obtained with the methods previously 
described clearly demonstrate that the manufacture of air-dried peat fuel, if 
properly conducted, is, in Europe, a sound business proposition. The con-
ditions in Canada,  at least in the southern parts of the interior_pWminces, are 
quite as favourable for the manufacture of peat fuel as those in Eurnpe.  In 
fact, the drying conditions ak more favourable on account of tke_warmer_and 
longer summer. 

The methods and machinery to be employed for working the bogs Must 
ticretin each individual case, be determined by a thorough investigation, as  to 

Shi.. draining facilities, nature of the bog  and local conditions. The neglect pf 
these important factors in Canada is probably one of the reasons why  the 
utilization of our bogs has so far moely_resulteslin_failures.  

A method: and machinery, which in a certain bog may work quite well, 
may, where conditions are different, prove entirely unsuitable. 

Of the European methods described in this report, the digging of the 
peat by hand without any mechanical treatment (see pages 22-33) is not 
likely to prove acceptable in Canada except for a small production for domestic 
use, and for the manufacture of moss litter. 

_ The method of adding water to the peat in the pulping and mixing 
machine (see pages 34-57) is a method to be recommended where suitable 
drying fields can be obtained, or where only a small production is required. 
The necessary machinery and other appliances are comparatively simple and 
cheap, and yvhen the peat is well humified, a good fuel is obtained. 

In the majority of case, however, the employment of _peat _machines 
(see pages 57-129) is more suitable. 

' Where the bogs are comparatively free  from roots, trunks and stumps 
of trees, the employment of  mechanical excavators is a great  advantage in 
such well drained bo_gs,the machinery and methodinyented and used. 1Dy 
O. Strenge at Elisabethfehn,_Oldenburg,_ Germany, is probably  one of the 
best. (See pages 116-120). 

Most bogs contain, however, a great number of roots and stumps, and in 
such cases the advantages of the mechanical excavators so far invented are 
doubtful. The most suitable machinery and  methods  for  such bogs are those 
invented by A. Anrep. (See  pages 77-82,92-96).  

Peat and Lignite  Briquettes.—The  manufacture of peat briquettes (see 
pages 130-148), which are preferable for domestic use on account of their 
higher fuel value and cleanliness, is, as far as can be judged, in Europe not a 
very lucrative undertaking. The increased fuel value does not cover the 
extra expense of artificial drying and briquetting. 
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The ppcess inventec t.Ekei 	giber • (the wet carbonizing process 
(see pages  160-170)  where the peat is more or less fully carbonized and its 
fuel value thereby considerably increased, is, however, promising and is attractL 
ing much attention. The manufacture of lignite briquettes,  on the other 
hand, has  reached very largeproportions, in Germany, and the machinery 
and methods there used are verm_actory.  

Part of the lignites in Manitoba and Saskatchewan would probably prove 
'suitable for briquetting by these methods. 

Peat Powder.—The process for the manufacture of peat powder lately 
invented by H. Ekelund (see pages 171-172) is claimed by experts to woiNk 
satisfactory. The advantage,s of powdered fuels, especially in such industries 
as cement maldng,  are evident, and for certain localities in Canada, of great, 
importance. 

Peat Coke.—The' economical results obtained in this industry depend 
largely on the market and prices  of the byzproducts „obtained through the 
dry distillation of the peat. When these can be disposed of advantageously, 
the Manufacture of peat coke is quite feasible. The best method invented  
for coking_peat is the one inventd_b_y—Zie.gler (see pages 176-188).  . 

Uses of Peat for Heating and Steam Raising.—Peat can be used advan-
tageously instead of wood in any suitable apparatds. In fuel value one ton 
of ordinary coal is equal to 1.8  tons  air-dried machinepeat or 2.5, tonuy,o_o_d. 

With peat  firing on step_grates, 1 lb. peat prOduces  4.03 lbs. steam. 
With peat firing in half  gas furnace, 1 lb. peat produces  3.76 lbs. steam. 
With peat firing in_gas producer, 1 lb. peat produces  4.70 lbs. steam. 

Peat Gas for Power Purposes.—The most rational method of utilizing 
the  peat bogs on a larger scale is undoubtedly through the erection of pow& 
plants at the bogs. (See pages 219229). In this case the. bulkiness of the 
peat fuel is  of less conseqUence, and as the peat in the  gas producers_em-
ployed can be used with some 40-45% of moisture,thedrying conditions_ are 
of less importance.  Peat with 25-30% moisture is, however, desirable when-
ever possible to obtain.. 

Moss Litter and Peat Mull.—The manufacture of moss litter for bedding 
and packing purposes (see pages 230-242) is a rapidly growing industry in 
Europe, and on account of the large moisture absorbing property of moss 
litter, its use for these purposes is greatly to be recommended. Peat mull 
is also used with very satisfactaiy results as a packing material for fruit, 
eggs, etc. (see page 243), and for sanitary purposes. 

Other Uses of Peat.—The manufacture of textile, paper, alcohol, etc., 
from peat (see pages 242-245), are, as far as at present can be judged, only in 
an experimental stage. 


